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ABSTRACT
The work-team is understood to have the potential to develop and sustain highperforming, modern organizations through the knowledge conversion process. This
process includes an effective work-team that learns and creates knowledge, and then
converts knowledge for use by the team and the larger organization in a process of
continuous improvement. There is literature that questions the work-team and its
potential to be highly effective, however, and which informs the problem, purpose, and
central research question. Other literature related to work-teams is given coherence
through a conceptual synthesis, and is critically analyzed. This dissertation asks how and
why work-teams in four organizations are enabled or constrained to use the knowledge
conversion process for continuous improvement. A conceptual framework constructed of
the four orientations of effective teams and knowledge creation theory was used to guide
the research process. Research was conducted in each of for-profit, non-profit, education,
and government settings. Several aspects of work-team functioning were reported by
participants, and supported through document analysis and field notes, as being enabling
and / or constraining to the knowledge conversion process. Enabling elements include:
the four orientations of effective teams (relational, ends, process, learning) and elements
of knowledge creation theory. Constraints include: conditions or actions that oppose a
relational, ends, process, or learning orientation, and conditions that oppose the tenets of
knowledge creation theory. The discussion presents representative responses,
documentation, and field notes which give context to the enabling and constraining
functions of each work-team. Critical realism is utilized as the methodology of this
research, and illuminates the stratified reality of the work-team context, including four
ii

modes of reality: materially, ideally, artifactually, and socially real. The four orientations
of effective work-teams, knowledge creation theory, and critical realism are found to be
useful tools for the establishment and development of an effective work-team knowledge
conversion process.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The research for this dissertation investigates the work-team as it exists within
four organizations, providing explanations and understandings of how and why the
effective work-team learns, creates, and utilizes knowledge. Effectiveness, learning and
knowledge creation, and knowledge utilization are shown to be complex, interrelated
functions of the work-team. However, at its foundation the work-team is a modest
extension of instinctive human motivations to belong and learn together to survive and
prosper (Chirot, 2012; Dickens, 2004; Kim, 1997; Langer, 1974; Suzuki, 2010;
Wheatley, 2007). Specifically, work-teams are an extension of human instincts: (i) to
create desirable communities where individuals feel they belong (Bandura, 1997; Claeys,
2000; Glasser, 2000; Mitchell & Sackney, 2011; Maslow, 1970; Vygotsky, 1978); (ii) to
learn socially, and to create and pass along knowledge (Bandura, 1997; Hills, 2001; Kim,
1997; Vygotsky, 1978); and (iii) to convert (use) knowledge for continuous improvement
of the collective (Nonaka, Toyama & Hirata, 2015; Nonaka, Umemoto, & Senoo, 1996;
Nonaka, Von Krogh, & Voelpel, 2006). Therefore, as work-teams naturally align with
these instincts, there is foreseeable potential for work-teams to be desirable, positive
contributors to organizational success (Blacker, 1995; Davenport & Prusak, 1998;
Edmondson, Bohmer & Pisano, 2001; Katzenback & Smith, 2003; Nonaka et al., 2015;
Tsoukas, 1996).
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Nonetheless, it would be naïve to suggest that because they are an extension of
instinctive needs work-teams will always be successful; they are not an organizational
panacea, and it requires planning and development to create and maintain an effective
work-team. So, it is with the simultaneous understanding of their potential and the
complexity of forming and developing a work-team that this dissertation explores how
and why four active work-teams are, or are not, effective in their learning and creation of
knowledge, and the use of knowledge in a process of continuous improvement.
This research specifically investigates work-team effectiveness, learning,
knowledge creation, and knowledge use in continuous improvement process referred to
as the knowledge conversion process. This process includes an effectively functioning
work-team which learns and creates knowledge, and which uptakes and uses this
knowledge for the purposes of continuous improvement. In the context of this research,
multiple sources of interdisciplinary literature are critically analyzed, and a synthesis of
these sources is developed into a framework used to guide the analysis of four active
work-teams within four organizations. Findings include an academic and practical
understanding of the work-team knowledge conversion process, and suggestions are
provided to assist with the development and use of the knowledge conversion process
with active work-teams, within organizations.
The knowledge conversion process begins with work-team effectiveness, which
supports learning and knowledge creation and which culminates in the use of knowledge
for continuous improvement (Blacker, 1995; Beyerlein, Beyerlein, & Kennedy, 2006;
2

Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Dyer, 1987; Katzenback & Smith, 2003; Lencioni, 2005;
Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka et al., 1996; Nonaka et al., 2006). The knowledge
conversion process is interdependent, requiring each of these three parts for it to occur.
The logic of the relationship between these three component parts of the knowledge
conversion process holds that knowledge conversion cannot take place without learning
and knowledge creation, which cannot take place unless the work-team has a modicum of
effectiveness. Figure 1 depicts the knowledge conversion process as it has potential to
exist with an effective work-team.

Figure 1. The knowledge conversion process: An iterative cycle

This understanding of the knowledge conversion process is a useful aid to
categorizing and critically analyzing academic literature related to work-teams and it
helps to frame discussion throughout this dissertation. For example, there is literature
presented within this dissertation which is primarily concerned with developing effective
teams (Dyer, 1987; Beyerlein, Beyerlein, & Kennedy, 2006; Lencioni, 2005); other
academic literature is focused upon addressing team learning and the creation of
knowledge (Blacker, 1995; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Katzenback & Smith, 2003); and
still other literature focuses primarily on the conversion of knowledge (Nonaka et al.,
2015; Nonaka et al.,1996; Nonaka et al., 2006). Overall, the literature cited above is
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broadly related to work-teams, but it is useful to address component parts and categories
for the purposes of analysis and discussion.
A primary weakness and gap within the literature is that there is not a single
source of literature discovered in the research for this dissertation that treats knowledge
conversion as a process requiring the interdependence of an effective team, learning and
knowledge creation, and knowledge conversion. This may seem a small issue, but the
lack of coherence between various literature related to work-teams creates ‘siloed’
literature that is not reflective of the dynamic and interdependent nature of work-teams.
This is addressed in this introduction and within the literature review. Another aspect of
the literature related to work-teams are the two perspectives described in the following
paragraphs; these perspectives assist in the establishment of the problem, purpose, and
research question of this dissertation. Two perspectives concerning the usefulness and
benefit of work-teams within organizations, can be grouped into statements and positions
which: (i) support work-teams and their many positive roles and potentials within
organizations, and (ii) challenge the use of the work-team and how they are understood as
useful or beneficial to organizations.
The position in support of work-teams begins with Lencioni (2005), who asserts
that the power of teamwork cannot be denied, while Gardener, Csikszentmihalyi, and
Damon (2001) describe teams as having the potential to tackle and solve intractable
problems. Kossler and Kanaga (2001) further suggest that “teams spark innovation” (p.
10). Katsenback and Smith (1993) believe that “the record of team performance speaks
4

for itself” (p. 15) and teams play an important role in the development and maintenance
of successful organizations.
Team learning is also associated with adaptation and creativity (Hulsheger,
Anderson, & Salgado, 2009; Sloane, 2007), with innovation, competitive advantage,
organizational survival, and world-class levels of performance (Beyerlein, Beyerlein, &
Kennedy, 2006). Work-team learning is the key to success and survival in today’s
organizations (Serrat, 2017), and the work-team “facilitates dealing with current crisis
and designing long-term strategies” (Kets, 2011, p. xiii). Other scholars contend that
there is an increasing dependence on knowledge workers, and on capturing and
benefiting from the results of their collective learning and understanding (Blacker, 1995;
Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Edmondson et al., 2001; Katzenback & Smith, 2003; Nonaka
et al., 2015; Tsoukas, 1996).
In reference to knowledge creation and conversion, Nonaka et al. (2015) suggest
that among many work-team benefits, this process provides organizations with the power
to adapt to overcome challenges while continuously innovating for success. Boud and
Garrick (1999) describe the dynamic nature of knowledge conversion: “the important
factor is not so much the static ‘stock’ of knowledge which employees and others have,
as the dynamic process through which that knowledge is enhanced and renewed” (p.
544). Adair and Thomas (2004) describe knowledge conversion as “a combination of two
processes: generating new ideas and the implementation of them” (p. 41). Several
scholars refer to the importance of work-team knowledge conversion as an innovative,
5

continuous improvement process critical to the success of modern organizations
(Beyerlein et al., 2006; Edmondson, et al., 2001; Hills, 2001; Hulsheger et al., 2009;
Kets, 2011; Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka, et al., 1996; Nonaka et al., 2006; Sloane, 2007).
However, in contrast to the accolades and support for work-teams and their
potential, there are several challenges to the use of work-teams found in literature that
represents the second perspective. For example, Nonaka (2007) and Tsoukas and
Vladimirou (2001) contend that most managers have a limited understanding of
knowledge creation and conversion and its potential to influence continuous
improvement. Other scholars purport there is a lack of clarity in the literature describing
an effective work-team, which leads to a lack of understanding as to how teams can play
a role in the development and maintenance of successful organizations (Cohen & Bailey,
1997; Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson et al., 2001; Hackman, 2002; Hirst et al., 2005).
Mintrop and Charles (2017) contend that “shared suffering” (p. 72) may be a necessary
aspect of the development of an effective team, while Cohen and Bailey (1997) note there
is limited research examining how teams are constituted. Hirst et al. (2005) suggest that
teamwork is a commonly used term that “covers a wide variety of team designs,
practices, and processes” (p. 191). Salas, Sims, and Burke (2005) contend that “despite
extensive interest in the topic, a clear definition of teamwork continues to be elusive” (p.
556). Similarly, Van Der Vegt and Bunderson (2005) state that although there is clearly
potential value to effective team performance, “a growing body of evidence suggest that
organizations frequently find it difficult to realize this potential” (p. 532).
6

This difficulty realizing work-team potential is compounded by the challenge of
describing work-team learning activities. Dhiman (2017) suggests that collaboration is
not a simplistic act, but very much a science, and Salas, Cooke, and Rosen (2008) explain
that while much is known about behavioral coordination in teams, “far less is understood
about complex cognitive tasks performed by teams” (p. 544). Edmondson (1999) states
that while much has been written about teams, a clear understanding of the learning that
occurs within teams remains limited, and in fact, “little research has been done to
understand the factors that influence learning behavior in ongoing teams in real
organizations” (p. 350). Nielsen, Randall, and Christensen (2017) investigate contextual
factors within work-teams that interact with team training experiences and outcomes, and
propose a complex interaction of influences, illustrating the difficulty of effectively
developing and utilizing teams. Edmondson et al. (2001) assert that “a growing reliance
on teams in changing and uncertain organizational environments creates a managerial
imperative to understand the factors that enable team learning” (p. 350). Yet, they suggest
that managing team learning – if it is done at all – “imposes a significant new burden on
team leaders” (p. 11). Finally, Salas et al. (2005) summarize this perspective by stating
that “the study of teamwork has been fragmented over the years and has not lent itself to
being used practically” (p. 591).
The fragmented nature of the literature associated with work-teams (Salas et al.,
2005), the “managerial imperative” (Edmondson et al., 2001) to better understand the
work-team and its complex functions (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Edmondson, 1999;
7

Edmondson et al., 2001; Hackman, 2002; Hirst et al., 2005), and the learning and
knowledge conversion process (Nonaka, 2007; Nonaka et al., 2015; Tsoukas &
Vladimirou, 2001) are central to this dissertation. A primary intention of this research
therefore is to bring coherence to an understanding of work-team effectiveness, learning
and knowledge creation, and knowledge conversion as interrelated components of the
knowledge conversion process. The problem, purpose statement, and research question
outline how this challenge is approached within this dissertation.
Problem, Purpose Statement, and Research Question
Organizations today often rely on work-teams to create knowledge to assist in
achieving team and organizational goals, and work-teams have the potential to be
effective contributors to the organizations in which they operate. However, there is much
that is not known, or is debated, concerning effective work-teams and the actions they
take to achieve team and organizational goals through the knowledge conversion process.
This represents another gap in the literature. Consequently, the research problem of this
dissertation is as follows: due to the lack of comprehensive and coherent research, there
is a critical need to better understand the knowledge conversion process within workteams and the factors that enable and constrain it. This is undertaken through the critical
analysis and synthesis of theory, and the investigation of four active work-teams.
Based on the identified problem, the purpose of this research is to critically
analyze and synthesize scholarly literature related to the knowledge conversion process,
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and then investigate the process as it exists, or does not, in four work-teams in each of
for-profit, non-profit, education, and government settings.
The central research question acts as a guide to the development of research
design, the collection of data, and the production of findings. The central research
question of this dissertation is: how and why are active work-teams enabled and
constrained to effectively engage in the knowledge conversion process?
Addressing the problem, realizing the purpose, and answering the central research
question will bring coherence and contribute to academic and practical knowledge related
to the knowledge conversion process. This contribution is significant, as there is currently
no comprehensive research which explains and aids in understanding knowledge
conversion as an interrelated and interdependent process, and much is not known about
how a work-team achieves team and organizational goals through the knowledge
conversion process. Further, and a third weakness and gap in the literature, is that much
of the literature does not address “how and why” questions about the knowledge
conversion process but is concerned with “what to do” to create its component parts:
effective work-teams, work-team learning and knowledge creation, and knowledge
conversion. For the purposes of this dissertation, literature that addresses how and why
questions is referred to as addressing “interior” perspectives that delve into the process of
knowledge conversion, while literature that tells one what to do is considered an
“external” perspective. Chess is useful in an analogy that helps to describe the internal
and external perspectives. In this analogy, an external perspective would describe how to
9

place chess pieces on a chess board correctly in readiness for play; while an internal
perspective would address how and why to move pieces, individually and in patterns of
moves, to achieve the desired outcome of winning the game.
Consequently, the three gaps identified above first provides an opportunity to
develop a literature synthesis that brings disparate literature together to develop and
explain the knowledge conversion process. This action therefore does not situate this
research within a singular body of literature, but rather it contributes as a bridge and
synthesis of silos of literature, thus creating a foundation of understanding for the
knowledge conversion process. Second, this research contributes to an understanding of
the largely unexplored inner workings of an active work-team, and how work-teams
achieve goals through the knowledge conversion process. Finally, this research
contributes to an understanding of how and why the knowledge conversion process
occurs from an interior perspective, thus providing valuable information useful to further
research and practical application.
Structure of the Dissertation
In the literature review – chapter two –background and context are provided to the
dissertation problem, purpose, and question by first describing the history of the
management of the work-team, and then current management theory in modern society.
This background and contextual framework then provides a basis for the introduction of
key terms. Next, follows an explanation which describes how coherence is sought in the
literature by grouping literature related to the knowledge conversion process into four
10

orientations, and articulating those orientations with a theoretical framework. This is
followed by a presentation and critical analysis of the literature using the four
orientations and the theoretical framework as a guide to presentation and inquiry. Finally,
the gaps exposed by the critical analysis lead to a synthesis of the literature into a
conceptual framework, which is used to conduct research in four organizations.
The literature review is followed by a description of the methodology and
methods of this research in chapter three. Findings are presented in chapter four, and
discussion and synthesis occur in chapter five. Finally, conclusions, contributions, and
future research constitute chapter six.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
This literature review first provides background and context to the work-team
knowledge conversion process. Coherence is then brought to the fragmented nature of
work-team literature (Salas et al., 2005) by grouping it into four orientations, which are
articulated with a theoretical framework to describe the entire knowledge conversion
process. This is followed by a presentation and critical analysis of the literature through
the four orientations and the theoretical framework, culminating with the articulation of a
conceptual framework to guide research.
History of the Management of the Work-Team
The industrial revolution (circa 1880) brought unprecedented changes to society.
These included bold new ways of thinking about labor, production methods, and the
management of workers (More, 2000). It was during the upheaval brought by the
industrial revolution that early management theory arose as distinguishable from
technical knowledge (Wren & Bedeian, 2009). Notably, history of the management of the
work-team demonstrates a significant evolution of management thought, which at first
treated workers as little more than individual, rationalized components in an industrial
process, and which has progressed to a view of workers and work-teams, and what they
accomplish, as valued assets within modern organizations (Mathieu, Hollenbeck, van
Knippenberg, & Ilgen, 2017).
The industrial revolution was a period of absolute growth of industry. More
(2000) describes it as a comprehensive expansion of industry relative to agriculture and
12

services, which included the unprecedented use of new innovation, including the steam
engine, and which prompted decades of unparalleled economic growth. Wren and
Bedeian (2009) characterize the industrial revolution similarly, and refer to it as a “new
age for civilization” (p. 39) where “improvements in technology made possible large
combinations of physical and human resources and ushered in the factory system to
replace the domestic system of production” (p. 39). The increasing density and
specialization of the workforce, as it was restructured around the multiple loci of factory
production, had a simultaneous effect on how human resources were and would be
managed thereafter. This sparked the study of organizations, production, and the
management of workers.
Referenced in Wren and Bedeian (2009) Fayol, Weber, and Taylor were the first
modern innovators to develop ideas that would significantly influence the way work was
designed and managed. It was Taylor who bequeathed to the world clockwork regulated
tasks and helped instill in societies across the globe an obsession with time, order,
productivity, and efficiency (Kanigel, 2005). These early innovators were interested in
improving mass production through the control of workers and environments, and gave
little attention to the latent potential of the worker or the work-team, as these were, and
had been since the beginning of the industrial revolution, treated as cogs within a larger
industrial design (Mathieu et al., 2017; Wren & Bedeian, 2009).
In contrast, some progress in the valuation of the worker and work-team was
made when research was conducted to assess the importance of social and psychological
13

factors in work groups during the 1920s (Mayo, 2004). Several scholars affected work
group theory and practice (which is a set of ideas used to assist in making sense of events
in groups) through their work in behaviorism and behavior modification during the 1930s
(Luft, 1984; Wren, 2005). And, during the 1930s and 1940s, there began a serious look at
group dynamics and the effects of management styles on work groups (Luft, 1984; Wren
2005).
This shift in views to an emerging understanding of worker and team potential
continued throughout the 1900s. Scott (2003) reports that by the 1940s several human
relations scholars were changing their views, as they were reacting to what they saw as
“an overly individualist and rationalized conception of work and workers” (p. xvi).
Consequently, the study of team-work began to note the importance of social ties among
workers and managers, and took pains to document the role of informal structure and
non-rational motivations in the organization of work. Research showed that a beneficial
and productive team atmosphere could exist in work groups: one that had clear goals,
informal systems of communication and participation, established decision making
procedures, and an informal climate (Mayo, 1949; Scott, 2003). It was also at this time
that managers began to conceive “that workers were human and that their feelings and
attitudes could not be taken for granted” (Luft, 1984, p. 165). Thus, the focus of
management studies and theories moved from an individualist and rationalized
conception towards one of valuing the worker, both individually and in teams – albeit
motivated by profit.
14

Referenced in Porter and Beyerlein (2000) from the 1940s to the 1960s,
researchers focused on group dynamics, with group climate experiments in the 1940s,
attempts at establishing paradigms for analyzing groups in the 1950s, and the 1960s
brought structured developmental stages of groups. During the 1970s, social loafing and
other deleterious group behaviors were brought to light; the 1980s marked continuous
improvement; the 1990s saw a focus on team leadership and competitive advantage,
while 2000 and beyond have seen a focus on group cognition, potency, and efficacy
(Porter & Beyerlein, 2000). Also emerging in recent decades, research suggests the act of
engaging in knowledge conversion is a valuable pursuit that can improve the functioning
of the work-team, increase quality work output, and provide competitive advantage for
the organization (e.g. Blacker, 1995; Bohm, 2004; Brilhart et al., 2001; Brown, 2002;
Chou & Wang, 2003; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Edmondson et al., 2001; Gardner et al.,
2001; Katzenback & Smith, 2003; Lencioni, 2005; Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka et al.,
1996; Nonaka et al., 2006; Senge, 1990; Tsoukas, 1996; Wenger, 1998). However, in a
cautionary comment, Adler (1997) states that contemporary “work organization is always
buffeted between the technical productive advantages of teamwork and the intermittent
economic advantages of autocratic domination” (p. 5).
The history of the management of the work-team provides the first part of a
background and context for understanding the knowledge conversion process as it exists
in modern organizations, with modern management. The knowledge conversion process
arises from this background and context and brings together (bridges and connects)
15

current literature in the areas of work-team effectiveness, learning and knowledge
creation, and knowledge conversion. Modern society, the context in which work-teams
presently exist, is described and defined next.
Modern Society
Modern societies are understood to be groups of people who, within a bounded
area, collectively develop and maintain four broad interrelated societal categories which
are economy, culture, social institutions, and political systems (Brym et al., 2010; Chirot,
2012; Hagedorn, 1983; Lidz, 2013). Furthermore, modern societies are host to a myriad
of networks, groups, teams, organizations, and bureaucracies, which are the constituent
parts of the four societal categories (Brym et al., 2010; Hagedorn, 1983). Certainly,
modern collectives and their constituent parts are more complex than a simple huntergatherer or agrarian society of the past; however, how they function is no less important,
as both their success and their failure effect society (Brilhart et al., 2001). A notable
example of this is seen in economics where the failure of multiple constituent economic
collectives affects the health of society and can cause economic recession or depression
(Hall & Ferguson, 1998; Roberts, 2012).
Figure 2 below presents a model for conceptualizing how the broad categories of
society are formed from constituent parts, being networks, groups, work-teams,
organizations, and bureaucracies; thus, this figure exemplifies a conceptualization of how
these categories and their constituent parts are built and are linked to the structure of
society (Brilhart et al., 2001; Chirot, 2012). Modern society is highly interrelated and
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interdependent, with each constituent part adding to its formation and maintenance.
Figure 2 illuminates the complexity of society in which modern work-teams conduct their
work.
Society

Economy

Culture

Constituent
Constituent
Parts:
Parts
(networks, groups,

Constituent
Parts

Social
Institutions

Political
Systems

Constituent
Parts

Constituent
Parts

work-teams,
organizations,
bureaucracies)
Figure 2. How constituent parts support society.

Key Terms
In this research, the term team could be used to apply to sports teams, teams of
volunteers, task force teams, and more. As this research is focused specifically on teams
that exist within modern organizations, work-team is the most appropriate term.
Scholarly literature has proposed that smaller work-teams are more favorable for
effective learning, innovation, trust, adaptability, and psychological safety (Costigan,
Ilter, & Berman, 1998; Curral, Forrester, Dawson, & West, 2001; Hirst et al., 2005; Luft,
1970; Petokorpi & Hasu, 2014; Steiner, 1972; Van Der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005).
Moreover, work-teams are understood in this research to operate effectively with
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autonomy and take actions that are aligned with the strategic direction of the organization
(Castka, Bamber, Sharp, & Belohoubek, 2001; Leede, Looise, & Alders, 2002; Marshall,
1995; Senge, 1990). Therefore, the work-teams investigated in this research are defined
and delimited to consist of five to 10 members who are provided the autonomy to
effectively achieve explicit objectives aligned with the strategic direction of the
organization in which they exist.
The context of the work-teams investigated in this research is modern society,
which is constituted of economy, culture, social institutions, and political systems (Brym
et al., 2010; Chirot, 1994; Hagedorn, 1983; Lidz, 2013). Each of the work-teams
investigated exists within an organization within one of the four societal categories.
Further, each work-team is understood to exist as a secondary social grouping of
members operating within a formal organization – which means they have and share
social ties, though not with the intimacy of a primary or familial grouping (Brym et al.,
2010). Therefore, each work-team in this research is understood to exist as a secondary
grouping within the context of a formal organization that occupies one of the four
categories of modern society.
Work-team learning is defined and understood as a social meaning-making
process undertaken by adult workers (Bandura, 1977; Kolb, 1984; Vygotsky, 1978;
Wenger, 1998), “for the purpose of bringing about changes in knowledge, attitudes,
values, and skills” (Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982, p. 9). Additionally, it is understood to
be a process “through which a group creates knowledge for its members, for itself as a
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system, and for others” (Kasl, Marsick, & Dechant, 1997, p. 229). In this way work-team
learning is understood to be a social meaning-making process undertaken by adult
workers that has the intent of bringing about and systemically sharing changes in
knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills that assist the work-team in the achievement of
explicit objectives aligned with the strategic direction of the organization.
Knowledge creation is understood in this research to be the product of work-team
learning, and is delimited by the definitions of the work-team and work-team learning.
For example, the knowledge created by a work-team engaged in learning must in some
way have the potential to advance the effective achievement of explicit work-team
objectives aligned with the strategic direction of the organization to be considered
knowledge (Chou & Wang, 2003; Kasl et al., 1997; Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka et al.,
1996; Nonaka et al., 2006; Tsoukas, 1996). Therefore, knowledge creation is intricately
related to, and understood as the product resulting from, work-team learning.
Knowledge conversion is understood as the process of making knowledge
available to the team (and thus, the organization) through crystallizing, sharing, and
embedding that knowledge within an organization’s knowledge system (Chou & Wang,
2003; Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka et al.,1996; Nonaka et al., 2006; Tsoukas, 1996).
Knowledge conversion utilizes four modes: socialization, externalization, combination,
and internalization. Each of these is described within this literature review when
knowledge creation theory is introduced as the theoretical framework of this dissertation.
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Knowledge creation theory is a management theory that describes the creation and
conversion of knowledge in teams and organizations.
The knowledge conversion process is a process of interrelated component parts
that is understood to span and include an effective work-team that learns and creates
knowledge, which it then converts for use in a continuous improvement process.
Critical Analysis of the Literature
As was noted in the introductory chapter, the literature related to work-teams has
two fundamental weaknesses. The first is that while knowledge worker learning and
knowledge production, and the subsequent conversion of knowledge, are supported in the
literature as useful to organizational development, there is no single source of literature
that addresses the entire scope of the knowledge conversion process. This first weakness
is in part the reason for proceeding with the presentation of literature in a coherent
manner that is conceptualized to represent the entire knowledge conversion process. This
process encompasses literature related to work-team effectiveness, learning and
knowledge creation, and knowledge conversion.
The second weakness is that much of the literature presented takes the external
perspective, explaining what to do to create effective teams or team learning, for
example, but does not consider or explain how or why to do this. Other literature explains
only the interior dimension, explaining only how or why – both dimensions are critically
analyzed. The strengths of the literature are also described during the critical analysis,
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using the four orientations of effective teams and knowledge creation theory as a guide to
presentation.
Finding Coherence in the Literature
Within the introductory chapter, literature related to work-teams and the
knowledge conversion process was depicted as being in some disarray. For example, Van
Der Vegt and Bunderson (2005) note the mounting evidence that teams have difficulty
realizing their full potential, while Christensen et al. (2017) comment upon the
complexity of establishing and maintaining effective teams. Edmondson et al. (2001)
express both the need for clarity in the literature around cognitive tasks performed by
teams, and the burden that managing a learning team places on a leader. Nonaka (2007),
and Tsoukas and Vladimirou (2001) note the unpreparedness of managers to work with
teams to convert knowledge. Finally, Salas et al. (2005) summarize the prevailing
sentiment of the scholars noted above, and others, by suggesting that the current state of
work-team literature renders it not practically useful.
This challenge to the state of work-team literature is responded to within this
review, and literature is presented in a coherent framework that categorizes the literature
to aid with understanding (Ragin & Amoroso, 2011). Working with this deliberate
intention of coherence in mind, the four orientations of effective work-teams are part-one
of an answer to this challenge. I present the relational, ends, process, and learning
orientations as a means of conceptualizing diverse literature related to work-teams (see
Figure 3). I understand these to be major components of an effective, learning work-team.
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Knowledge creation theory represents part two and completes the scope of the knowledge
conversion process by addressing work-team learning and knowledge conversion. There
is overlap between the four orientations and knowledge creation theory – this is
deliberate, and is explained within the review. Following, each of the four orientations
and the theoretical framework of knowledge creation theory are presented, in order,
through several sections of review, and are simultaneously critically analyzed.
The Four Orientations of Effective Work-Teams
Figure 3 demonstrates how the four orientations are conceptualized as being
separate; yet highly interrelated and interdependent components of an effective, learning
work-team. Each area is portrayed as independent, while also being related to each of the
other areas through a variety of connections; these connections are represented by the
lines that connect each area to the whole. The description of the component parts of this
figure begins at the top center with the relational orientation and proceeds in a clockwise
direction to describe ends, process, and conclude with the learning orientation. At the end
of the presentation of the literature about the four orientations of effective work-teams, a
critical analysis ensues.
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Figure 3. The four orientations of effective work-teams

The Relational Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
Based on the literature reviewed, the conceptual existence of the relational
orientation clearly describes the need for effective, learning work-teams to communicate,
and to be aided to communicate in structured, thoughtful, pro-active ways to overcome
the pitfalls of conflict, interpersonal mush, and similar ailments. Relational-orientation
literature points to directly observable roles, practices, actions, and mechanisms, but also
refers to the benefit of establishing work-team norms and values. The relational
orientation is intricately interwoven with each of the other orientations, as it is through
relating that ends are discussed and refined, processes are established and shared, and
work-team learning is pursued. This makes the relational orientation a dynamic aspect of
effective work-teams.
Brown (2002) contends that conversations and communication matter greatly to
humans, and references the historical social innovations used by groups and teams of
people the world over. These include Scandinavian study circles, indigenous ceremonial
circles, wisdom circles, cafes, coffee shops, parlors, and general stores, amongst others,
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as places where conversation is engaged at the transpersonal level. Specifically, Brown
(2002) suggests that “at the transpersonal level, the architecture of engagement and
attention seems to be such that one conversation sparks others that move through a web
of connections and relationships, simultaneously creating new connections which are,
themselves, alive with energy” (p. 15). Graumann (1990) references the use of dialogue
as a process that moves those involved from the positions they begin with to arrive at the
same place even if there is disagreement, or an agreement to disagree, about the nature of
that place. Dialogue, as proposed by both Brown and Graumann, is a natural, engaging,
and growth oriented activity that is a natural part of work-team effectiveness.
However, while Brown (2002) points “to the role of dialogue and networks of
conversation as fundamental to our human capacity” (p. 15), conflict and ineffective
relating are possible dynamics that can hinder the effective accomplishment of simple
work-team tasks. Nonetheless, in conflict literature, there are promising themes. For
example, conflict implies a relationship within and between teams because, “if they are
completely independent of one another, no conflict arises; the existence of a conflict
implies some form of interdependence” (Deutsch, 2006, p. 25). Moreover, Coser (1998)
declares that “conflict tends to be dysfunctional for a social structure in which there is no
or insufficient toleration for institutionalization of conflict” (p. 157).
The opposite is then also true, and conflict is not dysfunctional if it is provided
with sufficient institutionalized toleration, which is the result of a team communicating to
develop norms and values that view conflict as it is – a natural part of the effective work24

team process. Supporting the assertion that conflict can be addressed without deleterious
cost to the work-team, Coser (1998) claims that "the intensity of a conflict which
threatens to ‘tear apart’, which attacks the consensual basis of a social system, is related
to the rigidity of the structure" (p. 157). This points to the need to enact and work within
a relational orientation in order to make less rigid the structure and to uphold the
consensual basis of the social system of the work-team and the organization. Further,
Deutsch (2006) suggests that in order to achieve effective relations, conflicted parties
require “a constructive process of conflict resolution with an effective cooperative
problem-solving process in which the conflict is the mutual problem to be resolved
cooperatively” (p. 32). Developing this notion, Mitchell and Sackney (2011) purport that
“conflict is seen as an opportunity to learn rather than a condition to be avoided” (p. 55)
and “when there is disagreement in the group, members of an effective team do not avoid
conflict. Instead, they carefully analyze the nature of the disagreement and attempt to
reach consensus about how to resolve the problem” (p. 73).
There is further literature that describes a pervasive inability to communicate
clearly within organizations, and a subsequent need to combat this by developing a
relational orientation. Bushe (2009) explores the psychology of experience in
organizations, and determines that “the most basic truth about humans is that we are
constantly generating a stream of precepts, the building blocks of experience” (p. 7). The
problem is that these precepts are not often enough guided by fact, and our propensity
towards creating reality from few stimuli or clues often poses difficulties to work-teams
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through a construct Bushe terms “interpersonal mush” (p. 41). Defined, this condition of
interpersonal mush is when people make up stories from precept streams that supplant
reality, and then act upon those stories as though they were truth, thus affecting
communication that makes work-teams effective. This occurs because, Bushe contends,
“interpersonal mush is endemic to most organizations, large and small. As a result, many
organizations are much less than they could be and collaboration cannot take firm root”
(p. 33).
To improve and develop clarity of communication, Druskat and Wolff (2001)
suggest that effective work-teams ardently require resources that all members can draw
on such as a common vocabulary. They suggest that norms should be established to
accomplish three main objectives: (i) provide resources for working with emotions; (ii)
foster an affirmative environment, and (iii) encourage proactive problem solving.
Moreover, according to Leithwood (1992), work-team leaders have a role, and
must assist in building and maintaining collaborative cultures that involve members in
decision making. According to Fullan (1992), good leaders inspire vision building and
facilitating its attainment, and they promote collaboration and value culture, all of which
takes place through a relational orientation. Bennis and Nanus (1985) report that good
leaders foster communication and alignment with organizational goals; they empower
others, and utilize organizational learning. Finally, Sergiovanni (1991) concisely states
that good leaders value people.
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A critical analysis of the research quoted above, which supports the need for an
effective team to have a communicative, relational orientation, suggests that this
literature is weak in two fundamental ways. The first is that it expresses only one aspect
of team effectiveness and does not consider other needs for team effectiveness beyond
being relational, such as a focus on end goals or the process of achieving those goals, or
on how to learn and use knowledge for continuous improvement. Another weakness is
that it describes what to do (an exterior perspective) – that is value people, maintain
collaborative cultures, focus on the development of norms – but does not describe in
detail how or why to do this (an interior perspective), but rather leaves this to inference.
This is akin to the black box of behaviorism where the inputs and outputs are described,
but there is little explanation of what goes on within. This siloed and exterior notion of
instructing work-teams and work-team managers on team effectiveness is incomplete and
is echoed in each of the subsequent sections.
The Ends Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
The ends orientation of effective work-teams is concerned with explicitly stating
the outcomes and objectives of the work-team, sharing the common purpose of realizing
those outcomes and objectives, and complementing the work of others through the
synergistic alignment of effort. This orientation is evident in effective work-team
literature, but suffers similar weaknesses as the relational orientation.
Bohm’s (2004) work supports the conceptualization of ends orientation from a
position of empowerment. While ends are often provided as goals or outcomes to work27

teams, the argument remains that working together means creating meaning together
towards an end or ends. As Bohm (2004) states, “if people are to cooperate (i.e. literally
to “work together”) they have to be able to create something in common, something that
takes shape in their mutual discussions and actions” (p. 4).
Schmoker (1999) conducts research with work-teams in school settings, and
suggests that often in our schools “much of what we call teamwork or collegiality does
not favor nor make explicit what should be its end: better results for children. The
unfortunate reality is that most of what goes on in the name of collegiality is ineffective
or counterproductive” (p. 15). In Schmoker’s work, ends or results factor prominently as
important and desirable ways to direct and measure effort. Mitchell and Sackney (2011)
point to the necessity of establishing and maintaining a clear ends orientation by
commenting on their experience gained through extensive research with school workteams: “We have found collaborative work to be poorly organized and unrelated to the
perplexities of teaching” (p. 96). Essentially, Mitchell and Sackney comment on the need
for a structured understanding of what end is desired in order to move a work-team from
collegially relational to accomplishing desired objectives.
Synergy is another ends-related concept. Senge (1990) reports that, “in most
teams, the energies of individual members work at cross purposes” (p. 234). These crosspurposes are defined by Senge as redundancies and inefficiencies in the arrangement of
work across a team that emanate from a lack of understanding, or communication of
understanding, of what the desirable ends are, both collectively and individually.
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Therefore, while an unaligned team wastes energy, the aligned team resonates, and an
effective synergy is created where “there is a commonality of purpose, a shared vision,
and understanding of how to complement one another’s efforts” (Senge, 1990, p. 234).
Similarly, Johnson and Johnson (1991) state that in order for a work-team to be
successful, “group goals must be set, work patterns structured and practiced, a desire for
team success must be built, and a sense of group identity developed” (p. 435).
A critical analysis of the literature associated with ends points to directly
observable roles, practices, actions, and mechanisms. This is an exterior perspective that
tells what to do and is not specific and detailed in providing the interior perspective of
how and why to develop an ends orientation. Further, ends alone do not make a workteam effective. It is important to understand and utilize the ends orientation to achieve
objectives that are aligned with the strategic direction of the organization. However, ends
alone does not consider the relational, process or learning orientations of an effective
work-team or how to use created knowledge for continuous improvement.
The Process Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
The process orientation of effective work-teams refers to working together
collaboratively with a shared set of assumptions of what work looks like, how to work,
what to work on, and what to think about while working to effectively accomplish tasks.
Based on this orientation, an effective work-team has the capacity to innovate together,
achieve mutual benefit, and overcome the impersonality of an institutionalized workplace.
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Friedman (2013) contends that in the modern world, the ability to innovate and
solve problems collaboratively and bring new possibilities to life are far more important
than academic knowledge. Sawyer (2007) adds:
The lone genius is a myth; instead, it’s group genius that generates breakthrough
innovation. When we collaborate, creativity unfolds across people; the sparks fly
faster and the whole is greater than the sum of its parts (p. 7)
Sawyer, therefore, defines collaboration as something more than simply lumping people
together, contending that it exists in the nature and interaction of the group. Collaboration
is also defined by Sawyer with a purpose attached, and more specifically, as a practice in
which individuals work together towards a common purpose to achieve mutual benefit.
Sullivan (1998) reports that the process of collaboration reflects a larger societal
search for meaning beyond the individual, and suggests that collaboration is not a new
idea, but one that revives common practices of an earlier time when complexity and
impersonality did not reign so eminently in our organizations. Further, Bray, Lee, Smith,
and Yorks (2000) contend that “collaboration suggests a certain degree of tension that we
have found to be part of the ‘meaning making’ process” (p. 6). Moreover, Sullivan (1998)
suggests that, if an organization aspires to it, the process of collaboration can “become a
value of an organizational culture, valued not only for efficient accomplishment of a task
but also for the interpersonally rewarding relationships that can accompany collaborative
performance” (p. 595).
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Farrell (2001) further develops the notion of a process orientation, stating that it is
engaged in by people who share goals and negotiate a common vision that guides their
work: it includes “a shared set of assumptions about their discipline, including what
constitutes good work, how to work, what subjects are worth working on, and how to
think about them” (p. 11). This poignant quotation on the subject provides clear defining
elements of the process orientation as it is conceptualized for this research.
A process orientation, therefore, requires effective work-teams to make meaning
(Bray et al., 2000), and to understand work processes, and complement one another’s
efforts (Senge, 1990). It requires work-teams to structure and practise work patterns
(Johnson & Johnson, 1991), determine how to share assumptions, including what
constitutes good work, how to work, what subjects are worth working on, and how to
think about them (Farell, 2000). The literature supporting this orientation points to the
function of roles, practices, actions, and mechanisms, but also includes beliefs, opinions,
and concepts related to work.
A critical analysis of the research quoted above, which supports the need for an
effective work-team to have a process orientation, reveals two critical weaknesses. The
first is that it describes what to do – that is, structure and practise work patterns, share
assumptions about work – but it is not detailed in describing how and why to do these
things. The other weakness is that the process orientation of effective work-teams is
represented by a silo within the literature that does not consider or overtly recognize the
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needs for ends, learning, and a relational orientation or how to use knowledge for
continuous improvement.
The Learning Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
Work-team learning is a pivotal element of the effective work-team and bridges
the four orientations of effective work-teams with knowledge creation theory – which is
the theoretical framework of this research.
The learning orientation is pivotal to the understanding of knowledge conversion,
and as such is more complex than it at first may appear. Accordingly, while the learning
orientation is one component of the four orientations of effective teams, it is also
fundamental to creating the knowledge which is then converted for continuous
improvement purposes. Therefore, work-team learning is discussed through the two
perspectives used to describe the literature: the exterior – what – and the interior – how
and why. The external perspective describes the observable roles, practices, action, and
mechanisms of work-team learning. The internal perspective is developed through a
presentation of knowledge creation theory and is nuanced, describing the four modes of
knowledge conversion (socialization, externalization, internalization, combination) and
the elements of ontology and epistemology that support knowledge conversion.
To approach a deeper understanding of work-team learning and its relationship to
knowledge, two simple examples are immediately helpful. First, when a student learns
from a teacher, there is a co-mingling of a teachers personally held, and / or explicitly
codified, learning as it exists in knowledge (what the teacher ‘knows’ tacitly and / or the
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explicit curriculum, for example) with the present knowledge of the student. This comingling takes place through the action typically referred to as learning, and if done
correctly it changes (adds to, augments, is part of a synthesis of) the current knowledge of
the student, and as a result new knowledge is created. This is a basic form of learning
with which most people are familiar.
Another example occurs when a member, or members of a work-team share an
intimately known work process with others – their own tacit knowledge of a job or
activity for example (Nonaka, 1994). In this instance, the knowledge resulting from their
prior learning is learned by the rest of the team, and other members internalize the new
perspective so that new knowledge is created for the members and the larger organization
(Bautista-Frias, Romero-Gonzales, & Morgan-Beltran, 2012; Nonaka et al., 1996;
Nonaka & Kunno, 1998). Figure 4 provides a basic description of the relationship
between work-team learning and knowledge creation. In the following sub-sections,
work-team learning is further explored through the perspectives of the contextual, what is
not known, conditional, and needs.

Figure 4. A description of learning and knowledge creation

Contextual perspective. The contextual perspective groups literature in a way
that demonstrates an understanding of the interrelatedness of relational, ends, and process
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orientations with learning. Learning as a social meaning-making process taken up by
adult workers (Bandura, 1977; Kolb, 1984; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 1998) points to the
use of language and collaborative work processes, and suggests that people get and work
together with the intent of understanding something and making meaning in pursuit of a
desirable end. Learning also brings about changes in the skills, values, attitudes, and
knowledge of the team and others (Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982; Kasl et al., 1997), so
that the process of learning is understood as a process of adaptation to, or for, change. It
should produce a new knowledge product, process, or outcome that evolves through
several iterations, and which is eventually learned and embedded as new knowledge
within the organizational knowledge system to provide for, or assist with, the
achievement of ends (Chou & Wang, 2003; Nonaka et al., 1996; Nonaka et al., 2006;
Nonaka et al., 2015). Consequently, work-team learning exists within an intricate
contextual relation to the first three orientations.
The perspective of what is not known. According to some scholars, there is
much that is not known about how to constitute work-teams so that they learn (Cohen &
Bailey, 1997; Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson et al., 2001; Hackman, 2002; Hirst et al.,
2005) and what their designs, practices, and processes should be like (Hirst et al., 2005),
or what directly influences learning behaviour (Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson et al.
2001). Lloaria and Moreno-Luzon (2014) compound this lack of comprehension by
suggesting that probing into the study of learning in organizations results in “only
reaching a superficial level of understanding” (p. 692) that “an integrative and
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comprehensive theory of such a complex, dynamic concept is still a long way from
crystalizing” (p. 692). The perspective of what is not known demonstrates, again, a need
to investigate and better understand work-team learning from academic and practical
perspectives.
Conditional perspective. The postulation put forward in the conditional
perspective is that if learning was not a fundamental condition of human adaptation and
did not offer benefit to organizations, it may not have garnered attention and support as
an important aspect of effective work-teams and related research. In this way, the support
it does have in the literature is conditionally based on the promise of work-team learning
assisting in the creation, development, and maintenance of effective organizations. To
illustrate, there are the following facts which taken together constitute the conditional
perspective. It is known that humans have come together to learn and create and share
knowledge in groups and teams for millennia in order to survive and prosper (Chirot,
2012; Dickens, 2004; Kim, 1997; Langer, 1974; Suzuki, 2010), and the modern workteam is facing ever-increasing rates of change and the consequent need to adapt (Chirot,
2012). Further, modern society’s four interrelated categories (Brym et al. 2010; Chirot,
2012; Hagedorn, 1983; Lidz, 2013) include effective work-teams as constituent parts
which provide support to society through their efficacy within organizations (Hall &
Ferguson, 1998; Katsenback & Smith, 1993; Roberts, 2012). Moreover, the evolution of
management thought, especially in recent decades, demonstrates that there has been an
increased emphasis on the valuation of the worker and work-team, and what they can
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accomplish (Bohm, 2004; Brown, 2002; Chou & Wang, 2003; Luft, 1984; Nonaka et al.,
1996; Nonaka et al., 2006; Scott, 2003; Senge, 1990; Wenger, 1998; Wren, 2005).
Finally, modern organizations are increasingly dependent on knowledge workers and on
capturing the powerful benefits of teamwork that are the result of work-team learning, as
knowledge is the currency of highly successful organizations (Blacker, 1995; Davenport
& Prusak, 1998; Edmondson et al., 2001; Gardner et al., 2001; Katzenback & Smith,
2003; Lencioni, 2005).
Needs perspective. Work-team learning can be viewed as a human need, as it is
grounded in our instinctive need to be with others. For example, the need to belong and
be loved creates the social conditions for learning and knowledge creation that is of
benefit to the collective. Learning is as much a part of our human nature as eating or
sleeping, and Wenger (1998) suggests that it is a social process that is “both lifesustaining and inevitable, and that – given a chance – we are quite good at it” (p. 3).
Maslow’s (1970) Hierarchy of Needs supports Wenger’s (1998) statement with love and
belonging factoring as the first things we seek once our basic needs of shelter and
sustenance are met. Glasser (2000) contends that human beings are happy and satisfied
when five basic needs are met: survival, love and belonging, power, freedom, and fun.
Concurrently, Vygotsky (1978) suggests that the act of coming together in groups and
teams satisfies a need to be loved and belong, and in turn develops the processes of social
learning, knowledge transfer, and interaction that enriches cognitive development.
Bandura (1977) contends that learning would be laborious and even hazardous if people
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had to rely solely on the effects of their own actions to learn what to do.
Kim (1997) asserts that human communities have always viewed learning and the
creation of knowledge as something to organize around, to support its maximal
production, transmittal, and application. Further, Kahane (2007) demonstrates the power
of structured learning and knowledge creation to overcome obstacles and reach effective
ends, and Mitchell and Sackney (2011), commenting on learning communities, suggest
that participants are “both active creators of knowledge and facilitators of knowledge
creation” (p. 37). Finally, Wenger, McDermontt, and Snider (2002) describe learning and
knowledge creating communities of practice as natural, everywhere, and as “groups of
people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who
deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis” (p.
40). This perspective demonstrates that, evidently, our human need to belong and be
loved has the beneficial spin-off of creating the social conditions for team, tribe, group,
society, etcetera, learning that is of benefit to the individual and collective.
Critical Analysis of the Four Learning Perspectives
The literature related to the work-team has provided material that has been useful
in developing and presenting several perspectives to describe the work-team learning
orientation. Each of the perspectives, like the four orientations of effective work-teams,
provides information that adds to an understanding of work-team effectiveness and the
knowledge conversion process. There is a plethora of research that covers what to do, but
limited research that delves with detail into the how or why to develop an effective
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learning, work-team; further, there is a continued theme within the literature that
illuminates a fragmented view of effective work-teams and the knowledge conversion
process, as has been commented upon throughout this dissertation.
The contextual perspective provides an understanding of the interrelatedness of
learning with the other three orientations, and thereby supports the conceptualization of
the existence of four orientations of effective work-teams. However, the synthesis
required to bring together the research that represents the contextual perspective is not
naturally occurring in the literature, and this is a weakness of the literature. Elements of
work-team effectiveness (for example, communication) do not take place independently
of other elements (for example, synergy), and these elements cannot be worked on or
improved independently.
The perspective of what is not known is cautionary and demonstrates the need for
more research into the knowledge conversion process of work-teams, with a simultaneous
need to investigate the phenomenon from a practical, humanistic perspective, with real
people in active work-teams. This perspective is authentic in terms of the weaknesses that
it propounds exist in the literature. There is not enough known about the entire
knowledge conversion process with active work-teams, and this position calls for
research in this area that covers the entire process, and which addresses how and why
questions.
The conditional and needs perspectives provide an understanding of the potential
power that work-team learning possesses for work-teams and organizations. These
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perspectives are derived from a synthesis of literature that begins with the basis of human
instinct to belong and work together to not only survive, but also prosper. The conditional
and needs perspectives are synthesized in this dissertation to represent the strength-base
and importance of learning within the knowledge conversion process. These perspectives
refer to the potential work-team learning within a knowledge conversion process has if
there is a research-based understanding of how and why the process is enabled or
constrained.
The work-team learning orientation can therefore be understood as follows. It is
an orientation that engages conversation and dialogue during a social meaning-making
process that is directed towards the attainment of ends, through work processes. In this
orientation, change is the central focus, as something new is created as a result of it. This
may be physical or abstract products, processes, or outcomes and will include changes in
skills, values, and attitudes. It is the result of the human condition, and the instinctive
need to work together, and the conditions that support this orientation include: the
establishment of trusting, open relationships; a focus on the ends that are required to be
met; a focus on the work processes that will provide work-team movement towards the
achievement of ends; and, a social, learning-oriented focus on supporting work-team
learning and the subsequent creation of knowledge.
However, as robust a description as this is of work-team learning, there is an
element of subtlety that is not yet addressed. This subtlety exists within the inner
workings of the process of work-team learning, as was expressed in the introduction. To
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illustrate, in a learning process there is an input of tacit or explicit knowledge followed by
an interaction of knowledge, which through learning, results in knowledge creation.
While the input and the output are both easily grasped, what exactly occurs within the
interaction stage is not well defined. Although learning and subsequent knowledge
creation can be explained in terms of (i) contexts, (ii) what is not known, (iii) conditions,
and (iv) needs, what is not well described in the literature reviewed so far is what
happens in the middle section of the figure where there is an interaction of knowledges
through learning. Therefore, the questions are posed: Can this subtle inner working of
learning and knowledge creation be understood; and, if so, is there a possibility to
influence this interaction so that it can be leveraged to consistently provide the greatest
possible benefits to the work-team and the organization?
To establish a framework to answer the questions above, a typical, formulaic,
external method of setting up the work-team is provided by Dyer (1987):
They must build a relationship, establish a facilitative emotional climate, and
work out methods for (1) setting goals, (2) solving problems, (3) making
decisions, (4) ensuring follow through and completion of tasks, (5) developing
collaboration of effort, (6) establishing lines of open communication, and (7)
ensuring an appropriate support system that will let people feel accepted and yet
keep issues open for discussion and disagreement. (p. 97)
The quotation from Dyer is phrased in terms of an instruction of what must be done for a
work-team to develop and operate effectively. Furthermore, Dyer highlights the
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observable roles, practices, actions, and mechanisms. This type of instruction is
understood in this research as an exterior framework. That is, like much of the literature
used to develop the four orientations of effective teams, there are good indications and
direction given that help with understanding physical structures and overt organizational
factors. However, how or why one builds a relationship or sets goals for work-team
learning, for example, is not immediately apparent, if discussed at all in an exterior
framework typical of the research reviewed thus far.
This exterior viewpoint is therefore a limited approach to describing the subtle
inner working of work-team learning and knowledge creation. So, although the
investigation of literature related to work-team learning and knowledge creation has thus
far provided good indications and direction that help with understanding the
phenomenon, the subtle – interior – details are missing. For example, the review of team
effectiveness undertaken by Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp, & Gilson (2008) explores an
input-mediators-outcome time-sensitive approach to team effectiveness. And, in doing so
they do not explore learning, knowledge creation and conversion, or the inner processes
of how and why the knowledge conversion process exists. These are the details of
working with others, trading knowledge, engaging in learning, and understanding how to
and why to engage learning and knowledge creation, and for what purpose or benefit.
Another example of this lack of interior understanding is Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro
(2001) who propose a taxonomy of team process dimensions synthesized from previous
research and theorizing, a taxonomy that reflects a time-based conceptual framework.
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Their work does delve into the inner workings of processes such as motivation and affect
management, but largely avoids the interior processes of learning and knowledge creation
untouched.
Knowledge creation theory, fortunately, is an area of research that answers these
needs. When knowledge creation theory is synthesized with the four orientations of
effective work-teams, the knowledge conversion process is described from start to finish.
The start is the effective, learning work-team (the four orientations of effective teams),
moving to learning and knowledge creation (knowledge creation theory) and culminating
with knowledge conversion (knowledge creation theory). The relationship among these
component parts of the knowledge conversion process is depicted in Figure 5.
Consequently, to fully understand the scope of the knowledge conversion process, the
four orientations of effective teams and the theoretical framework of knowledge creation
theory are joined to create the conceptual framework of this research (Ravitch & Riggan,
2012). Figure 5 portrays the conceptual framework in model form.

Figure 5. Conceptual framework -- model view
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Knowledge Creation Theory
Knowledge creation theory provides information about the inner processes of
learning and knowledge creation, and assists in developing a more complete
understanding of the work-team knowledge conversion process. Notably, knowledge
creation theory describes work-team learning, knowledge creation, and the process of
conversion, but not work-team effectiveness. This is a weakness of the theory because it
assumes work-team effectiveness and does not overtly address what, how, or why to
create it. Nevertheless, it is a tested theory that offers valuable insight into the knowledge
conversion process.
As a theoretical framework, knowledge creation theory is useful to this
dissertation from four related positions. First, it is a legitimate, tested theory used in
organizations such as Honda, Hitachi, and 7 Eleven Japan (Nonaka et al., 2015). Second,
knowledge creation theory plays a role in helping to fill a gap in the literature, as it sheds
light on the subtle inner processes of learning, knowledge creation, and, ultimately
knowledge conversion. Third, knowledge creation theory is often – almost to exception –
used to understand for-profit (economy) settings; therefore, this dissertation research
provides a unique opportunity to analyze its application in non-profit (culture), education
(social), and government (political) settings. Fourth, it constitutes an adjoining half of the
conceptual framework used in the research for this dissertation. Knowledge creation
theory is related to continuous improvement and organizational effectiveness, but it
challenges traditional management views, as is demonstrated in the following paragraphs.
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Effective organizations are known to have the resiliency to survive adverse
conditions such as drops in market share, innovation droughts, and supply interruptions
(Bautista-Frias et al., 2012; DesJardine, Bansal, & Yang, 2017), and knowledge
conversion is widely accepted as a source of an effective organization’s competitive
advantage (Chawla & Lenka, 2017; Chou & Wang, 2002; Gubbins et al., 2012).
However, the process of knowledge conversion is not well understood by most managers
(Tsoukas & Vladimirou, 2001). For example, it is a long-held theory that organizations
process information or solve problems, and the only useful knowledge is formal,
systematic, quantifiable data such as codified procedures, and universal principles that
are measured by such things as increased efficiency, lower cost, and improved return on
investment (Nonaka, 2007). Knowledge conversion presses managers to see the theory of
organizations differently.
Differing with this longstanding theory, Nonaka discussed knowledge creation
theory in 1994 through a seminal piece titled, A Dynamic Theory of Organizational
Knowledge Creation. This initial manuscript marked a dramatic shift in Nonaka’s
academic and practical management view of organizations as passive, static systems that
simply process information and solve problems. Nonaka theorized that organizations also
have the ability to innovate, create and define problems, and then actively develop
knowledge to solve them (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 2000).
Knowledge creation theory directly addresses common discourse about
organizational brain-power and intellectual capital, and asserts that few managers grasp
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the true nature of knowledge, let alone how to manage it (Nonaka, 2007). Knowledge
creation theory answers the challenge, and assists organizational leaders to establish the
conditions and processes by which the rich knowledge held by organizational members is
converted into useful, innovative, improvement (Nonaka et al., 2015). Thus, while
managers in all organizations recognize the serendipitous quality of innovation and
continuous improvement, knowledge creation theory is an approach that puts knowledge
creation at the center of an organization’s human resources strategy (Nonaka, 1994).
Nonaka et al. (2006) emphasize that “organizational knowledge creation is the
process of making available and amplifying knowledge created by individuals as well as
crystallizing and connecting it to an organization’s knowledge system” (p. 2). Lloaria
and Moreno-Luzon (2014) relate knowledge creation with learning, stating that “they are
two aspects of the same reality” (p. 693). Fisher and Fisher (1998) contend that
knowledge work is activity that frequently produces new knowledge; and this is done
through what are referred to as learning-enablers, or processes of knowledge conversion
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Ultimately, knowledge creation theory is concerned with
creating the conditions for people to collectively do their work in continuous
improvement cycles of learning and doing. And, helping people do their best work is a
central role of organizational management (Deming, 1986; Pink, 2009).
This approach is founded on the use of an Eastern epistemology. Nonaka et al.
(1996) maintain that “Western epistemology (i.e. philosophical inquiry or theory of
knowledge) has traditionally defined knowledge as a ‘justified true belief.’ This well
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accepted definition, however, fails to include physical skills or embodied knowledge” (p.
3). While the Western tradition sees knowledge as absolute, static, and non-human, the
Eastern epistemology of knowledge creation theory addresses the relative, dynamic, and
humanistic dimensions (Nonaka et al., 2000). Nonaka et al. (1996) suggest that by
“adding the bodily dimension, we define knowledge as a meaningful set of information
that constitutes a justified true belief and / or an embodied technical skill” (p. 205).
Therefore, “knowledge has the active and subjective nature represented by such terms as
‘commitment’ and ‘belief’ that is deeply rooted in individuals’ value systems” (Nonaka et
al., 2000, p. 7). Accordingly, while information is seen simply as a flow of messages,
knowledge is created and organized by the “flow of information, anchored on the
commitment and beliefs of its holder” (Nonaka, 1994, p. 15).
There are two types of knowledge, according to this theory: tacit and explicit.
Tacit knowledge “consists of beliefs, ideals, values, schemata, and mental models which
are deeply ingrained in us and which we often take for granted” (Nonaka & Konno, 1998,
p. 42). While it is difficult to articulate this knowledge, it shapes the way we perceive the
world. Tacit knowledge has a personal quality which makes it hard to formalize and to
communicate, as it is deeply rooted in “action, commitment, and involvement in a
specific context” (Nonaka, 1994, p. 16). It involves both cognitive and technical
elements, with the cognitive centered on working mental-models of the world, created by
manipulating analogies. Conversely, there is explicit knowledge demonstrated in
meaningful sets of information gathered through and displayed by various tools which
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lead to externalization (Nonaka et al., 1996). Explicit knowledge is expressed through
words and numbers, and shared in the codified forms of data, manuals, scientific
formulas, specifications, and other like materials (Nonaka & Kunno, 1998) with the
objective of making institutional knowledge available to those who require it (BautistaFrias et al., 2012).
The ontological dimension of knowledge creation theory is understood as a
process that organizationally amplifies knowledge created or held by individuals and then
crystalizes it as part of the knowledge network of the organization (Nonaka, 1994). It
begins at the individual level, and individuals in turn form the organization, and the
organization exists within a wider environment; and, the “organic interactions amongst
these different levels…amplify the knowledge-creating process” (Nonaka et al., 2000, p.
19). This process of amplification takes place as tacit and explicit knowledge are
converted into organizationally useable, externalized knowledge. In knowledge creation,
tacit and explicit knowledge are mutually complementary, and through interactions
among individuals who have both tacit and explicit knowledge, the aim of organizational
learning and knowledge creation is undertaken (Nonaka et al., 1996).
Language is behaviour, as it is socially creative and involved in perspective taking
and perspective setting (Graumann, 1990) and this understanding reveals the importance
of the connection between language and the reality created through communication.
According to Nonaka (1994) dialectic is a way of raising the quality of dialogue:
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Dialectic allows scope for the articulation and development of personal theories
and beliefs. Through the use of contradiction and paradox, dialectic can serve to
stimulate creative thinking in the organization. (p. 25).
To utilize dialectic, Nonaka argues that it is understood as temporary and multifaceted,
free and candid, constructively critical, substantiated by reasoned arguments, and it has
temporal continuity.
Further, the context for knowledge creation, as it is understood in knowledge
creation theory, is Ba, a Japanese concept that roughly translates into the English word –
space (Nonaka & Konno, 1998). Ba is the relational space that is utilized to collaborate,
share, learn, and develop knowledge. Ba is a shared space for emerging relationships.
The shared pace of Ba can be described as physical, mental, or virtual, but each has
knowledge conversion in common, where new knowledge is learned through personal
experiences in the space, and reflections on others’ experience (Nonaka & Konno, 1998).
There are several phases to this Ba, each sequentially building on the previous:
originating, interacting, and cyber Ba. Nonaka et al. (2006) explain that, “in the
originating Ba, individuals meet face-to-face, share emotions, feelings, experiences and
mental models. The originating Ba is where knowledge creation begins through learning,
and it represents socialization among individuals” (p. 8). Next, Nonaka et al. observe that
“interacting Ba supports externalization. Here, individuals work with peers, and through
dialogue, their mental models and skills are probed, analysed and converted into common
terms and concepts” (p. 1186). Finally, “the cyber Ba is a place of interaction in the
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virtual world rather than in the physical world” (p. 1186), where knowledge is
systematized to be shared throughout the organization.
Ba, and the conversations, dialogue, and dialectic held in these spaces, is an
important place for learning and knowledge creation; and, organizational knowledge
creation consists of four constructs that underlie and represent each of the four
knowledge conversion modes (Nonaka, Byosiere, Borucki, & Konno, 1994). In
contemporary organizations enhanced organizational performance is attributed to these
conversion processes (Nonaka et al., 2006). The four modes of conversion bring together
epistemology with ontology, and they are actions for understanding (ontology) learning,
creating, and sharing knowledge (epistemology) in any organization. The modes are: tacit
to tacit (socialization); tacit to explicit (externalization); explicit to explicit
(combination); and, explicit to tacit (internalization). The four conversion modes are
displayed in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The modes of knowledge conversion

The Mode of Socialization
Socialization is the sharing and learning of tacit knowledge, from one person to
another, and is connected with theories of organizational culture. The key to establishing
this conversion process is to create conditions where members are able to have some
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form of shared experience with others. Tacit knowledge is conveyed through
conversational mediums, but it can also be acquired without language through
observation, imitation, or on the job training; therefore, practice may factor in this
conversion process (Nonaka, 2007). Socialization involves more than the sharing of
direct or functional knowledge of the way to accomplish various tasks, for example. It
also involves the sharing of emotions, feelings, experiences, and mental models, so that
work-team members can understand not only the knowledge of another, but also their
state and thinking.
Developing and sharing metaphors is a nuanced aspect of sharing tacit
knowledge, as the essence of metaphor is the understanding and experiencing of one
thing in terms of another. And, as a method of perception, metaphor depends upon
imagination and intuitive learning through symbols rather than analysis or synthesis of
common attributes shared by associated things (Nonaka, 1994). Metaphor further plays a
role in associating abstract imagery and concepts, and allows the consideration of
imbalance, contradiction, or inconsistency while creating new meaning (Tsoukas, 1991).
This is akin to explaining that love is a rose, and so imbuing the abstract concept of love
with the tangibility of a rose, and therefore using the sweet smell and thorns of a rose to
give the abstract concrete meaning. String theory uses the metaphor of string to describe
quantum aspects of our universe – the examples are limitless.
The disadvantage of socialization is the ability to share, as this type of knowledge
may be limited and difficult to apply in fields beyond the specific context in which it was
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created. Therefore, when metaphor is followed by the use of analogy and then prototype,
this sequencing allows the potential for a conversion from the tacit to a transferable,
consistent and systematic logic that can be shared widely as externalized, explicit
knowledge (Nonaka, 1994).
The Mode of Externalization
Externalization is the conversion of tacit to explicit knowledge, and it is not well
developed in any organizational theory other than knowledge creation theory. It is a
pattern of interplay between both tacit and explicit knowledge where they are
complementary and can expand over time through a process of mutual interaction
(Nonaka et al., 2015). Converting tacit knowledge to explicit allows it to be shared
widely. An example of externalization is the creation of an innovative new approach to a
process or procedure that is based on the tacit knowledge of an individual learned and
developed over years in a role, and which is shared widely throughout an organization
(Nonaka, 2007). Metaphor, as noted earlier, plays an important role as the catalyst for the
potentially limited, context specific, tacit knowledge to be converted to explicit
knowledge that can be of benefit the entire organization.
The Mode of Combination
Combination is the process of converting or amalgamating explicit knowledge,
and relates to theories of information processing. Mechanisms for this exchange include
face-to-face meetings and telephone conversations, for example. It is a process of
“assembling new and existing knowledge into a systematic knowledge such as a set of
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specifications for a prototype or new product” (Nonaka et al., 1996, p. 207). As such it is
understood as the combining of different bodies of explicit knowledge through
reconfigurations such as sorting, adding, re-categorizing, and re-contextualizing, to
convert these to new knowledge. The challenge of this conversion process is the potential
for a lack of commitment and neglect of personal meaning on the part of participants,
where it is then vulnerable to becoming a superficial interpretation of existing knowledge
(Nonaka, 1994). If this occurs, it may fail to crystalize knowledge or embody it in a form
that is concrete enough to facilitate further knowledge creation in a wider social context.
The Mode of Internalization
Internalization is the conversion of explicit to tacit knowledge, and is commonly
understood and recognized as learning. It is the process of taking something external,
such as course content, and internalizing and combining it within one’s own values,
beliefs, and perspectives to enlarge, extend, and reframe one’s own tacit knowledge.
Internalization relates to organizational and other learning theories. Action plays an
important role (Nonaka et al., 2015), and once again there is a pattern of interplay
between both the explicit and the tacit where they are complementary and can expand
over time through a process of mutual interaction. Nonaka (2007) explains: “As new
explicit knowledge is shared throughout an organization, other employees begin to
internalize it – that is they use it to broaden, extend, and reframe their own tacit
knowledge” (p. 166).
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As a theoretical framework, knowledge creation theory provides multiple lenses
through which to view a work-team. Explicit and tacit knowledge, the four modes of
conversion, and the three levels of Ba combine to provide a rich tapestry through which
to understand and interpret the enabling and constraining of the work-team knowledge
conversion process. Through the four orientations of effective teams, work-team learning
is described as an external process where roles, practices, actions, and mechanisms are
observable and manipulated. Combined with knowledge creation theory, mental models,
beliefs, and opinions are explored through Ba, and the subtle inner processes of the
knowledge conversion process is fully developed.
Critical Analysis
This literature review has served to provide a scholarly understanding of the
elements that primarily enable (which in the opposite condition, constrain) effective
work-teams and their engaging in the knowledge conversion process. The strength of the
literature is, in general, found in direct references made to roles, practices, actions, and
mechanisms that support the knowledge conversion process. Still a strength, the literature
also delves into descriptions of the role of norms, values, beliefs, opinions, concepts, and
mental models as these support the knowledge conversion process. It does not provide
more insight than this, however, as judgements and perceptions of actors in work-teams
and the socially existent conditions that provide for the emergence of the knowledge
conversion process, are not established or described. As recognized in the introduction,
the literature surrounding the knowledge conversion process is disjointed; thus, it was
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only the result of considerable effort to synthesize that it was conceptualized and
organized as the conceptual framework of this research.
This literature review has demonstrated the complexity of the knowledge
conversion process as an interrelated and interdependent collusion of many component
parts. And, it has demonstrated that the fragmented nature of literature related to workteams can be conceptualized into a workable model, useful to research.
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Chapter Three: Methodology and Methods
The purpose of this research was to analyze and synthesize scholarly literature
concerning the knowledge conversion process and then investigate the process as it
exists, or does not, in four work-teams in each of for-profit, non-profit, education, and
government settings. The research question was this: How and why are active workteams enabled and constrained to effectively engage in the knowledge conversion
process? This chapter describes the methodology of this research, the research design,
and demonstrates how these combine to provide the conditions to answer the central
research question.
Quality comprehensive qualitative research is structured so that each level of
construction supports the next, from fundamental notions about the make-up of reality
through to the methods used in data collection and analysis (Crotty, 2004). Such an
approach is used in this research, beginning with the researcher’s ontology as a
fundamental underpinning of the entire project; this in turn informs the researcher’s
epistemology, and together these constitute the critical realist methodology used
throughout the research. This foundation in turn informs the use of a qualitative, case
study approach to conduct research and gather data. The methods of data collection are
those supported by case study research: semi-structured interviews, document review,
and field notes. The research design, informed by critical realism and the conceptual
framework, plays a role in both the construction of semi-structured interviews, document
review procedures, in the presentation of findings, and the analysis of data. A
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representation of the research design is displayed in Figure 7. The design and how it is
utilized in this research are described through five stages in this chapter. The first is a
description of critical realism as the ontology and epistemology of this research, the
second describes the qualitative case-study approach taken, the third stage refers to
methods of data collection. The fourth stage presents methods of data analysis, and
finally, findings and how they were arrived at are presented in the fifth stage.

Ontology & Epistemology
Methods of data analysis

Qualitative Case-Study Approach Methods of Data Collection
Findings

Figure 7. Research design

Stage One: Critical Realist Methodology
The role of the researcher is to plan and conduct the research study and to do this
with efficacy, a foundation of self-understanding is required. That foundation begins with
the researcher’s experiences, understandings, biases, and, most importantly, the way he or
she sees and gains knowledge from the world. It is the foundation of a researcher’s
thought – the way the researcher feels that reality exists and how it is that knowledge is
gained from that reality – that influences every other choice and direction. Grix (2002)
asserts that “all research necessarily starts from a person’s view of the world, which itself
is shaped by the experience one brings to the research process” (p. 179). Putnam (1981)
contends, “The mind and the world join to make up the mind and the world” (p. xi), and
Scott and Morrison (2007) suggest that a clear separation does not exist “between the
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observer and what they are observing, and therefore the values and frameworks through
which they operate are implicated in the research account they produce” (p. 201). Heil
(2003) asserts, “Whether we approve or not, the world has an ontology” (p. 1). Bracken
(2010) maintains that for researchers, “there is a necessity to clearly reflect upon their
own ontological and epistemological perspectives and to reflect upon the ways in which
these may inform development of appropriate research paradigms” (p. 1) and to allow
researchers to know the reality they wish to describe (Scott & Morrison, 2007).
Critical realism is the research methodology of this dissertation. This is a direct
result of the ontology and epistemology of critical realism, and the influence these
concepts have on the research. To elucidate, the way each of us thinks the world exists –
our ontology – influences what we think can be known about it – our epistemology.
Critical realism maintains an ontological position that there is a real world that exists
largely independent of the researcher’s knowledge of it (Easton, 2010; O’ Mahoney &
Vincent, 2014; Sayer, 2005), and holds that, epistemologically, knowledge of the world is
a personal construction (Maxwell, 2012; Miles & Huberman, 1984; Philips 1987). This is
exemplified by Maxwell’s (2012) comment that, “while knowledge of the world is
inherently a construction from a particular perspective, there is nonetheless a real world,
which can be understood in both mental and physical terms, about which our
constructions can be more or less adequate” (p. 20). Groff (2004) further summarizes,
“We don’t just wish the world into existence, yet at the same time can only know it as it
is for us” (p. 25).
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Further, the critical realist method of thinking about the world, its entities,
structures, and properties, and what can be known about the world, utilizes a perspective
that is neither positivist nor interpretivist, but balanced between these extremes, using
elements from both (Byers, 2013; Reed, 2009; Wynn & Williams, 2012). This balance
provides its unique perspective and usability as a research methodology.
The ontology of critical realism is realist (Maxwell, 2012; Wynn & Williams,
2012). The epistemology of critical realism, is constructivist, which holds that our
knowledge of the world is constructed from our own vantage point while our physical
contexts have a causal influence on our beliefs and perspectives (Maxwell, 2012; Wynn
& Williams, 2012). Wynn and Williams (2012) further hold “thought-objects such as our
beliefs, theories, and concepts about the entities that constitute reality … to be
ontologically real, yet distinct from the entities themselves” (p. 790). These underlying
beliefs provide a foundation for the six major assumptions of critical realism, as they are
understood and used in this research.
Critical Realism – Six Major Assumptions
Based on the work of Byers (2013), Easton (2010), Fleetwood (2005), Maxwell
(2012), Miles and Huberman (1984), Philips (1987), and Tsoukas (1994), critical realism
can be summarized as follows:
1. A real world exists which is independent of human beliefs and constructions
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2. Knowledge about the world is constructed from our own vantage point, and is
influenced causally by our contexts, which includes four levels of reality:
material, ideal, artefactual, and social.
3. Objects and structures have causal powers which may or may not be enacted
4. Both the actors’ situation and their perspectives concerning it are real
phenomena that causally interact to construct, deconstruct, and reconstruct
social structures, but do so without any particular theory of relationship
5. Social structures enable and constrain rather than determine outcomes
6. The researcher can ask what causes discernable events to happen, investigate
the causal processes, and develop explanations of events and processes that
lead to outcomes by using causal language to explain the world
Critical Realism – Modes of Reality
There is no one unitary framework that unites critical realists. As a result,
interpretations of reality and the levels or modes that exist are similar between authors,
but use different terms. Bhaskar (2010) refers to the modes of the empirical, actual, and
real, while others have fashioned other terms to use this philosophy in a variety of
contexts. Reality, as seen through the methodology of critical realism, and as it is
understood in this research, is stratified into four modes which are described generally in
Table 1 and then again, with specific reference to this research, in Table 2. These modes
are the material, the ideal, the artefactual, and the social and are derived from the works
of Byers (2013), Fleetwood (2005), and Tsoukas (1994). According to this view of strata,
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that which is directly experienced in daily life occurs at the material mode which is then
supported and influenced by each of the three successively deeper modes (ideal,
artefactual, and social) that are not objectively apparent in our daily experience. This
stratification of reality enables the researcher to utilize retroductive analysis to identify
mechanisms and provide logical arguments that explain what properties must exist to
have caused particular events to occur (Easton, 2010; Tsang, 2014). Succinctly, the
critical realist perspective of a stratified reality suggests that an accurate understanding of
a phenomenon can only be obtained through considering all levels of reality (Byers,
2013; Easton, 2010; Fleetwood, 2005; Tsang, 2014).
Research by Tsoukas (1994) and Byers (2013) demonstrates how the four modes
of reality can be utilized for retroductive causal explanation, which is important to the
data collection and findings of this dissertation. Tsoukas used the four modes to redescribe management in organizations, and Byers used them to understand control in
volunteer organizations. Tsoukas re-describes management roles as part of the material
reality, management task characteristics as part of ideal reality, management functions as
part of artefactual reality, and management causal powers as part of social reality. Byers
viewed control in volunteer organizations as a similarly stratified phenomenon.
Furthermore, Byers describes material reality as composed of observable, tangible
elements of control, ideal reality as composed of negotiated forms of control, artefactual
reality as taken for granted social structures, and social reality as consistent of
interpretations of control over time. The work of Tsoukas and Byers are important to the
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research conducted for this dissertation, as they demonstrate the imagination and
conceptualization necessary to apply critical realism to research (Sayer, 2005).
Similar to the six major assumptions, the four modes of reality are used in this
research to assist with an understanding of how and why active work-teams are enabled
and constrained to effectively engage in the knowledge conversion process. However,
before positing the specific application of the modes as they are used in this research,
Table 1 draws upon the work of Byers (2013), Fleetwood (2005), and Tsoukas (1994)
and describes the modes of reality, in general terms, as follows.
Table 1. A critical realist stratified reality

Mode of Reality
Materially real

Description
Refers to the superficial, directly
observable, and tangible. Material entities
can and do exist independently of what
individuals and communities do, say, or
think. Directly observable roles, practices,
actions, and mechanisms exist at this level,
and change is quicker here than at any of
the deeper levels.

Ideally real

Refers to socially negotiated conceptual
entities such as, for example: language,
genre, styles, signs, symbols, concepts,
models, knowledge, ideas, beliefs,
explanations, opinions, norms, and values.
These are discursive entities, and they are
real because they have effect and make a
difference. Configurations of entities at this
level provide the conceptually generalized
basis for roles, practices, actions, and
mechanisms in the material level to take
place.
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Artefactually real

Refers to conceptually mediated entities
that can be interpreted in various and
diverse ways. They are a synthesis of
materially, ideally, and socially real. The
functions of roles, practices, actions, and
mechanisms are imbued with meaning and
significance at this level. This includes
judgements and perceptions of helpfulness,
hurtfulness, legitimacy, and / or oppression,
and provides for the possibility of certain
characteristics of function to emerge.

Socially real

Socially real entities are values, practices,
states of affairs, social structures,
ideologies and cultural context, for
example. They represent the conditions that
make the functions of roles, practices,
actions, and mechanisms possible. Socially
real entities do not have any materiality,
and are social because they depend on
social activity for their existence – their
reproduction and transformation. Here,
causal powers are provided to agents and
social structures to impart a necessary way
of acting. However, choice determines if
these powers are enacted.

The six major assumptions of critical realism, noted earlier, are combined in this
dissertation with the four modes of reality presented above. The four modes of reality
provide a lens for viewing action at the level of the materially real, and explaining how
those actions are created, based on the ‘deeper’ modes. The six major assumptions
provide a context within which to use this lens.
The use of a critical realist methodology for this research therefore provides for a
view of the knowledge conversion process through a stratified lens. For example, when
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observing the superficial through to the deep structures, it is understood that each mode
prior to the level above reveals the conditions by which the phenomenon under study is
made possible (Tsoukas, 1994). Therefore, attempts to understand the knowledge
conversion process in active work-teams requires a stratified understanding of the
contexts of each organizational work-team. This is more than a superficial description of
the environment of the case (material mode), and involves looking at the context of the
work-team in both superficial and deep ways (ideal, artefactual, social; Byers, 2013;
Tsoukas, 1994).
In this research, critical realism’s four modes of reality were used to generate nine
of the interview questions asked of participants. The pairing of modes with interview
questions involved imagination and conceptualization, as Sayer (2005) suggests is
necessary when applying critical realism to research. In Table 2, each mode of reality
appears in the leftmost column, and in the center column there is a description of each
mode as it is understood to relate to the knowledge conversion process. Finally, the
interview questions that were used to query each mode are included in the rightmost
column. Therefore, as Byers (2013) and Tsoukas (1994) used critical realism in their
works to respectively describe control in volunteer organizations, and to re-describe
management in organizations, Table 2 presents the unique application of critical realism
to this research.
It should be noted that the questions posited through the application of critical
realism, and used in each of the interviews, ask about “team learning” as a central aspect
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of the knowledge conversion process. The reason for this particular focus is that
questions were developed for the entire scope of the knowledge conversion process, and
questions generated from a critical realist perspective are best suited to the learning
aspect. This is because, as was evidenced in the literature review, learning depends upon
work-team effectiveness, and begets knowledge creation. Knowledge conversion is
queried through questions developed from knowledge creation theory. Further, as was
previously mentioned, when engaging with interview participants, clarity and
unambiguous speech was paramount to communication and understanding. Table 2
shows the relationship between the modes and the questions asked of participants.
Table 2. Four modes of reality and interview questions within the context of this research

Mode of Reality
Material

Description
Observable, tangible evidence of
learning occurring within the workteam. The action of team learning.

Interview Questions
What are the explicit processes
or directions your team has for
learning together?
Could you provide examples
of things that are created as a
result of team learning?

Ideal

Socially negotiated, conceptually
generalized basis of work-team
learning. How participants perceive
learning to exist in their workteam.

How do you define learning
within a team? What does it
look like, sound like etc.?
How does team learning, exist
in your work team? Describe.

Artefactual

Conceptually mediated judgements
and perceptions as to whether
work-team learning is helpful,
hurtful, legitimate or oppressive.

How is the process of workteam learning helpful or
hurtful?
Do you feel liberated or
oppressed by it?
Why do you see it this way?
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Social

The underlying mechanisms and
conditions such as social structures,
value systems, cultural context, and
ideologies for example, that exist
and that give rise to the conditions
of choice that make work-team
learning possible.

What factors do you think
influence your interpretations
of team learning as expressed
in the previous questions?

As is evidenced in Table 2, as questions are asked about work-team learning,
there is a simultaneous query of each of the four modes of reality, which is accessed in
this research design through participant responses to interview questions. Documentation
review and field notes are used to corroborate participant responses. However, of note is
the assumption that participants can provide accurate responses, at each mode of reality.
This is a critical assumption, and one that is based in knowledge of critical realism and
psychology.
The assumption that participants can provide accurate responses to questions
designed to query all four modes of reality stems from two reasonable contentions
outlined as follows. First, it is reasonably possible to contend that participants are able to
describe material evidence of work-team learning, and that they can comment upon their
personal and conceptually mediated interpretations of work-team learning at the ideal and
artefactual levels. Second, it is also reasonably possible to contend that participants can
access or accurately describe their cultural context, value systems, or ideologies, for
example, at the social level. These contentions are open to interpretation, however, there
are good arguments in support of them.
Each contention is dealt with through central tenets of critical realism here first,
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which allow an assumption that participant responses are accurate at all levels of reality.
For example, Maxwell (2012), Miles and Huberman (1984), and Phillips (1987) state that
knowledge of the world is a personal construction. Consequently, participant responses
are a direct means of accurately accessing personal constructions, and less so observation.
Furthermore, Maxwell contends that personal constructions must be taken as more or less
adequate, and Groff (2004) suggests we can only know the world as it is for us.
Secondly, from psychological research, there are several quotations here that
support the contentions made by critical realist authors above. While McClure’s (1983)
review of research on verbal reports found that “‘actors’ understanding of their behavior
is no better than that of observers” (p. 111) research has also “failed to demonstrate that
actors are not advantaged over observers by their knowledge of their own intentions” (p.
125). Nisbett and Wilson (1977) suggest that although actors may not directly observe
their cognitive processes, they can report accurately about them. Vazire and Carlson
(2011) suggest that people’s perceptions of their own reality are largely accurate, and
Adolphs (2006), contend that though we may not know why we feel a certain way or
have a certain thought “the feeling or thought as such seems consciously accessible” (p.
32). Finally, Feick, Park, and Mothersbaugh (1992), agree with critical realism and
particularly the second assumption noted previously, and suggest that prior beliefs exert a
strong influence on what participants think they know.
Ultimately, the use of critical realism and the six assumptions when allied with
psychological research, suggests that it is reasonable to assume that participant responses
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to questions are a reliable source of data for understanding the four modes of reality as
they exist and occur for them. This is illuminated by the sixth assumption of critical
realism where it is contended that the researcher can ask what causes events to happen
and develop explanations by using causal language; this includes but is not limited to
participants’ personal constructions of reality and their access to them. Furthermore, each
of the interview respondents was a professional, working in a responsible role, relied
upon to make rational decisions and take appropriate actions for the positive furtherance
of their teams and respective organizations.
Stage Two – Qualitative Case-Study Approach
Although the design of this research has an internal logic of interconnectedness as
suggested by Crotty (2004), Miles and Huberman (1984) posit the following questions
regarding a qualitative approach to research: “How can we draw valid meaning from
qualitative data? What methods of analysis can we use that are practical, communicable,
and non-self-deluding – in short, will get us knowledge that we and others can rely on?”
(p. 1). Compounding those questions, Denzin and Lincoln (1994) report that they have
“discovered that the ‘field’ of qualitative research is far from a unified set of principles
promulgated by a networked group of scholars” (p. ix). Consequently, obtaining
qualitative data that can be relied upon is a matter of thorough research design, including
solid data collection techniques.
At the foundation of this research design is critical realism, which is suited to a
case study approach as it provides for the study of human phenomena in the real world as
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it happens (Gillham, 2000). Further, a qualitative approach which focuses on explanation,
offering insights, and expanding and generalizing theories (Easton, 2010; Yin, 1989)
complements both critical realism and case study research. Easton (2010) describes this
interconnection: “A critical realist approach to case research involves developing a
research question that identifies a research phenomenon of interest, in terms of
discernible events, and asks what causes them to happen” (p. 128). This causality,
however, may or may not be directly observable, and may be inferred. Accordingly,
Miles and Huberman (1984) and Philips (1987) emphasize that the concepts, meanings,
intentions and other entities that exist in any mental framework are as testable as other
hypothesized entities that are not able to be directly observed. They contend, therefore,
that although constructs such as the entities that both enable and constrain work-team
knowledge conversion may be invisible to the eye, that does not make them non-existent;
rather, it demands that claims about them must be based on a variety of indirect evidence
(Miles & Huberman, 1984; Philips, 1987). This is congruent with case study research and
the critical realist methodology.
The case study research strategy used in this research comprises an allencompassing qualitative research method. It includes “the logic of design, data
collection techniques, and specific approaches to data analysis” (Yin, 2003, p. 14).
Swanborn (2010) purports that case study “is an appropriate way to answer broad
research questions, by providing us with a thorough understanding of how the process
develops in the case” (p. 3). Swanborn further defines case research as a study of social
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phenomena carried out within the boundaries and natural context of the case or cases and
during a certain period. Case research focuses on descriptions, interpretations, and
explanations in which the researcher starts with a broad research question and explores
several data sources while remaining open to unexpected aspects of the process
(Swanborn, 2010). Therefore, case study allows for exploration and description within
the empirical context of the case, using a variety of data sources and analysis techniques
(Yin, 2003) and it is therefore appropriate for dealing with the “complexity, embedded
character, and specificity of real-life phenomenon” (Gillham, 2000, p. 6).
Ultimately, however, case research is not easily described with a single definition,
and although the characteristics listed above do support and help describe the nature of
this research as case-study, there remains the possibility of contention. For example,
Johansson (2003) asks, “What is a case?” and contends that “the concept of case is not
well defined and remains a subject of debate” (p. 5). Johansson does offer a list, however,
of case-study attributes that further support this research. Case research, according to
Johansson, uses triangulation of data, must not attempt to generalize findings, and
combines techniques, methods, strategies, and theories. Therefore, this research is
referred to as qualitative case study, and the four work-teams investigated are referred to
as work-team cases.
The methods used to gather data were semi-structured interviews, document
review, and field notes. Semi-structured interviews are the primary data collection
method, and are based upon the case study approach, influenced by the conceptual
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framework and critical realism. For example, specific questions were asked about
elements of the four orientations of effective teams, other questions were asked that query
the existence of knowledge creation theory in each work-team, and further questions
were asked that investigate work-team learning and the four modes of reality attributed
by critical realism. Document review was approached with the research problem and
research question as a guide, and field notes were made during and in response to semistructured interviews. The details of each method are described in the data collection and
data analysis sections.
Stage Three – Data Collection
Data were collected from four case study settings, and the unit of analysis at each
of those settings was an active work-team, as defined in the introduction, which engages
in knowledge conversion as a part of its activity within the organization. Each of the
work-teams that collaborated with this research was from one of the four categories of
modern society: economy, culture, social institutions, and political systems. The first
work-team exists as a learning and communication work-team in a for-profit oil and gas
company; the second is an executive work-team in a culture-promoting non-profit
organization; the third is an education work-team in an educational institution; and the
fourth is an executive information technology work-team in a government setting.
The for-profit case provided an inside look at the functioning of a communication
and organizational learning work-team as it converts knowledge within a for-profit oil
and gas company. It exists within the economy societal category. Ten members of the
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communication and organizational learning work-team were interviewed. The documents
that were provided by the contact person from the site and reviewed for this research
included: (i) a code of business ethics, (ii) an internal communication and training
manual, (iii) a key themes / goals document, (iv) an employee performance agreement
template, and (v) a harassment-free workplace policy with procedures.
The non-profit case provided an inside look at the functioning of an executive
work-team as it converts knowledge within a non-profit organization that each year puts
on a major cultural event in its home city. This work-team exists in the culture societal
category. Five members of the executive planning work-team were interviewed, and the
documents provided by the contact person from the site and reviewed for this research
was a single, though comprehensive, governance principles and policies manual which
includes sections on context and background, mission statement, and six major operating
principles.
The educational case provided an inside look at aspects related to the functioning
of an educational work-team as it converts knowledge within a school. This work-team
exists in the social institutions societal category. Five members of one Professional
Learning Community (PLC) work-team were interviewed, and the documents that were
provided by the contact person at the site and reviewed for this research included: (i) a
school improvement plan, (ii) a school safety plan, (iii) an emergency response form, a
(iv) Friday form, and (v) the vision and mission statement for the school.
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The government case provided an inside look at the functioning of an executive
work-team as that team converts knowledge within government. This team is part of the
political systems societal category. Five members of the Office of the Chief Information
Officer (OCIO) work-team were interviewed, and the documents that were provided by
the contact person from the site and reviewed for this research were the following: (i) an
OCIO hierarchical structure, (ii) a management system manual, (iii) a business plan, and
(iv) an internal newsletter.
The original intention was to have one round of recruitment where the case-study
sites that would take part in this research would arise through a form of convenience
sampling where the subjects would be selected as a result of willingness to participate
and proximity to the researcher (Teddlie & Yu, 2007). This resulted in two of the cases
being selected. However, a second round of recruitment was necessary to gain the
cooperation of four cases. Fortuitously, a non-probability or snowball sampling approach
was successful. This approach “involves identifying one or more members of a rare
population [in this research, members of work-teams] and asking them to name other
members of the same population” (Lavarkas, 2008, p. 823). As a result, the four case
study sites described earlier agreed to take part in this research. In order to qualify, each
of these cases was asked through e-mail correspondence or telephone conversation to
confirm their active use of work-teams engaging in work-team learning – thus inferring
knowledge creation and conversion. It should be noted that team learning was the lay
term used most frequently with participants to describe this research. Work-team
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involvement in the knowledge conversion process was further confirmed through the
initial contact e mail (see Appendix A), telephone conversations, information letters (see
Appendices B and C) provided to participants, and face to face conversations.
Yin (2003) lists the sources of evidence in a case study setting: “documentation,
archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant observations, and physical
artifacts” (p. 86). Due to the location of cases in more than one province, and travel
restrictions based on monetary constraints, this research was limited to the use of semistructured interviews, documentation review, and field notes to gather data. The use of
three data sources is, according to Yin, a “major strength of case study data collection”
(p. 97), as it provides for the triangulation of data on converging lines of inquiry. Yin
further suggests: “Thus, any finding or conclusion in a case study is likely to be much
more convincing and accurate if it is based on several different sources of information,
following a corroboratory mode” (p. 98).
Using these multiple sources of data (semi-structured interviews, documentation,
and field notes), according to Yin (2003), provides further credibility when data are kept
in a data bank separate from the report of the investigator. This, according to Yin,
“increases markedly the reliability of the entire case study” (p. 102). Further, Yin
contends that a chain of evidence should be maintained to allow the reader to “follow the
derivation of any evidence, ranging from initial research questions to ultimate case study
conclusions” (p. 105). These directions were noted and are described in the data analysis
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section, where it is demonstrated that during transcription and coding, both data
separation and a chain of evidence were maintained throughout the research process.
Finally, the case-study approach, as a well-designed method for qualitative
research, is to a degree open and flexible. Maxwell (2012) suggests that “such a view of
design as an ongoing, interactive process is a much better fit for qualitative research than
are models that rely on fixed categories of ‘designs’ or a linear sequence of activities” (p.
76). Following are descriptions of each type of data collected and used in this research.
Semi-Structured Interviews
Interviews as a source of data follow the line of inquiry established in a case
study. They engage a conversational manner and are insightful as they provide perceived
causal inferences and draw on the experiences of the participant (Gillham, 2000; Yin,
2003). This is particularly important as this research was designed to in part query the
perceived lived-experiences of real work-team members in active work-teams. Semistructured interviews were conducted with research participants between the 10th of April
2015 and the 1st of June 2015. These interviews were digitally audio recorded and later
personally transcribed by the researcher using a word processing program (Microsoft
Word) and a computer based transcription program (Transcribe), which allowed the
researcher to slow down conversation or replay it as necessary to enhance familiarity
with the data.
Interviews were conducted in person at the cases when it was possible, and over
the telephone if timing or distance did not permit an in-person interview. In three of the
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four case-study settings, the entire team of five participants were individually
interviewed, and the digitally audio recorded data were transcribed. In the for-profit site
10 interviews were conducted, but only five were transcribed due to no new data codes or
themes were evolving or being elicited from the data (Fusch & Ness, 2015).
Consequently, 20 semi-structured interviews were digitally audio recorded and
used in this research, which equalled 460 pages of typed transcription. Confidentiality
was maintained throughout the entire research process, and each interviewee is referred
to as ‘P’ for participant and a number, for example P11. The list of participants and their
host organizations are displayed in Table 3.
Table 3. Interview participants and organization type
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Each participant was interviewed once using semi-structured interview questions
developed from the Interview Question Matrix (see Appendix D). The interview question
matrix is in table format and was created to link each question asked to a relevant element
of the research – the starting point for the chain of evidence (Yin, 2003). The matrix
begins in the left column by providing the item being queried (e.g., relational
orientation); this is followed in the next column to the right by a definition of that item;
which is then followed by a set of questions that query the item as it is understood
through the definition. Finally, these questions are supported by operational definition
prompts designed for use during the interview. In this way, while the interview is kept on
track by the first set of questions, there is a repository of related cues for the interviewer
to utilize when encouraging information from the interviewee, and while proceeding
deeper into the details of answers via the semi-structured method.
The questions that were developed for the semi-structured interviews were
deductively derived from three research areas: the four orientations of effective teams,
knowledge creation theory, and critical realism. Specifically, the four orientations are
understood as conceptually composed of relational, ends, process, and learning. Items
queried for knowledge creation theory were originating, interacting, and cyber Ba and the
relationship these have with the four modes of knowledge conversion (socialization,
externalization, combination, and internalization). From critical realism, team learning
and stratifications of reality were queried, those being material, ideal, artefactual, and
social. Further, in each set of interviews at each case study setting, one manager was
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interviewed using a longer set of interview questions, with the additional questions
directed at understanding the context surrounding management of the work-team in
question. Both sets of interview questions appear in the Appendix E for participant, and
Appendix F for management.
Documentation Review
Documentation provides a stable, unobtrusive, exact and broad source of data
(Yin, 2003), and is a secondary data source within this research. At each case study
setting, and throughout the data collection process, each designated contact person was
asked to provide any and all documents that they could share, and which could answer
questions about the enabling and constraining of work-team learning. The concepts
related to enabling or constraining work-team learning were familiar to the contact
person, as this information was part of the initial contact e-mail (see Appendix A) and the
information letter (see Appendices B and C) provided to them; and these notions were
further developed through conversations held throughout the research process. A diverse
set of documents were provided from each case study setting, including an enterprise
architecture manual, vision and mission statements, emergency response forms, a
management system manual, a business plan, operating principles, harassment-free work
environment policy, and performance agreements.
While the contact person at each case-study setting was cooperative and provided
extensive documentation for review, based on the confidentiality agreement made
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through the informed consent form (see Appendix G), contact persons did not provide
identifying data such as memorandums, meeting agendas, or minutes.
Field Notes
Case-specific, hand-written field notes were made at three times during this
research: during each interview; immediately after each interview; and within two hours
of each interview. Field notes are understood in this research to be notes developed and
crafted by the researcher during interaction with the field (the case study settings) in
which research is being conducted (Laine, 2000). In this way, field notes are part of the
researcher’s meaning making process, and capture and combine “bits of information that
must be organized into categories to have significance in the text” (Laine, 2000, p. 146).
This process intended to provide a means for the researcher’s immediate thoughts,
connections, reflections, and reactions to be captured as a source of data which
corroborates and augments interview and documentation data (Yin, 2003). In the findings
report, field notes are referred to by case (example: Field Notes, For-Profit Case).
Stage Four – Data Analysis
Raw data gathered at each of the case study settings through semi-structured
interviews and documentation review were reduced and organized through methods of
inductive coding (Maxwell, 2012; Thomas, 2006). Inductive coding is described as it
pertains specifically to each of the data sets (semi-structured interviews and
documentation review) under respective sections below. However, a general description
will occur here. Inductive coding is a process by which raw data are reduced in multiple
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stages, the first of which is to the level of text-segments, which are text, phrases, and
meanings that are prominent, recurring, and related to research objectives (Cope, 2016;
Glassier & Anselm, 1967; Khankar, 2009; Thomas, 2006). Throughout the data analysis
process, text segments were further reductively grouped into concepts, and then into four
themes. The linear arrangement of text segments, concepts, and themes are visually
represented in Figure 8 below, and are together referred to as the data structure.

Figure 8. The data structure (Adapted from Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013)

A data structure is a graphic that assists in demonstrating rigour. According to
Gioia et al. (2013), a data structure
not only allows us to configure our data into a sensible visual aid, it also provides
a graphic representation of how we progressed from raw data to terms and themes
in conducting the analyses – a key component of demonstrating rigor in
qualitative research. (p. 6)
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Figure 8 illustrates the process of creating a data structure (Gioia et al., 2013) through an
inductive coding process, which simultaneously creates a data bank and a chain of
evidence (Yin, 2003), thereby providing a means of following the data reduction as it is
refined for use in findings.
Semi-structured interview and document review data were inductively coded
using slightly different computer-aided methods, both of which are explained in
respective sections below. Field notes were reduced through a process of writing and
rewriting, and were integrated with semi-structured interview and documentation review
data in the creation of four themes.
Semi-Structured Interview Data Analysis
The conceptual framework informed the development of interview questions, as
did the methodology of critical realism. Consequently, semi-structured interviews are the
primary data source of this research, as the answers provided by participants combined to
describe their perceptions of the knowledge conversion process in an active work-team.
The specific process of reducing semi-structured interview data from raw text to
concepts and then themes is explained here. The first step undertaken with semistructured interview data was the reading and re-reading of raw data to gain an intimate
familiarity (Edwards & Skinner, 2009; Edwards & Washington, 2015). The second step
involved identifying text segments that represent recurring statements or core meanings
evident in the text that are relevant to the research objectives (Cope, 2016; Glassier &
Anselm, 1967; Khankar, 2009; Thomas, 2006). The use of NVivo 10 software allowed
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the researcher to read and re-read each interview within the program in one column, and
then develop codes (i.e., nodes) within the program in another column that allowed like
text segments to be captured, and then sorted as concepts (Sotiriadou, Browers, & Le,
2014).
The entire inductive coding process was undertaken with the semi-structured
interview data from each case independently of other data sources to represent the
perceptions of interview respondents and to have their voices provide a view of each case
through their lived experiences. An example of the process of identifying and grouping
semi-structured interview text segments into concept codes can be demonstrated through
a hypothetical interview example where, in response to a question about time
management, one respondent might answer “I don’t use that” while another might report
“It’s how I manage each day.” While these responses are quite different and might seem
to stand alone, a descriptive conceptual code can be used to group them; one possibility
would be “Perceived Value” or another might be “Usefulness” for example. If there were
20 respondents in this hypothetical example and their answers could also be grouped
under the descriptive codes Perceived Value or Usefulness, then the concept codes are
helpful to organize data at this conceptual level.
From all 20 interviewees in the four cases, 30 to 38 concepts were coded from
semi-structured interview data. The first of these 30 are consistent between cases as they
are derived from the questions that were directly asked of participants. For example, the
question, “Are there written or unwritten rules or procedures followed when your team
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communicates?” elicited text segments which helped build the concept code “Rules &
Procedures” in each of the case study settings. An example of an interview quotation that
represents this concept, from the education case, is as follows: “At the first meeting we
establish norms for our meetings. We make sure that we are respectful of those and we
don’t book meetings during those times. Everyone has a voice in how decisions are made,
and all the important things that make people feel part of the team” (P5). In Table 4
below, the relationship between the question, the concept code, and the representative
response is shown.
Table 4. From question to concept code and supporting quotation

Accordingly, the first 30 concept codes provided for the collection of text
segments which represent recurring statements and core meanings relevant to the
research objectives (Cope, 2016; Glassier & Anselm, 1967; Khankar, 2009; Thomas,
2006). Each of the further eight concept codes derived from the interview process did
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emerge through the semi-structured interview process, and are therefore relevant to
research objectives; however, not all of the eight additional concepts were present in all
of the cases. In total, the 38 concept codes derived from semi-structured interview data
used in this research are as follows:

Documentation Review Data Analysis
The first step in working with document review data was reading and rereading
the documentation gathered from each site to gain an intimate familiarity (Edwards &
Skinner, 2009; Edwards & Washington, 2015). The second step involved identifying text
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segments that represent recurring statements or core meanings evident in the text and
relevant to the research problem and question (Cope, 2016; Glassier & Anselm, 1967;
Khankar, 2009; Thomas, 2006). This was done with the assistance of a computer program
called Leximancer. This program “provides a form of automated analysis based on the
properties of texts” (Sotiriadou et al., 2014, p. 218). These properties are the statistical
count and relevance of concepts that occur within a document. Leximancer produces for
the researcher documents that show how highly recurring words are related to other
words within the document, and the researcher is able to utilize these queries to penetrate
the text (Sotiriadou et al., 2014). In this research, many such text segments were derived
from each document reviewed, but many of them did not have relevance to what enables
and constrains the process of knowledge conversion. For example, a description of the
process for ordering office supplies is not relevant to the problem or research question.
However, those text segments that did have, or even seemed to have, relevance to this
research were compiled from each document in preparation for the second step of
document review reduction.
The second step of this process was completed manually wherein the researcher
read each text clipping in the context of the research problem, question, and concept
codes from semi-structured interviews. These text clippings were then combined with
semi-structured interview concepts for the creation of themes. The process of arriving at
themes is presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Arriving at theme sets within each case

Field Note Data Analysis
Field notes made during each interview served to both maintain a focus on details
that were being shared by each interviewee during each interview, and thereby helped to
guide any further questions needed to provide clarity, for example. Notes were also made
immediately after each interview to capture any thoughts, connections, reflections, or
reactions that arose because of the interview. A third set of notes was a synthesis of the
first two, as the interview and post-interview notes were distilled and re-written. This
allowed for further thoughts, connections, reflections, and reactions to be recorded as a
data source. The field notes proved an invaluable source of secondary data, and were
included with documentation and semi-structured interview data in the creation of
themes.
Stage Five – Findings
Three sets of data were the result of the reductive processes described above, and
each was used to develop findings in differing ways. The first set of findings comes from
the four most frequently referenced concepts from each case, along with any concepts
that are entirely unique to each case. This data set provides for a unique description of
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each case as reported by participants. The second data set is a holistic presentation of four
themes derived from the interviews, documents, and field notes: (i) perspectives and
interpretations, (ii) functional processes, (iii) affective and interpersonal aspects, and (iv)
defining and describing.
The third data set comes from the interview questions that were designed to
investigate the four modes of reality as expressed through critical realism. The material
mode provides findings about the observable and explicit aspect of learning in each team.
The ideal mode provides findings about how participants feel that team learning is
defined, described, and how it exists in each work-team. The artefactual mode provides
findings about how participants feel that team learning is helpful or hurtful, liberating or
oppressive. The social mode of reality provides findings about the underlying mechanism
and conditions that exist in each team – as reported by participants – that influence
interpretations of work-team learning. Each data set is described in the following
sections.
Concepts
The presentation of findings under the heading concepts is provided to give rich
details and understandings of the uniqueness of each case, and is accomplished in two
ways. The first is to report on the numerical top four concepts in each case, as established
by response frequency. The second is understood in terms of absolute difference where
no other case demonstrates evidence of the concept(s) reported – this occurs in only two
of the four cases. In this section of the findings, the narrative used to describe each case
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uses thick description (Denzin, 2001; Geertz, 1973; Ponterotto, 2006). In operational
terms and for this research, thick description is the rich description of the context of each
case – being the work-team – and the role of each work-team within each case, and it
includes participants’ voices as recorded and transcribed from semi-structured interviews.
Ultimately, the intention is to provide the reader with a feeling of the unique
circumstances, meanings, intentions, and motivations of each work-team as a case
(Denzin, 2001).
Themes
The determination of themes was completed through a reductive process that was
like the process used to create concepts, except primary data was no longer the source,
rather concept codes were analysed and grouped with documentation and field notes data.
In general, this can be seen in Figure 9, where several concepts from the interview data
sets are grouped under the theme label, and documentation review and field notes are
combined within these themed findings.
Themes were developed by searching to discover if there were possible subtopics, overlapping concepts, or redundancies within the original concepts that could
provide new insights for grouping several concepts into broader and fewer themes. The
creation of themes involved the selection of “appropriate quotations that convey the core
theme or essence” (Thomas, 2006, p. 242). Similar to the development of codes, not all
data was used, and only quotes that represented the theme were used, and a considerable
amount of text may not have been assigned to a theme because as Thomas (2006) notes,
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“much of the text may not be relevant to the evaluation objectives” (p. 242) or to the
description of the theme.
Four Modes of Reality
Nine interview questions and the related concepts that these produced through
inductive coding create this third set of findings, and appear as such in the findings
chapter. These questions were designed to specifically query team learning and the four
modes of reality, and are listed in table form within the findings section. This section of
findings includes a cross-case presentation where the similarities and differences between
each case are noted in terms of learning and the four modes of reality.
Triangulation and Potential for Bias
The triangulation of the three sets of data (semi-structured interview, document
review, and field notes) proceeds along converging lines of inquiry and is therefore a
major strength of this dissertation as it provides the potential for convincing and accurate
data, following a corroboratory mode (Yin, 2003). Further, reliability is addressed by
using consistent protocols for data collection and by structuring data sets independently
before making comparisons with other data sets or with theory (Yin, 1998).
Controlling for bias is a matter of understanding bias. It is the position of critical
realism that one cannot be completely objective. Therefore, bias is an element within the
research that must be treated with care, and it is not the researcher’s place to bring preformed ideas or conceptions, but rather, must allow that data to have its own voice
(Thomas, 2006).
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Chapter Four: Findings
Results of data analysis are presented through three section headings in this
chapter. The first section – concepts – uses thick description (Denzin, 2001; Geertz,
1973; Ponterotto, 2006) to describe high-frequency and unique concepts apart from other
data sources, and highlight the responses of interview participants. Within this section,
the high frequency and unique concepts, coupled with considerable detail about each
case, provide an understanding of each work-team as individual and unique. The second
section – themes – combines all of the inductively coded interview concepts with
documents and field note data to create four inductively coded themes, which are used to
view knowledge conversion from a holistic data perspective. Finally, the third section –
critical realism – uses the methodology of critical realism to describe critical realism
derived data sets from each case, and notes similarities and differences between cases.
Concepts
Interview data collected from the four case study settings revealed 38 concepts in
total. All 38 concepts were organized into table format as they occur at each case study
site, with the inclusion of representative quotations (Appendix H; Appendix I; Appendix
J; Appendix K). In the context of each case the four concepts with the greatest number of
references, and any concepts unique to only one case are presented as findings. For
example, due to there being five participants at each case, there were five sources for
each concept, but each concept was referenced at differing frequencies – some with
higher reference rates, and others less. Therefore, it is the top four concepts, by
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frequency, that are used on a case by case basis in this section. Further, unique concepts
are included within this section, and these are understood to be those concepts that had no
references in any other cases, but were uniquely referenced in one case alone. By
exploring four of the concepts that emerged most prominently, and those that are
particular to each case, a unique account of each case is told through the words of
participants in their answers to interview questions. In Table 5, the top four concepts in
each case are listed using the numbers one to four, and unique concepts are denoted by a
dash.
Table 5. The concepts that correspond with each case study

Case 1 – For Profit
The for-profit case employs 6000 employees and exists as a business that derives
profits from the sale and movement of oil and gas products (P17). The organization has
several business partners and clients that they communicate and collaborate with in the
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production and distribution of oil and gas. The work-team that was interviewed at this
setting was comprised of human resources and training professionals with a minimum of
two years’ experience with the organization, and who actively develop and provide
communication and teaching modules within the larger organization. Further to this, the
work-team also communicates the need for selected members of the organization to take
training, and also arranges for facilities to be available at the times and places training is
conducted. In order to deliver on this central role, the work-team, members often work
together in various ways in the knowledge conversion process. The following participants
are part of this work-team: P16, P18, P19, P20, and P17 is the work-team manager.
Constraints. There are six references to constraints, which can be generally
understood as those things that are perceived by participants to constrain the process of
knowledge conversion. Responses range from reporting no constraints in this work-team
to suggestions that role clarity, being closed off to ideas, and working with time pressure
can all play a role in constraining knowledge conversion.
P16 reports that constraints are not a problem in this work-team, because
everyone is aware of the benefits of cohesive knowledge conversion, “so, I find that
hasn’t happened all too much because everybody here is loyal to it [the team].” P18,
however, does provide some indication of the type of behaviour that might cause
constraints:
I think that people that might be closed off or people that might say they are
already aware of this or its not applicable to them or... you get that type of
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constraint that you're saying to people that this might not be of interest to them or
value to them.
P18 does not, however, specifically mention that this type of behaviour occurs with this
particular work-team, but rather offered this quote as an example of the behaviour that
could or does constrain knowledge conversion.
Presenting a differing opinion to those offered by both P16 and P18, is P19 who
suggests that time and pressure do actually affect knowledge conversion in this case:
So there are certain times when it’s very busy and there's, I guess, more focus on
what can you achieve and getting things done, meeting your priorities and goals,
versus as I said, things like taking time to develop others and share, and that's
when I see there's that time pressure, people behave differently.
P20 adds to the sentiment of P19 by listing several factors that can constrain knowledge
conversion at this setting:
I think there's a lot of factors that could be; it could be many different things; we
have had some times where we have been trying to engage in behaviors that are
beyond just sort of passing of information; where external factors have impeded
the learning; political things taking place at [company] as a perfect example;
another one would be unclarity [sic] of roles.
There is nothing in the findings from this case which suggests that the work-team actively
attempts to constrain knowledge conversion, but, as reported by P19 and P20, there are at
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times factors of time, pressure, political events within the company, and a lack of role
clarity that do constrain.
As team leader, P17 provides two comments on the topic of constraint that
provide context to this case. The first is simply this example of previous work history,
“I've myself been on teams where the leaders just set such a negative tone about learning
just by their own example, but it really shuts down the whole team learning.” The
importance of establishing a positive tone in the work-team is further discussed by P17:
I don't know that I could put a percentage on it, but I think it just damages human
beings on so many levels when that is the culture in the team and people; it has a
ripple effect of poor performance and health issues and stress issues and, ya, it’s
just it damages society as a whole. I don't think leaders often think about that. But
I think the actions of one leader, if you think about a team of fifteen people who
all have a family of four at home and who all interact with say twenty other
people every day; so that one leader, how many people are you touching? And,
your negative or positive behavior can impact that whole circle really quickly. So,
that's how I try to think about it.
Emotions, feelings and experiences. There were six references to this concept
which can be generally understood as related to the times, places, and manner in which
emotions, feelings, and experiences are shared within the work-team. Sharing of
emotions, feelings, and experiences is enabled in this work-team by one-on-one meetings
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and through informal meetings; it is also suggested that smaller groups are safer places to
share, and this is recognized by the work-team manager.
Concisely reporting on the sharing of emotions, feelings, and experiences, P17
says, “That’s done in our one-on-one meetings.” Because the one-on-one meetings are
face-to-face, participants walk to and meet in one another’s offices, and these are referred
to as “drive by” meetings by P18 as who says:
A lot of its probably more personal. Probably those drive bys again, saying [name
of P17] do you have moment for a question, a concern, any feedback and
sometimes it’s mostly one-on-one, can I share this issue with you. That's probably
where the emotion aspect comes up.
The sharing of emotions, feelings, and experiences is encouraged by work-team manager
P17, “I encourage that sharing feelings and emotions and like ask people how do you feel
quite a lot. And, there's definitely a lot of sharing.” On the topic of sharing P16 refers to
off-site meetings where emotions and feelings and experiences are shared as, “it’s a full
day where we just have like random activities, like say a pot luck.”
At times, this work-team participates in larger meetings with several company
teams and divisions present. P16 refers to the size of this group by indicating that in
larger divisional meetings – larger than the work-team interviewed – sharing is not as
easy due to a lack of psychological safety:
I think just because it’s on the larger team, you don't know everybody that well,
so personally I wouldn't want to share if I was like, if I had a negative feeling I
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wouldn't necessarily want to share it with everybody.
However, P17 recognizes this as manager, and deals with the lack of intimacy at the
larger divisional meetings by taking the time to debrief with work-team participants:
I say, so what was missed, what didn't we get to talk about, what level of detail do
we need to go into. That seems to have evolved to a place where people sort of
talk about what they feel and ask the bigger questions.
Work descriptors. In this case, there are six references to this concept which can
be generally understood as containing examples of what work is perceived to look like by
participants in this case. There are differences between participants in understanding and
reporting this concept, ranging from references to specific work templates that if
followed define work, through to being busy, and the achievement of something being
equal to work.
The work-team manager begins the description of this concept in the for-profit
case with the following:
In terms of specifics, I've put a lot of work in the last two years in terms of really
specifying exactly what deliverables are expected for certain types of work, and
we write that down in checklists, procedures, and processes, templates. (P17)
This is supported by P20 who suggests that, “we do have a number of templates where
everything is branded to have the same look and feel” and P16 also refers to templates:
“So, our work is pretty much laid out like a lot of templated, not templated but already in
a template.” However, the notion of work being “templated” or guided in some way by
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someone else is belied by P18 who suggests work looks like, “I think it anything that’s
going to keep us busy right.” Following P18, it is P19 who suggests that work is
achievement, “So, if you achieve it, I think that's, that you've done the work. That's the
only thing I can think of really; I don't know if there's another formal way that we define
it.” P18 provides more detail:
I think we all see it’s an activity, it’s a task, it’s a project, initiative, whatever
word that we're trying to describe and you could actually add a lot of descriptors
to what that is, but I think it’s you know, just a set of activities that’s needed to
make things happen.
The value of members. The value of members has emphatic support in this case
from the descriptions of giving and receiving kudos, to providing opportunities to do so
in meetings, through saying thank you, and celebrating one another. This concept has six
references and can be generally understood as describing how members of the work-team
are perceived as being valuable and the means by which they are shown that value.
There are many activities that provide value to members. P16 references this
concept in relation to weekly meetings, “we have kudos and recognition in our weekly
team meetings” which aligns with P20 who says that, “there’s a lot of congratulations.
It’s one of the things that our senior manager [P17’s name] is really quite good at.” P20
continues with, “it’s a part of the regular weekly meeting, which is there is somebody
from the team you that you want to give kudos to; you want to give them a shout out and
pass that on as appropriate.” The use of congratulatory activities in team meetings is
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upheld by P17 who describes that, “we do a lot of different things for that. More, every
team meeting there is a chance for people to comment or thank each other for something
that they've done.” P17 continues to describe the monthly summarization of milestones
and highlights that are recognized, the sending of thank you notes, and an involved
approach to coaching and performance management where focus is placed first on what
people have done successfully.
These sentiments are reflected by P19:
There's a lot of recognition that's done at team meetings. So, a lot of thank you's, a
lot of just recognition. There's some reward system as well that we have, so you
can, it’s called a spotlight award and you can, if somebody has gone above and
beyond in something you can provide them with an award and then they can
choose from a list of things that have a value.
And, the reporting of findings for this concept is completed by P18 who suggests that
there is a plethora of recognition within this organization and on this work-team:
I think there's been a lot of team recognition, team accomplishment, especially the
accomplishments of the team as a whole over the month, over the quarter,
annually as well, so celebrating milestones, celebrating accomplishments, over
time, individual and team recognition, as well, and projects, or activities that's
been well done.
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Case 2 – Non-profit
The non-profit case engages approximately 800 volunteers each year for the
purpose of delivering a multi-day and multi-artist cultural event once a year in its home
community (P9). Artistic talent from around the world can be seen at this event, and
viable ticket sales have allowed the non-profit to stay solvent, and the event has been a
monetary and cultural success for over two decades.
The work-team that was interviewed at this setting was comprised of five
volunteer participants, each with at least two years of experience with the event. Each of
the work-team members are government and private sector professionals in their daily
work, but are volunteers in this setting. Their role as part of the executive management
team is to establish the parameters for, and then actively supervise the running of, several
aspects of the event. Major areas of this cultural event are overseen by the executive
team, and include talent acquisition, admissions, bar, volunteer management, and
advertising.
The purpose of this work-team is to ensure that the festival is strategically set-up
to run successfully each year. In order to deliver on this purpose, throughout the year
members of this work-team communicate with one another daily through e-mail and
weekly in face-to-face meetings to coordinate tasks, solve problems, learn, and convert
knowledge. The following participants are part of this work-team: P9, P11, P12, P14, and
P15 is the chair.
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Constraints. There are seven references to constraints, which is understood as
those things that are perceived by participants to constrain or impede knowledge
conversion. Participants provided several examples of constraining elements including
poisoned personalities, blasting others, a lack of openness, and defensiveness; there is
also an understanding demonstrated in these quotes that constraining knowledge
conversion debilitates the work-team.
The personalities of team members can constrain. P14 reports that, “just
personalities that have been poisoned against each other. You know, people that don't get
along and with egos. So egos and personality conflict.” P12 provides another example of
a constraint mechanism that stems from a direct, honest style of group interaction, but
which can inadvertently shut down the work-group:
So, the positive energy of this no bullshit, direct to it, honesty style of it is that on
a day when we're feeling rushed, and we come in and blast off a few missiles,
somebody can get hurt because we did it too harshly, or we did it too, and then
there's a shutting down component.
P15 refers to openness being a key ingredient to work-team learning and therefore sees
the opposite condition as a constraint, “Team learning definitely gets constrained when
you know you don’t always have that openness that I was describing as a key ingredient.”
This is further elucidated by P15 in the following quotation:
When it arises, its defensiveness that reduces openness of the, of that person to
real dialogue and to learning and you know the awareness of the group, that
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somebody is defensive and unhappy that affects everybody's openness right.
The effect that entrenchment and a lack of openness has on the team is described
by P9 and P11who report deleterious effects. P9 suggests that constraints arise “when
people aren't open to discussion; when they're so stuck in their ways or their views,
really, like just really becoming entrenched; like when people are positional.” P9 takes
this view further and suggests “I think that really shuts people down and also causes like
impossible to move on from there.” Finally, P11 refers to constraint as an identified
detriment to group dynamics, “it’s actually, I guess we over the years identified it as a
huge risk for us.”
Liberated or oppressed. Participants referred to liberated or oppressed eight
times, which is understood to be a personal response to feelings of being in a work-team
and converting knowledge with and within the team. Participant responses range from
feeling liberated when working on teams in general, to specific positive comments about
this work team, and a comment of the evolution of one participant within the team.
However, there are elements of oppression that do surface within this case, including not
engaging in group think, making mistakes, getting along, and using a team when an
individual would do the job more effectively.
The notion of work-teams being liberating or oppressive has support in the
positive by several respondents. P9 suggests that “I feel liberated” when working in a
team. P15 agrees, but chooses to redefine the notion of liberated as follows: “I feel
liberated. I’d use the word enabled more than liberated. But definitely much more
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liberated that oppressed.” P11 is quite specific and positive about this work-team,
I probably feel very liberated with this team. It’s typically been a highperformance team. Even when it’s struggling at its worst it’s still operating with a
common goal and good intentions and a strong flow of communication and ideas.
This positive view of the work-team is supported by P14, who, however, suggests that it
took time to feel this way: “It came a little bit more liberating that okay I can really play a
valuable role on this team now, now that I know how it works; whereas that was difficult
in the early stand.”
There are cautions, however, and drawbacks to feeling too good about the workteam. P12 suggests, “You like understand, you can’t always be warm and fuzzy groupthink and group learning.” P14 suggests that work-teams are “oppressive when team
members just can’t get along” and P12 submits that, “I feel oppressed when I think
they're going on the wrong direction and I just think they're about to make a big mistake.”
Further, P14 explains that work-teams are not liberating if in fact they are not the correct
tool for the job: “I think there are some things that possibly are sometimes put to teams
when an individual would suffice, so it depends on the task at hand really whether or not
I feel teams are good or bad, so to speak.” These cautions are clearly worth taking note
of, as the positive effects of establishing or maintaining a work-team are quickly eroded
when the conditions are not right or if it is not the right tool for the job.
Embedding. The concept of embedding is understood to refer to the action of
gathering and recording work-team learning and knowledge creation, and placing it, or
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codifying it, within organizational documentation, data bases, and manuals, for example.
There are six references to this concept. Participant responses range from one that
suggests that knowledge is embedded within the organization to five responses that
suggest this is not done at all.
P15 states that corporate knowledge is embedded in the governance principles and
policies manuals. P15 says, “It is, there are some very impressive representations of that,
knowledge embedded in manuals.” However, P15 suggests that specifically from the
work-team interviewed in this case, for which P15 is the chair, there is not a conversion
of knowledge from the team to the larger organization, “there's a number of parts of the
business where the documentation doesn't actually exist, or it isn't easily accessed.” This
sentiment is supported by P14:
Again, it’s more of an orienting committee, that, so we don't keep minutes, but
some decisions are made and again it’s about who's appropriate, whose role is
most appropriate to all the stuff that’s associated with that decision, so they don’t
really make it into policy manuals or anything like that.
Further, P9 concurs with this sentiment:
I don't think there's a lot of those documentation happening, for things that are
decided by this team. So, I think there is a lot of documentation around safety
procedures, admissions procedures, but more procedural than like the why we're
doing stuff.
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And, P12 is more emphatic: “I've never read any of that shit, I don't care about it. You
know what, we have manuals; I depend that we have manuals, so that the organization is
run well. But I personally don’t.” In this response, documentation is not, apparently, used
by at least one member of the work-team.
Individual to common knowledge. There are six references to the concept of
individual to common knowledge, and this is understood to refer to the process action of
converting the knowledge of individuals to knowledge that can be shared by the workteam or larger organization. Two participant responses suggest that there are ways that
this is done, such as through documents, diagrams, orally, email, and debate. Yet, four
references describe a situation where this is either done when needed and when time is
available, through to it not being done at all and it not being a priority in this case.
The concept of converting knowledge from the individual to the group or wider
organization is not completely agreed upon by all participants. P11 describes a “variety of
ways” that individual knowledge is shared widely, “it could be written documents, could
be visual diagrams, just orally communicating things. Other ways, written I guess and email.” And P12 believes that it is “through vibrant debate” that knowledge is converted
from the individual to the larger work-team.
P9 describes the concept of moving individual knowledge to a place of common
knowledge: “I think that it is when needed and when time is available.” This suggests that
knowledge conversion is not a common practice, in P9’s estimation. In the same way,
P14 states that, “we have a true difficulty with that. I think it’s because we're mostly a
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volunteer organization and because the turnover in our organization.” Further, P14
suggests that knowledge conversion is not an established process in this case:
I don't think that we're an organization that pulls the knowledge from individuals
into the common sphere of things. We sort of wait for other folks to push that
knowledge out to us, to the larger organization.
P15 concurs with P14 and suggests that the work-team in this case does not make this a
priority:
But in terms of you know we, as a team and as a larger organization we are not
diligent about trying to expand knowledge or wisdom of one person to the larger,
to our team or the larger organization.
Case 3 – Education
The education case exists within a school which is part of an English-speaking
public school district that has approximately 23,000 students and 1600 teaching staff
(P10). The school in which this case is situated is comprised of several grades, and the
education of the children it serves is delivered by several work-teams, support workers,
and individual teachers. Professional teachers with at least two years of experience and
with diverse roles within the school are part of this work-team, established to ensure that
the delivery of curriculum is consistently managed.
The purpose of this work-team is to coordinate and standardize the delivery of
language and math curriculum to students, as well as develop and use assessment tools to
measure student learning. In the creation of items such as teaching and assessment
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rubrics, this work-team routinely converts knowledge. The following participants are part
of this work team: P2, P5, P6, P13, and P10 is member of the school administration.
Communication (type, style, frequency). This concept is referenced eight times
in this case; it is understood to provide a description of various factors that are related to
work-team communication such as the type, style, or frequency of that communication.
In this case, there is agreement between participants that communication occurs in
various ways from informally to formally, and with at least weekly frequency.
P10, as the one of the school leaders, describes the school leadership team
strategy concerning participation on work-teams. P10 suggests that in the administrative
team:
We try to be not the primary person, so in our PLCs, [Professional Learning
Communities] we try to make sure that those PLCs run whether we are there or
not, so trying to build a culture up that they own it. Taking that ownership and
distributed leadership so asking PLCs to create a chair, a minute taker so that they
are running their own meetings.
This quotation speaks to the distributive leadership style used in this case, which is an
attitude towards management that sees staff as experts who have important knowledge
and experience. This is supported by P2 who states that records of each meeting are taken
by participants on a rotational, shared basis.
In terms of the style of communication in this case, P6 describes that “a lot of
things come through our e-mail, a lot of things come through our calling in to people and
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things like that, a lot of things come out through our staff meetings that we have.”
Further, P13 suggests that communication occurs frequently:
There's a lot of communication that really quickly happens even today as we were
heating up our lunches, we were talking about something to do with, within the
team, whatever issue we were talking about. And then, in terms of more formal
communication, it would be over e-mail.
P6 notes that there are “a lot of ad hoc meetings, just, when we need to, after school.”
Meetings occur with some consistency in this case. P13 describes that meetings
are held weekly, as does P5 and P2. This sentiment is well described by P2, “we meet
regularly every week. So, we have a scheduled time and whether its Wednesday
afternoons sometimes, but usually it is Tuesdays. And, we meet for at least an hour.”
Meeting is apparent as a frequent and normal occurrence, according to participants.
Rules and procedures. This concept is understood to represent the participants’
perception of formal or informal rules that govern communication in the work-team. This
concept was referenced nine times in this case. Norms are repeatedly referenced as the
means by which this concept is actualized.
In reference to the work-team in this case, P6 provides a description of the various
aspects that norms can cover:
There are norms to set up for the time frame we normally meet, the days that we
meet, or the day, making sure that if at all possible and there's nothing can prevent
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it, we all are in attendance. Just basically how we are set up for respect with
listening to others.
P13 concurs and states that “we have norms for our meetings” and further describes how
they assist with the functioning of the work-team. For instance, according to P13, in the
first team meeting: “We wrote down the norms and sharpened them up to make sure
everybody was on the same page and we all knew the reasons and everybody contributed
to making the norms.”
As the administrator on the work-team, P10 provides a management view of the
norms used in this case to govern communication:
A lot of that is in the teacher handbook. We ask PLCs to create norms and so each
PLC we asked them at the beginning of the year to take a look at their norms that
they already have created because there could be new members.
This description of the use of norms is reflected by P5 who says of the norms used to
govern communication, “we have them in a binder” and:
That’s something that [principal] encourages at the beginning of the year, before
you even do your professional growth goals and those things, is to as a PLC to
establish the norms of what you expect of one another.
P5 provides more detail to the pervasive use of norms in this case:
At the first meeting we establish norms for our meetings. We make sure that we
are respectful of those and we don't book meetings during those times. Everyone
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has a voice in how decisions are made, and all the important things that make
people feel part of the team.
P2 continues to describe this concept by stating that at the first of the year, norms
are of particular concern, “well at first of the year we come up with our group norms, and
it’s kind of like stating that everybody is expected to attend; it’s kind of a respect for each
other; one person talking at a time.” It is this focus on norms that provides a structure to
recognize the duty all have towards the work-team and to ensure that everyone has a
voice, “if decisions are made, we need to have the majority of people there to
communicate and have a voice, and then we kind of go from there” (P2).
Conflict and emotions. This concept is understood to involve norms established
within the organization and work-team that are specifically concerned with handling
conflict or emotions. In this case, there are eight references to this concept. These
references include descriptions of conflict being dealt with through team norms, and
utilizing the comfort level of the team to move through conflict. Emotions are described
as difficult to deal with, but descriptions of the role of the chair, a reliance on the
professionalism of team members, and the setting of basic rules are provided as ways of
answering emotional concerns.
Norms factor prominently in this case, particularly in reference to emotions and
conflict. P10 is states that “we deal with conflict through our norms” and P5 describes the
norms that have been established to deal with conflict:
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The norm was created that if there was an issue we would try to solve it as a PLC
first and then if we felt that it wasn't something that we were comfortable
addressing on our own, then it would become more of an issue.
The clear descriptions of the norms used for dealing with conflict creates, according to
P13, a “team where everybody kind of feels valued and are comfortable enough with
each other that if there is any conflict that we can move beyond it.” And, P2 indicates
there was one member who did not do their part in regards to how a conflict was handled
and, “it’s kind of gone against a few of the norms.”
Emotional issues are more difficult in this case, and P13 suggests that this is best
dealt with one-on-one, “emotional conflict that's probably one of the hardest things to
deal with and it gets more dealt with on a one-on-one basis with whomever is having an
issue with somebody.” The chair of the work-team is called upon by the administration to
read emotions, and P10 contends, “I think the chair needs to be able to read when
emotions are getting high and kind of hold that down.” However, as P6 suggests, within
this work-team:
We can all basically have differences of opinions, everybody's opinions, being in
a respectful manner, respond to people in a respectful manner; that we don't take
things personally, it’s all at a professional level type of thing.
This respectful, professional manner is “part of the norms we have talked about”
according to P13, like “speaking in turn” or “making a decision we go by 80% majority.”
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The value of members. This concept has six references and can be generally
understood as describing how members of the work-team are perceived as being valuable
and the means by which they are shown that value. This concept has emphatic support in
this case from feeling valued, creating opportunities to provide value, including others,
and reporting on the positive during meetings.
The work-team provides several descriptions of value. P2 suggests that, “I would
say that it is mutually kind of known that we respect one another, that we really value
each other. And, we're very respectful. If ever there is conflict or whatever.” This is
further described by P2 with, “I think everybody is given a say and I think everybody
does feel valued” and with this description:
Everybody has a chance to add to the agenda items, everyone has a chance to
voice their opinions, and when discussions take place they can take part in those
discussions to make the decisions, so, I think everybody feels valued, and if they
don't I think it’s kind of their own issue really, because there is every opportunity
if they want to be involved and have a voice.
The sense of value is further described by P10 who suggests that in the role of
administrator there are opportunities to promote value, “I try to see what different teacher
strengths are and ask them to do particular things according to their strengths.” This is
complemented at PLC meetings where “a lot of time it's what we bring to the table so we
feel value in the fact that it's PLC driven whatever we're meeting about” and “I think we
have a team where everybody kind of feels valued” (P10).
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Value is described by P6 as a matter of basic respect. P6 contends, “I think one
thing with the team setting is the respect and the listening to one another. So, one person
speaking at a time similar to what we do with kids.” Further, P6 suggests that value
comes from inclusion and cohesion:
Everybody getting a voice no matter what, even if there's a difference of opinion;
responding even it goes right into our norms and things, cover things like
placement of where we sit. We try not to sit scattered throughout the room; we try
to sit as a cohesive group within the room. To making sure that everybody was in
certain proximity to one another, that our, we talked about the idea of body
language.
P6 also suggests that at the PLC meetings valuing is an important aspect:
We also try to say what is a positive thing anybody brings with them today, or
something happened that they thought was nice and that kind of either starts us or
ends us. We always have that kind of thing as well.
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The growth of the team. This concept has one unique reference and is
understood to refer to the growth of the work-team in this case, and it was only perceived
and reported by P2. The notion of learning and changing being equal to team growth is
the rationale for creating this concept category. P2 reports that, “I feel like we are kind of
growing as a team, because we’re constantly learning or constantly changing things.”
There were no other references to this concept.
Sharing. This concept has one unique reference and is understood to refer to the
open access the entire organization has to the work of each of the work-teams within the
case. This concept is understood as different from the concept of embedding which is
related to the movement of knowledge from the work-team to the codification of that
knowledge in manuals and like repositories. P2 states in reference to all information
created by any of the teams in the case:
So we have it on the T drive at school and everybody puts their shared stuff on
there. So, we put on a pre-test, a post-test, we put on games, anything we are
doing in our class that we find it effective teaching, we put it on there.
Collaborative versus collegial. This concept has one unique reference and is
understood as a means of defining work relationships within this case, and which P10
uses to bring clarity to these relationships with others on the work-team:
I think people blur the line between collaboration and collegial, so if you don't
like someone that much it might be harder to collaborate with them. I think people
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still feel like you have to like everybody in order to work well when you really
need to have a level of respect for them.
Clearly, collegial respect for others is what P10 believes is needed to have a collaborative
working relationship, and this should not be confused with needing to like or be liked by
others in order to work effectively.
Case 4 – Government
The government case exists as part of the Office of the Chief Information Officer
(OCIO), which employs approximately 40 employees within a larger government staff of
1500 (P1). This work-team consists of five professional members who are computer
technology experts, each with two or more years of experience in the OCIO. The
members of this work-team are responsible for technology support, developing
technological architecture, and ensuring that technological systems are secure across
government. Therefore, members of this work-team collaborate to oversee and maintain
professional technological delivery, support, and security.
The purpose of this work-team is to coordinate with all levels of government and
assess the technological needs that when fulfilled enable new levels of efficiencies and
change management across the organization. As a part of their role, this work-team meets
formally and informally across several technological and face-to-face platforms to
coordinate their efforts; in fulfilling their role, this team routinely converts knowledge.
The following participants are part of this work-team: P3, P4, P7, P8, and P1 is workteam leader.
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Communication (type, style, frequency). This concept is referenced eight times
in this case; it is understood to be a description of various factors that are related to workteam communication such as the type or style or frequency of that communication.
Participant responses support an understanding that this work-team uses many types of
technology to assist with their communication, that the work-team is fluid in using many
styles of communication from informal to formal, and that communication in this case is
open and sharing is welcomed.
There is a plethora of communication within this work-team. P8 says that workteam communication utilizes technology, “physically, virtually. We leverage all the
technologies out there.” According to P7 the formal face-to-face communication held in
this work-team is enjoyable, “The tone is open and free; we treat each other, you know,
like we’re just hanging out around the table.” P7 further states that there are less formal
meetings that “just take a phone call or instant message” and also, “we have lots of
hallway style communications, you know, just walk with me for a minute kind of things
that have to happen for kind of more time pressing, you know, something.”
P1 refers to the frequency and types of communication within this case through
the use of several examples:
So, what we would do is meet once a week preferably in person, but we also,
because we are distributed teams, we use some online tools like softlink, and we
spend about two hours and a good part of that two hours is a round-table. And,
thereafter we use a lot of electronic communications from SMS to e mail, and
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then phone, so that's our primary modes of communication and frequency is rather
high and as needed.
P3 concurs with P1 and adds details that provide an understanding of the tone of
the meetings and the types of actions that are covered by each type of communication:
So, once a week we have an executive team meeting and it’s a Wednesday
afternoon and we typically get together and share what's going on in each of our
lives, look for opportunities to leverage and support, and also guide the members
of our team throughout that discussion. Of course, being a typical organization,
we rely heavily on e-mail which is a thorn in my side, but we communicate you
know, plans, directions, status updates and so on there as well and follow up with
a conversation on a Wednesday. And then of course, you know, where we're close
in proximity and also we leverage Link, we do lots of ad hoc meetings.
P4 also provides a descriptive response, “We collaborate on a lot of projects, initiatives;
we have a share-point environment where we communicate by feeding back and forth on
deliverables.” Further:
So that's not direct communications. We have semi-regular meetings where we
talk about key projects, or we talk about issues that might be going on in the
group or with individuals. And at those forums we also try to do a little employee
engagement. Make people feel involved, that they're contributing etc. So, that, the
two prominent ones would probably be by e-mails, and via meetings. (P4)
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Finally, P7 provides an understanding of the nature of sharing that occurs in the workteam meetings in this case, “We can all share with one another up down and sideways,”
suggesting that communication is open and it is easy to engage one another
Liberated or oppressed. There are seven references to the concept, liberated or
oppressed, which is understood in this case to be a personal response to feelings of being
in a work-team and converting knowledge. Participant responses describe that workteams can be difficult and even oppressive depending on conditions, but that this workteam is liberating for members.
P7 provides an understanding of what it feels like to be in a difficult work-team.
P7 states that, “I have been oppressed by teams. I actually do think that a team in name
could be a bogged down ugly, hard to deal with thing.” P7 provides more description of
this type of team: “Large organizations will often assemble people and call them a team.
But they may not have gotten the coaching perhaps; you know, people need training, or
coaching, or collaboration, understanding of what's being requested of them.” This
suggests that in order to be an effective team, training or coaching is necessary. Once
more, P7 refers to how teams can be oppressive:
Or, if you get a team that's assembled but it’s really just assembled to say, oh ya,
we had a team, but it was really always just a front for one person's agenda or
something, those things, that's oppressive; nobody likes to be a part of that, then
you're along for the ride, and you're being acted upon rather than acted with.
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P3 supports the notions presented by P7 and suggests that in work-teams, “it depends on
who your team members are.”
P1 refers to the current work-team as liberating, “to me it’s liberating because is
usually when we do it, there’s a challenge that no one person can address on their own,
And, so that’s the strength of it. I don’t feel oppressed by it.” P8 supports the statement of
P1, “I can see the benefit of a team, and the management team here is excellent.
Everyone has their strengths. [P1’s name] is quite a thinker. Amazing, well read.” P4
concludes, and describes that this work-team “wouldn’t be oppressive, no” as it has
elements that enable rather than constrain work-team learning and is considered by all
respondents to be liberating.
Collaboration. The concept of collaboration is referenced eight times in this case,
and it is understood to represent participant perceptions of the making of meaning, the
overcoming of impersonality, the choosing of tasks, and the development of collaborative
relationships. This is a well-described concept in this case and points to a dynamic,
collaborative relationship within this work-team that exists as strongly in person as it
does using technology to meet.
There are several modes to collaboration at this case. P7 says that in terms of
face-to-face collaboration, “we often just kind of sit and brainstorm” and provides greater
detail when speaking about those times the team cannot meet face-to-face:
Well, tool wise, we have things like sharepoint, you know shared areas where we
can edit documents together even though we may be not all actually together or
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working in different locations, or whatever it may be, different time zones
sometimes and those kinds of things. And the work can still get done.
The notion of using sharepoint is supported by P8:
We have sharepoint where we store documents, that's full text searchable. We're
actually using some of the new technologies in office. I can work on a document
while someone else is working on the document. So, you can have four or five
authors working of the same document at the same time, which really has
increased collaboration.
Further, the work-team has invested in other technologies that aid them in collaborating
when not face-to-face, “so, for collaboration we’ve done a lot of investment in web and
video conferencing in the last few years” (P8).
P1 suggests that in the face of difficulties, collaboration is an important focus for
the work-team:
This is the environment, this is what we're doing, we're successful, it’s not perfect
but it’s pretty democratic because everybody's got a voice right. So, that's sort of
the environment within which we are, but yeah, sometimes they tell me my wish
would be just more simple, but life here isn't simple.
Also, P4 suggests that the work-team collaborates “via meetings, sessions, white
boarding; we would collaborate through sharepoint collaboration” and P3 sees a sliding
scale between technological and face-to-face communication. However, the face-to-face
communication is presented in this description as fluid and dynamic:
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We just go in there and draw pictures and we all... again it’s not one guy standing
up on the podium saying this is how it’s going to be. Sometimes we'll get right up
and take the marker out of the guy’s hand and, think you got to add this piece, so
it’s a very flowing kind of work back and forth and eventually all of those
different perspectives kind of boil down into something, and usually there's a
leader of the project. (P7)
Individual to common knowledge. There are seven references to the concept of
individual to common knowledge and it is understood to refer to the process action of
converting the knowledge of individuals to knowledge that can be shared by the workteam or larger organization. Participant responses range from descriptions of how
knowledge is provided to and gathered from individuals to how it is captured and stored.
P7 states that there is time given to people in face-to face meetings to discuss
what they have been doing at various training. P7 also states that knowledge conversion
is sometimes the result of bringing someone in or sometimes going out to get it:
We want to do interesting things; we have to bring some of the outside in. We
have to send people out there to get it first of all, but it’s no use if we just all sat
back at our desks when we got back and only they knew it. So, there has to be that
transfer piece.
The transfer of knowledge noted by P7 is supported by P8 who says that knowledge
transfer is about:
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Visuals and words. So, we do a planning process which takes the individual's
subject matter knowledge and tries to put it in various forms that technologists
can understand, that senior leadership can understand.
The use of models is further described by P1, “So we try to capture the knowledge in,
often, models. We're big in this team on models. And they end up becoming an image.
An image that we usually store for the group to be able to refer to.” The captured
knowledge is “far from done, far from perfect, but we are trying to capture that corporate
knowledge” (P4) which is stored in “an enterprise architecture repository,” according to
P3. Therefore, “it’s a matter of storing information where everyone knows where it is.
It’s a matter of capturing information that we've never captured before” (P4).
Mindfulness. This concept is unique to this case, and it has two references. It is
understood to represent a method of stress reduction that is being implemented in this
case by one of the members of the work-team interviewed. Mindfulness is best described
by P7, who says, “It’s interesting. Just really centres around inner being involved and
engaged with what you're doing now.” This is supported by the manager of this work
team, P1, who suggests that this work-team is able to talk openly about mindfulness and
other related concepts:
So, everybody's free to bring up what they feel is important. Whatever that may
be, even if it is how do we get a session going for people to be more mindful and
less stressed. You know we can talk about that stuff. It doesn't really matter what,
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you're free to bring up what you want during the round-table. It’s your time, your
airtime.
Responsibility to team. This concept is unique to this case, and is a description
of the responsibility that all team leaders have when dealing with one another and with
subordinates. There is only one reference describing this responsibility:
The biggest piece that I try to remember every day is this responsibility; I could
screw with people's lives, and you know, these people depend on us for their
employment but for so much more. For their well-being, the well-being of their
families and all of those things, and you know sometimes you get hard decisions
you have to make, but grounding myself every day in that kind of thinking helps
as far as I'm concerned in what it means to be part of the team. (P7)
Themes
This section explores all of the cases through a broad data perspective. The
process of identifying themes provides further context and meaning to the data and aids
the development of the four themes as a means of presenting findings for all four cases
(Denzin, 2001). The themes that were identified are as follows: (i) perspectives and
interpretations; (ii) functional processes; (iii) affective and interpersonal aspects, and (iv)
defining and describing. In the appendices, tables display the concept, concept definition,
and representative data sample that make up each theme (see Appendix L, Appendix M,
Appendix N, Appendix O).
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Theme 1: Perspectives and Interpretations
Perspectives and interpretations is understood as the beliefs and understandings
that participants personally hold regarding the nature and impact of knowledge
conversion. These include concepts and viewpoints of the ability for team learning to
help or hurt, to liberate or oppress, and belief in the use of teams.
In the for-profit setting, there is a sense that work-team members believe and
understand the nature and impact of knowledge conversion as a positive and helpful
aspect of their work. Work-team knowledge conversion provides a means of people,
“feeling they are valued by other people, and feeling like they’re contributing to
something bigger than themselves” (P17). The Key Themes and Goals document for
managers and team leads, backs this notion under the heading “People – Develop and
Grow” with an entreaty to “support consistent orientation, onboarding, and role-specific
learning and development.” In effect, knowledge conversion is understood to be more
helpful than it is hurtful. For example, all of the interviewees remarked that work-team
learning is more helpful than hurtful and more liberating than oppressive. P17 remarked
in reference to this:
I think it’s energizing in so many ways, so it, it helps immediate performance
because it helps just get the job done, but it also creates an environment that
people want to stay in for the longer term, and if people feel like they're learning
and growing and developing, that's a team they want to stay in, so your
performance is enhanced over the long term.
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P20 provides a related perspective by stating that work-teams and collaboration are
enabling, although work-team size can cause diminishing returns:
I feel enabled with the team and I really enjoy collaboration, but there does
become a point where there are too many people on the team or too many people
contributing. That's when you sort of achieve that diminishing returns.
Positive perspectives concerning knowledge conversion are reported to come from the
background of the individual, where “values, culture, background, and even state of
mind” (P18) support notions of learning and creating knowledge together. Furthermore,
the Code of Business Ethics (COBE) supports diversity as an enriching aspect of work:
“the different perspectives that a diverse workforce provides are invaluable. They enrich
not only our work product, but also our work experience.” The field notes demonstrate
that trust, safety, support, and comfort are words that factor prominently when describing
the for-profit case (Field Notes, For-Profit Case).
These positive perspectives of the organization’s work culture and the work-team
endure, even in the face of hurdles found in the oil and gas industry where “social
acceptance is huge” (P19) and “there’s a lot of public scrutiny” (P19). One way in which
the for-profit work-team survives in this scrutinizing environment is through the
functional alignment of the work-team to corporate strategies and directions, the
subsequent alignment with different departments, and through having a generally
supportive and collaborative nature, reports P20. This collaborative, growth-oriented
mindset is reflected in the Performance Agreements that each employee on the work123

team has been provided and signed, where it is stated that, “the development plan is
designed to maximize your performance on the job and continue to grow your skills and
abilities” (p. 3). And, also the COBE where it is stated that, “it takes all of us making the
right choices and doing the right thing together to ensure [company name] continues to be
a company our stakeholders can count on.”
Field notes from the for-profit case complement the positive attitude expressed
through this theme. They reference values and understanding, collaboration, and the need
for time and trust to be abundant in order for the work-team to operate well.
In the case of the non-profit organization, there is a sense that work-team
members believe and understand the nature and impact of work-team knowledge
conversion as a positive and helpful aspect of their work. P15 emphatically states “they
work for me. It’s a truth, almost with a capital T, that teams are an effective way of
achieving almost anything you want or need to achieve.” The environment that has been
created at the non-profit case is supportive of a confident vulnerability where there is a
highly collaborative and innovative approach to work, and a tolerance for making
mistakes and challenging old positions in order to do a better job and run a better festival
each year (P13).
Further support is given to the use of work-teams. P11 states that work-teams are
“very strongly helpful” and P15 feels “liberated. I’d use the word enabled more than
liberated. But definitely much more liberated than oppressed.” The Governance
Principles and Policies document is supportive of collaborative exchange between work124

team members and “recognizes the importance of having meetings that are characterized
by serious and respectful exchange, accompanied by energy and good humor.” P12
supports this importance and supports work-team knowledge conversion by stating that
the positive perspectives concerning the use of work-teams are due to a “combination of
your world view and your philosophical, spiritual, religions view.”
Furthermore, these perspectives endure even in the face of hurdles to the yearly
cultural event that this team creates and supports. P15 says of the challenges, “They’re
never ironed out and there’s challenges with government organizations…there are
constant tensions around that.” Nonetheless, in the face of challenges and tensions, Field
Notes in the non-profit case further support the value that work-teams hold, and
complements the statements made by interviewees and their Governance Principles and
Policies.
There is an organizationally supported notion at the education case that workteams are effective and useful. P10 states that:
You can do so much more with more brain power, more sometimes you think you
have a really great idea, or you think well it's okay, and you take it to the team
and the ideas just get better right and things come out of it that's 10 times better
than you can do on your own.
This was supported by each of the interview participants at the education site, who saw
their work-team as much more helpful than hurtful. For example, “I would say it is more
helpful” (P13); “well I think it is definitely helpful” (P5), and, “I think it’s very helpful; I
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would say eight or nine” (P10). In addition, all of the participants similarly see their
work-team as liberating rather than oppressive. In keeping with this perspective, P2
suggests that being on a team is a natural part of living life, “liberated. I think it’s because
I have been… like my athletic background. I’ve always been part of a team athletically,
so it’s natural to me to work with other people and trust other people.” Trust is an
important factor in the development and maintenance of work-team relations at the
education case setting; further, respect between members was also noted as being of
importance to the helpful and liberating qualities of the work-team. P10 remarked that:
I think people blur the line between collaboration and collegial, so if you don't
like someone that much it might be harder to collaborate with them. I think people
still feel like you have to like everybody in order to work well when you really
need to have a level of respect for them.
There was a sense that the entire organization, not just the work-team interviewed,
is part of a singular “we” where people work together as professionals and see their
corporate professional responsibility to student learning as more important than
individual differences. This is supported by the Mission and Vision Statement where it is
stated that, “[institution’s name] is dedicated to igniting children’s passions and helping
them overcome their challenges.”
In response to a question about the challenges that their work-team experiences,
P10 explained that they exist, but that in the face of constant change, they set their own
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directions and do what is right for the students they serve. This is demonstrated through
the following quotation for P10:
Things change in government and it always affects education, but where we want
to head doesn't ever change, so there might be some things, but I think they
realize that we're not going to stop doing particular things just because a
government changed or policies changed that we'll be heading whatever direction
it is that were saying kind of thing.
This dedication in the face of change and challenge is supported by P6 who
remarks on the school’s ability to carry on and move forward, and on the value system
that supports work-team learning and a constant pursuit of excellence. P6 stated
I think for me a lot of it is a value system. A lot of it, I think culturally in terms of
a school culture, not cultural in terms of a religious culture, but cultural in terms
of our school culture, definitely.
This is corroborated in the Mission and Vision Statement which states that the “staff will
demonstrate an extraordinary commitment to educating the whole child through the use
of best educational practices in a world class learning environment.” Further, the School
Improvement Plan states that it is a goal for all staff to reach their potential, and this is
done in part through collaborative efforts and growth with, “every staff member will have
the opportunity to see other staff members teach at least once and will also have
committed time for peer coaching follow-up.” The educational organization itself is one
large professional learning community that is supported by culture and values, an
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orientation towards professional growth, and continuously higher levels of service to
students.
The government department case resides within the Office of the Chief
Information Officer (OCIO) and is concerned with the utilization of technology and
technological processes to assist the rest of the government to run effectively. People also
factored highly in this case, as each work-team member rated the work-team as both
helpful and liberating rather than hurtful or oppressive.
However, there are some provisos to the positive view of work-teams offered at
this case, one of which has to do with a potential lessening of impact due to the lack of a
formal work-team knowledge conversion process, “I would say it’s helpful. It wouldn't
be hurtful. Probably because it is informal it’s not as helpful as it could be” (P4). And, P3
cautions that though work-team learning is a positive, there is the people-factor to
consider, “I think it’s always helpful to the enterprise because no learning is bad learning,
but in relationship to learning we're dealing with people, and people will bring their
personalities and their baggage.” Moreover, P7 further cautions that it is possible, though
not in the current state of their work-team, to have an assemblage of people put together
only for the purpose of forwarding someone else’s agenda:
Or, if you get a team that's assembled but it’s really just assembled to say, “oh ya,
we had a team,” but it was really always just a front for one person's agenda or
something, those things, that's oppressive, nobody likes to be a part of that, then
you're along for the ride, and you're being acted upon rather than acted with.
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Notably, however, the caution continues with how it is that the work-team in this
case survives the hurdles that are present in their environment. P1 states the “complexity
of the governance and the authorities in the public sector causes a lot of angst and
restarts, and false starts, and how the hell did we get here?” And, P1 refers to this as the
hydra (Field Notes, Government Case) of government where there is always another head
looking in a different direction and pulling the organization and the work-team in several
directions at once. Documentation, however, is offered as the solution to this problem:
“The more you have the ability to document, to show the progress, to show the decision
making, to show where you started, where you're going, the easier it is to bring people
back” (P1).
Theme 2: Functional Processes
Functional processes are descriptions of the design and design processes
associated with work-team knowledge conversion. These include the concepts of how
knowledge is embedded in the organizational culture, explicit processes for team
learning, alignment of work, and outcome and goal determination.
The for-profit case had no evidence of the use of formal methods to initiate or
navigate the process of knowledge conversion: “For learning together. I don't think we
have explicit processes or procedures for us learning together” (P20). This was supported
by P18 with “I would say no” and P19 who suggests that there are no explicit processes,
formally or informally, “No. Not explicit.” The Field Notes for this case reflect a similar
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sentiment, that team learning processes did not stand out as a priority or even function of
the work-team (Field Notes, For-Profit Case).
Collaboration, however, is a core value at the for-profit case, and face-to-face
communication factors prominently:
Like one of our core values is collaboration. So, I know that there's a lot of things
you can get done by mail, or e-mail or, but I think the culture here really
encourages meeting face to face and discussing things, and you know, coming up
with the best option. (P19)
The notion of collaboratively working together is evident in the COBE: “[company
name] requires you to be inclusive and to demonstrate respect for and acceptance of
others.” However, though collaboration is supported, it was not evident that there were
rules or formal procedures noted for face-to-face, or other types and styles of
communication. P18 explained, “I would say there are no formal rules around that,” and
P16 indicated that “I don’t think there is anything in place unless it’s something that
would be like something out of our team.” Further, the for-profit case does not have
anything in the documentation received for this research to suggest otherwise.
In contrast to the informality of work-team learning processes and
communication, there are formal methods used in this case to determine and realize
outcomes and goals. The delegation of work is one of those situations:
We have a fairly formalized process for setting goals at [company name] – a
performance management system where a number of goals are cascaded down
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from the senior leadership to our manager [name] and then cascaded down to each
of the individuals and they're essentially given their task that's aligned to all the
goals. (P20)
Moreover, there is a sense of this cascading referred to by P20 in the quotation above,
providing an alignment of work that helps to maximise the efforts of everyone on the
work-team. P16 said, “A lot of it would be to communicate what we work on pretty much
weekly, and then we don't realize that everybody is kind of collectively working together,
but. So, its communicated on what everybody does.”
This alignment assists knowledge conversion, which is explicitly covered in the
COBE in a statement about the ownership of intellectual property:
[Company name] owns all inventions, discoveries and copyrighted material made
or developed by [company] employees, contract workers or independent
consultants in the course of and relating to their employment, contract or
engagement with the Company, unless a written release is obtained or the issue is
covered by contract. [Company name] intellectual property is an important
Company asset.
Nonetheless, despite the COBE statement above, the sharing of knowledge from
the individual to the team is not formalized, “you know, that's something that I don't think
we are very good at. We just kind of discover things. It comes up in the course of some of
our regular meetings” (P20). Yet, when the work-team does create something it is
reported upon, “we do roll-up reporting, we do communications, we do score cards and
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metrics and gets all rolled up to the higher level eventually over time, into the
organizational model” (P18). However, there is no evidence that this roll-up reporting
results in the embedding of knowledge into the organizational data bases, manuals,
policies or procedures, “I don't know as much of that is been done” (P18); though, it
appears that the for-profit case is considering the embedding of knowledge, “so, it will
become actually part of the quality management system. But it’s not there yet” (P17).
The yearly cultural event that the non-profit executive work-team is involved in
producing is the final product of a year of planning and work, and once it is over, it is
also a place for new beginnings. This is alluded to in P12’s comment, “So, there's
combination of surveys, experience, feedback from patrons, feedback from sponsors,
feedback from [person’s names involved in the event], there's just big feedback loops and
when we bring it all together.” When all this information is brought together, the workteam and others engage in what they refer to as a post-mortem or war-room activity
where after the event has run, volunteers socialize and celebrate together. All of the
volunteers in attendance go over what went wrong and what went right – then they get
ready to begin a new year and another cycle of work that culminates with the event (Field
Notes, Non-Profit). This is all completed, purportedly without a formal vision or purpose,
but one that is functionally more suited to finding solutions to challenges and innovating
to succeed:
I don't know that we ever really, really try to create a common vision for a
common purpose on our own because we do like to have that that difference in
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opinion, that difference in activities, and difference in, just innovative ideas I
guess. (P14)
However, the Governance Principles and Policies document demonstrates clearly that
there is in fact a four paragraph long, intricately worded mission statement for this event.
Nonetheless, there is a formal alignment of roles for the running of the event, though P14
suggests that it might be done better, “I would say, formally it’s aligned. I'm not sure that
it actually works very well, but it is formally aligned in terms of the positions on the
executive committee” (P14).
Though there is a year-long cycle that this non-profit work-team undertakes each
year –using the performance of the event as both an end point and new beginning – there
is not a sense that work-team learning is in any way formalized in order to produce, or
assist with, continuous improvement:
I would, I don't think we have any. And I say that with some embarrassment as
you know the leader of the organization, I don't think we have any explicit
promise to learn together other than this, the yearly cycle, it’s called post-mortem,
post [event], get people together to talk about what worked and what didn't. (P15)
There are however, common terms developed from the sharing of mental models that are
used widely throughout the organization, “I think that the organization itself, not just
within our team, but the whole organization has its own sort of terms and concepts that it
uses that are pretty standard too, to this sort of a business” (P11).
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Based on the Field Notes for the non-profit case, it was noted that nothing has
been formally developed around succession planning, though many of the volunteers
working at the event have done so for multiple years and are increasingly retiring from
service. Similarly, there is nothing in place to draw this specialized, experiential
information from volunteers, “I don't think that we're an organization that pulls the
knowledge from individuals into the common sphere of things. We sort of wait for other
folks to push that knowledge out to us, to the larger organization” (P14). P11 does refer
to a common repository of some information, but also reports that “a lot of the
information just isn't shared,” and P9 supports this contention with:
I don't think there's a lot of those documentation happening for things that are
decided by this team. So, I think there is a lot of documentation around safety
procedures, admissions procedures, but more procedural than like the why we're
doing stuff.
The informality surrounding this work-team continues with the use of rules and
procedures for communication and P11 reports that the vast majority of communication is
“very informal with no formal or documented rules or, rules of order or anything like
that.” And, the primary source of this informal communication is electronic, in particular,
e-mail with regular in person meetings held weekly, for those who are able to attend
(P11).
Sharing and providing information to both the work-team and the larger
organization are promoted, facilitated, and part of the culture at the education case. P5
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states that, “I think we are always given opportunities to share. You may try something
really neat and people notice and then they are like oh that was really neat, can you tell
me more?” And, if one wishes to share something with the larger organization, it is a
matter of asking the administration for an opportunity to present: “If we wanted to bring
up anything at a staff meeting we would do that and that's as simple as approaching the
administrator and saying, we want to talk about, can we talk about this?” (P13). The
administrators are seen as enablers to the spreading and embedding of knowledge (Field
Notes, Education Case), and this is supported by P10 who refers to the embedding of
knowledge in the organizational culture by means of sending information electronically
and also storing it in staff binders:
So everyone gets them sent to them electronically, they're all printed, the norms
are printed, the common assessments are there, the guidelines for how the PLCs
should function, what should be in there, pre and post assessments.
P2 notes that there is a particular computer drive at the school that is only for the purpose
of sharing information:
So we have it on the T drive at school and everybody puts their shared stuff on
there. So, we put on a pre-test, a post-test, we put on games, anything we are
doing in our class that we find it effective teaching, we put it on there.
Interestingly, however, there is not any report from participants of an explicit
processes governing work-team learning. P6 reports that, “for learning together?
Interesting. I don’t know how explicit they are” (P6); and, P10 states that, “it's not as
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intentional as ‘now let's learn together;’ it's probably people sharing things and then
learning coming from the sharing.” Yet, the School Improvement Plan states clearly that
there is a formalized process of reciprocal teaching (teachers watching one another teach
and providing feedback to one another), “time will be devoted at each staff meeting for
examples of individual teachers’ reciprocal teaching practices” and “the implementation
of reciprocal teaching in each classroom, will occur at least once per school year” (pp. 23).
The education case provides insight into a deliberate establishment and use of
norms for the running of work-team meetings and for larger staff meetings (Field Notes,
Education Case). This is described by P5 who states that:
At the first meeting we establish norms for our meetings. We make sure that we
are respectful of those and we don't book meetings during those times. Everyone
has a voice in how decisions are made, and all the important things that make
people feel part of the team.
Further, these meetings are regular, “we meet regularly every week. So, we have a
scheduled time and whether its Wednesday afternoons sometimes, but usually it is
Tuesdays” (P2) and face-to-face. Data from student assessments are used extensively to
make decisions about next steps for the education work-team. P5 describes this in the
following way: “What we've been trying to do especially this year is through data
establish what it is that, where it is that we’re having gaps so we need to be working on.”
P10 states that direction is taken from the School Improvement Plan as to “what direction
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our school is heading in and what do teams need to do to head in that direction as well.”
This is further supported by the work-team not writing their own mission and vision
statement, but rather “our vision and purpose is connected all of us to our mission and
vision for the school” (P6). Finally, the professionals who work in this organization
overall, and those in the work-team that was the focus of this research, collaboratively
work for the betterment of all students and the school culture: “I mean everybody wants
to be at their best, for sure. It’s quite a dedicated group of professionals who are
passionate about what they do” (P5).
Notably, the Management Systems Manual at the government case refers directly
to the use of processes in the execution of work, and explains processes as the “sequence
of interdependent and linked procedures which, at every stage, consume one or more
resources (employee time, energy, machines, money) to convert inputs (data, material,
parts, etc.)” (p. 13). Apparently, however, these processes are not built or used for the
purpose of work-team learning and knowledge creation. P4 provides insight on this: “we
don't have anything in this organization that says this here's our strategy for learning.”
The creation of common terms from the sharing of mental models for the purposes of
team learning are also bereft: “Do we do that every day, not really. And between the
directors and I, I don't think we do that every day” (P1). P4 does clarify what is talked
about at the work-team level, however, “concepts. I mean we talk about staff, we talk
about role, we talk about skill sets.”
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P1 provides insight into some of the process around communication and the
setting of goals and outcomes:
What we would do is meet once a week preferably in person, but we also, because
we are distributed teams, we use some online tools like softlink, and we spend
about two hours and a good part of that two hours is a round-table. And, thereafter
we use a lot of electronic communications from SMS to e mail, and then phone,
so that's our primary modes of communication, and frequency is rather high and
as needed.
P8 concurs with this description of the communication processes:
And, as a part of that we have governance structure, with formal meetings, and
formal terms of reference. Formal agendas, formal vetting of minutes, so there's
that extreme. And, then there's ad hoc, IM communication as well, instant
messaging. So, we do the whole gambit where appropriate.
Alignment of work is given high priority through the establishment and execution
of work plans, and the Business Plan is utilized as a starting point for goal determination,
vision and purpose. P3 describes work alignment as follows, “The intention is to
deliberately align to maximize efforts. In fact, in some of our documentation such as we
have on [government department] management system that we've developed to keep us
on track.” While P3 also states that the vision and purpose of the work-team comes from
the greater government organization, “that's also documented in the business plan.” And,
work is cascaded from the business plan:
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Well, we have the, our business plan; our business plan sets objectives for, we
have about four major goals; we have about three objectives per goal, and for
each objective we define as a team, the key performance indicators, and we
measure against those indicators. (P1)
The sharing of knowledge is given high priority. This notion is represented by P8
who stated, “We do a planning process which takes the individual's subject matter
knowledge and tries to put it in various forms that technologists can understand, that
senior leadership can understand.” P1 provides a description of this process: “So we try
to capture the knowledge in, often, models. We're big in this team on models. And they
end up becoming an image. An image that we usually store for the group to be able to
refer to.” When the team has provided processes for the transfer of knowledge into
understandable models and images, it is shared widely “so when each of the architects
and the folks working with the architects, develops a new policy, directive, standard,
strategy, you name it, its published in the repository and available for all of [government]
to access” (P3). This repository is mentioned by P1 as well, “Now we have a repository
to capture all of this information, and it’s a shared repository.”
Theme 3: Affective Interpersonal Aspects
The affective and interpersonal aspects theme refers to participants’ values,
feelings, and emotions associated with knowledge conversion and the norms that
surround it. These include the concepts of trust, dealing with conflict and emotions,
valuing, and motivation.
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At the for-profit case, Field Notes provide an understanding of the value of workteam learning and what happens when it does not occur. “Greatness is lost!” was
recorded when speaking with P19 during the course of the interview, but was not directly
related to an interview question. The intention of this emphatic statement was to
underscore a belief that when teams work well together, greatness is accomplished or
gained, but if they do not, it is lost. This single, short statement is supported by another
belief where it was stated that an effective team has greater understandings of
expectations and member learning preferences, thus making interactions more profitable
in terms of collective accomplishment (Field Notes, For-Profit Case). This belief in the
value of effective work-teams continues with a statement about the value that members of
the work-team have and are shown:
I think there's been a lot of team recognition, team accomplishment, especially the
accomplishments of the team as a whole over the month, over the quarter,
annually as well, so celebrating milestones, celebrating accomplishments, over
time, individual and team recognition, as well, and projects, or activities that's
been well done. (P18)
This is further supported in a single statement within the COBE document, “we treat one
another with dignity and respect” (p. 41).
Conflict and emotions are also recognized as being part of the process of
functioning within the organization. There is a formal Harassment-Free Workplace
Policy that on one end of the spectrum protects members from serious cases of bullying
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and harassment, and on the other end of the spectrum, are the Performance Agreements
signed by everyone in the organization, where there is a recognition of this affective and
interpersonal aspect of work:
So, in everybody's performance agreement. For core employees, anyway, part of
their formalized performance agreement actually includes a section for how we
work together as a team. And that's the same content for everybody on the team
and it talks about peer support and mentoring, it talks about helping each other
work together towards our common goals. There's a collaboration piece to it and
there's also a conflict resolution piece to it. (P17)
P20 reports that emotions, feelings, and experiences are shared “in our one on one
meetings” and P18 says that this is a personal aspect of work in this organization:
A lot of its probably more personal. Probably those drive by’s again, saying
[name of P17] do you have a moment for a question, a concern, any feedback; and
sometimes its mostly one on one, can I share this issue with you. That's probably
where the emotion aspect comes up.
The aspects of organizational and work-team existence that support and enable
knowledge conversion, are reported in this case to be intimately related to emotions and
feelings. P17 was asked what needs to be present for work-team learning to occur:
There's a mix of things. Partly you need to have a climate where people feel that
it’s safe to admit they don't already know something. You don't want people to
feel like they have to pretend they already know everything, and so kind of
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creating more of a safety zone. I think people need to feel supported by me as
their leader. That if they do need something that I'll try and make something
happen for them if it means time or money. People have to have trust with each
other and comfort with each other to some extent that, again, people feel they can
ask for help, and that if they do ask for help, their teammates will respond
positively on a consistent basis. I think you also need some degree of stability
within the team. If people are constantly coming and leaving from your team, it’s
pretty hard to create that feeling that we are learning together.
Trust was also reflected upon by P20: “Trust is key to a team working together
and being successful and making sure that when something does go wrong there's not a
lot of finger pointing, just focus on solutions.” Trust as characterized by P20 underscores
the importance of an aspect of safety and of feeling safe within the work-team, as was
also noted by P17 above. In this context, the sharing of something as intimate as mental
models is enabled by the safe and supportive environment established and maintained by
this work-team: “One of the biggest ways we do that is by creating tools and templates
and just the act of creating a specific tool - getting the input from everybody who's
involved in that tool brings those mental models to light” (P17).
P18 provides insight into the emotional elements that are felt to constrain workteam knowledge conversion:
I think that people that might be closed off or people that might say they are
already aware of this or its not applicable to them or... you get that type of
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constraint that you're saying to people that this might not be of interest to them or
value to them.
These elements are of an interpersonal and affective nature, with being closed off and not
showing interest or value being noted as constraints to knowledge conversion.
Trust is valued in the non-profit case as a way of not only getting work-team tasks
accomplished, but for its role in creativity and innovation:
I think its massive because I mean you're certainly, to be willing to go back to
some of the stuff you've talked about already, like creativity and innovation, you
have to trust the people you are working with to put yourself out there and suggest
things that are maybe outside of the norm, or go with something completely
different. (P9)
However, when mental models and the process of sharing them are discussed, the team
has not been emphatically successful: “Like we've sat down and tried to map those things
before and done some mind map stuff. That's something that exists but I'm not sure how
often people besides the staff have gone back to look at it recently” (P9). Nonetheless,
affective and interpersonal aspects other than trust do factor when discussing what
enables work-team learning and knowledge creation:
I feel like just inclusion is a huge piece of it. So, asking for opinions, if someone's
a little quiet, saying you haven't said anything yet, what are your thoughts or, ya, I
think mostly inclusion and letting them at least voice their opinions, kind of thing.
(P9)
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Inclusion relates to feelings of trust which in turn are connected to an environment where
members are asked to be both confident and vulnerable (Field Notes, Non-Profit Case).
This ethos is supported by P9 who states that:
I think that openness to like being able to look at decisions and critically say was
this the right decision, why or why not, would we do the same thing in the future,
is a huge one. And also, that idea of like being able to be critical without taking it
personally is a huge thing.
Conversely, those things that constrain work-team learning and knowledge creation are
noted as being of an affective and interpersonal nature:
When it arises, its defensiveness that reduces openness of the, of that person to
real dialogue and to learning and you know the awareness of the group, that
somebody is defensive and unhappy that affects everybody's openness right. (P15)
In response to potential constraint, the Governance Principles and Policies document
formally references the necessity of having effective working relationships: “the Board
and management will develop an effective working relationship” and this is in part
“based upon a clear understanding of each other’s policy making, decision making, and
monitoring roles.” Therefore, it can be understood that in the non-profit case there is a
notable reliance on inclusive, trusting, and open relationships in order to function
effectively.
However, there is nothing formally established to share emotions, feelings, and
experiences or for dealing with conflict. P14 states that the forum for such things is “over
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beer. There's not a... I'm not actually kidding. When... we don't actually share emotions
other than if you break down and... on a personal level with someone else on the
committee.” P15 maintains that there is “definitely not anything documented or formal”
in regards to conflict and emotions “and, I think it is driven by the personalities of the
members of the team.” This is supported by P9 who reports that, “I wouldn't say so. We
haven't, I mean there's certainly been some conflict situations, and some heated emotional
discussions that there's never been any formalized things around those.”
Emotions and conflict are not mentioned in any of the documentation for the
education case, but P5 states that they are clearly recognized as being important:
I guess, the norm was created that if there was an issue we would try to solve it as
a PLC first and then if we felt that it wasn't something that we were comfortable
addressing on our own, then it would become more of an issue.
And, P6 says that, “there’s always the space to be safe if there's anything else we need to
talk about,” while P5 also remarks on the establishment of safe spaces:
We meet weekly so I guess that's a chance to share and express; and I think
people feel comfortable doing that. I think just creating that space where it safe
and positive environment for people to feel like they can share.
Related to safety is trust, and this factors as a necessary component of the education case,
“You need trust for the interdependency part” (P6). P13 views trust as doing things for
the right reasons, “I guess I think of trusting someone who comes to the table with an
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idea that's backed up by research that that is trusting them that they're doing this for the
right reasons.”
The education case work-team is in alignment with their Mission and Vision
Statement, which supports an ethos of continuous improvement, and P2 notes this when
stating that “I feel like we are kind of growing as a team, because we're constantly
learning or constantly changing things.” Field Notes for this case support P2’s statement
with a notation regarding “teachers never arrive” for if they do, they do a disservice to the
profession (Field Notes, Education Case).
However, this growth is not accomplished through the intimate sharing of mental
models about the work done by the team, “I think it’s not really like known, but I think it
does happen because we constantly are discussing our strategies and our ways of
teaching” (P2); and, “I don't know if we do a lot of mental modeling in terms of our
thought processes” (P13). People are, however, valued and do work together as a
focussed work-team nonetheless:
Everybody getting a voice no matter what, even if there's a difference of opinion;
responding even it goes right into our norms and things, covers things like
placement of where we sit. We try not to sit scattered throughout the room; we try
to sit as a cohesive group within the room. To making sure that everybody was in
certain proximity to one another, that our, we talked about the idea of body
language. (P6)
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The factors that support and enable work-team learning extend to affective and
interpersonal aspects of working together. P13 suggests that, “I think you have to meet
face-to-face; I think you have to have a manageable group size; I think you have to have
positive personalities, and personalities positive attitudes.” The opposite side of this
equation is that which constrains, and these are also related to values, feelings, and
emotions:
I think that's kind of where the respect comes in because you might not think that
you are disrespectful or you might not think you are doing something wrong but
when you make that decision without discussing with your team, it kind of throws
everybody else off. Because we do that together and it’s something that we agreed
as a team to follow. (P2)
Affective and interpersonal aspects of work-team learning are clearly understood and
operationalized, often as norms, in the education case.
The government case is the one organization that quotes mindfulness practices
and their utilization within the organization. P7 explains this practice and says that
mindfulness, “just really centers around being involved and engaged with what you're
doing now.” While P1 places the practice within a context of openness and of valuing
people, “whatever that may be, even if it is how do we get a session going for people to
be more mindful and less stressed. You know we can talk about that stuff.” However, in
contrast to this notion of open talk, when dealing with conflict or emotions it is a
different story, “I don’t think there is anything formal or informal” (P4) and “I don't think
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explicitly, no. No, not explicitly in writing” (P1). And P4 supports this with “at the
management level, we don't usually do that. And when I say the management level, I'd be
talking about [names of executives at management level].”
Valuing others is encouraged, however, and adds to the enabling of work-team
knowledge conversion:
I believe that there's formal and informal approaches; certainly on the annual
basis you'd go to the extreme and have the performance review, and there's
recognition there. In regards to you know, how the results are categorized,
exceeds, meets etcetera, but also very informal in the sense that, that was an
awesome document you just delivered. (P3)
Similarly, encouragement is offered to the work-team and all staff members:
I think that the organization needs to encourage everybody that it is a learning
environment. That they are encouraged to ask questions, they're encouraged to
share; they're encouraged to collaborate with everybody else. They're encouraged
to debate, discuss, improve. And, I think they need to have that feeling that they're
important, they all contribute, and its more openness and encouragement, so it has
to come from senior management down and essentially people have to feel
comfortable that they can open up their minds; they can provide advice and
recommendations, and thoughts, and feelings without recourse. (P4)
This openness is evidenced in the following statement about the provision of ideas and
saying what is on one’s mind in reference to the sharing of mental models:
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Well, I mean, the brainstorming sessions. Is where I see that happening between
me and the directors. Every time we do a round table every week, your mental
models come out because you're, its unscripted. We say to people, what's on your
mind. And so you can have a better sense of their mind (P1).
Trust is also mentioned in the government case as being an important enabler of
work-team learning and knowledge creation, while several factors are mentioned as being
potential constraints:
Trust, that ability or knowledge that you can just say any crazy thing that comes
into your mind and you're not going to get ridiculed for it or... we have a fairly, its
not that we don't correct each other if we make mistakes or whatever, but we have
a very fairly open ability to just say what about this crazy idea. (P7)
Constraining factors include “not being listened to” (P4), “clash of personalities” (P3),
not having the finances for proper training (P1), and feeling belittled or pointed at, or just
not having enough time to do explore issues, “so sometimes it’s the case its whoever’s
loudest wins” (P7). Notably, these factors were not mentioned as being a part of the
work-team in which the interviewed members operate, but as the types of things that they
collectively work to avoid within their own work-team and with the work-teams for
whom they are responsible.
Responsibility is a factor in the government case. P7 summarizes the values,
feeling, and emotions that are part of this view of work-teams with the following:
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The biggest piece that I try to remember every day is this responsibility; I could
screw with people's lives, and you know, these people depend on us for their
employment but for so much more. For their well-being, the well-being of their
families and all of those things, and you know sometimes you get hard decisions
you have to make, but grounding myself every day in that kind of thinking helps
as far as I'm concerned in what it means to be part of the team. (P7)
Theme 4: Defining and Describing
Defining and describing includes definitions and descriptions of aspects of the
knowledge conversion process as it exists and is manifest in the participants' work-place.
These include the concepts of team descriptions, team learning examples, and the
existence of team learning.
One of the noted Key Themes and Goals of the for-profit case is to “support the
adoption, maintenance and continual improvement of the Capital Projects Management
System (CPMS)” (p. 1). The Performance Agreement refers to maximizing performance
on the job and the continuous growth of skills and abilities. And, the Management
Systems Manual entreats managers to “oversee the work unit environment maximizing
the potential of staff and minimizing obstacles to the work unit’s goals and objectives”
(p. 45). In summary, the documentation at the site refers to the primary purpose of work
being improvement and growth oriented, yet this is not defined similarly by interview
participants.
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In the for-profit setting, community, sharing, and trust are some of the defining
elements that participants use to describe work-team learning and their work-team. For
instance, P16 defines work-team learning as follows: “I think learning in a team is just
that open communication and sharing of skill sets and knowledge that people just pick up
on a day to day basis” (P16). P20 suggests that it exists as an active state of interaction
between three to five teammates:
I would say that on the team it’s an active learning environment. I think that
people are, have enough trust that they are willing to share their issues and ask for
help and engage in kind of a team problem solving as we move big rocks and
support each other.
And, P20 suggests that a practical example of work-team learning is the work-team
talking about what is going on, what is needed, and through round-table sessions,
brainstorming something like the establishment of a learning community:
One is a conversation about learning communities and one of the initiatives that
our group has put together is essentially to get together sort of an informal
community of people who are engaged in learning and training and those type of
activities at [company name].
Remarkably, none of the descriptions used by participants is similar to those found in
documentation, though it can be logically asserted that the establishment of open
communication, sharing, trust, and the development of collaborative communities is at
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least a means of achieving the improvement and growth orientation relayed in the
documentation.
Creativity and innovation are valued in the for-profit culture and P19 contends
that they are key functions of what the work-team does:
Creativity is huge. Creativity and innovation; figuring out things and analyzing,
coming up with solutions is definitely a really key function of what we do,
because things are often very unclear when they come to us.
According to P20, collaboration also has an important place in the organizational culture
of the for-profit case; however, P20 does impart a caution:
We have a very collaborative environment at [company name] and it’s sometimes
to a fault because too many people are allowed to add their voice different
projects along the way, but it is the kind of thing where one of our key values at
[company name] is collaboration.
This open and collaborative environment was also noted in the Field Notes for this case,
where it is recorded that there is a notion of how important it is to be open, ego free, and
a good listener to achieve work-team learning (Field Notes, For-Profit Case).
When asked what work looks like, P17 refers to deliverables (products and
processes that are worked on and delivered when completed):
in terms of specifics, I've put a lot of work in the last two years in terms of really
specifying exactly what deliverables are expected for certain types of work, and
we write that down in checklists, procedures, and processes, templates.
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P18 suggests that work looks like “anything that’s going to keep us busy, right.” This
sentiment is continued when responding to a question about task assignment: “I guess,
tasks are aligned to whoever has or knows how to do it” and “a lot of it would be to
communicate what we work on pretty much weekly and then we don't realize that
everybody is kind of collectively working together” (P16).
In the non-profit case, the assignment of tasks is done naturally so that if there is a
matter of hiring performers, for example, this then falls under the talent manager on the
work-team to do that. P11 suggests that:
There's no standard rule. Again, we divide ourselves into committees, so I guess it
would be like back-loaded departments, so if it falls under the certain department
or committee's I guess mandate for service delivery then it would be assigned to
them naturally.
Conspicuously, there is some disassociation with the natural assignment perception of
P11 and the Governance Principles and Policies. Therein, it is stated that “once approved,
the Annual Plan becomes the responsibility of management and forms the basis for
evaluating the organization’s performance and is, therefore, a key accountability tool” (p.
8). This suggests that there is at least some element of pre-planning within the
organization, and as it is an annual plan, there is an implicit suggestion that the workteam and the organization do operate, annually, in accordance with the annual plan and
therefore do not operate in a natural or ad hoc manner. This is not the only dissonance,
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however, as the activity of collaboration is similarly disassociated from the governing
dictate of the annual plan; P15 contends:
Mostly our team collaborates at the ideas level and the strategizing. So, it
collaborates in conversation, in pursuit of decisions. Occasionally we get, we
collaborate on more mechanical tasks, you know, a week from Saturday we will
come together. Largely in a supporting role.
Potentially, the connection between these seemingly disassociated statements could be
found in the Field Notes for the non-profit case where it is noted that succession planning
is of considerable concern to the work-team and the organization as a whole.
P14 suggests that the evidence of work can be viewed as a means of
understanding the work that was done to create the evidence, and makes this comment on
this process:
So, the evidence of our work would be in our meetings once we've made a
decision in making sure that those decisions get translated throughout the,
transmitted throughout the organization to our staff and then actually seeing those
things get done at the ground level.
Therefore, the work-team is seen as a decision-making body that will transmit decisions
throughout the organization to ensure that they get done. P9 supports this notion and
expands upon it in reference to creativity and innovation:
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I think creatively working around challenges is how we do it, because it’s a
volunteer organization, because it’s a non-profit organization, creativity and
innovation have been responsible for some really good success.
The work cycle, evidence of work, and how the work-team approaches challenges
each define an aspect of what work the team does each year. The question that remains,
however, is how is work-team learning defined and how does it exist? P12 provides some
insight into the non-profit work-team:
We learn together, so there's that. So, there's those past, balance new and fresh;
then there's also, we sort of, we actually say this from time to time in the group.
We screw up all the time, but let's not screw up the same thing two years in a row.
P11 defines the work-team as “a group of individuals have been assigned a goal whether
they've, once they've accepted it and they haven't asked to terminate their employment,
it’s a team.” Examples of the activity of the non-profit case work-team can be understood
as:
Like well formal policies, so like liquor control policies, first aid policies, you
know, emergency planning, fire planning, that sort of thing, evacuation plans,
general safety issues, ticket line processing, financial control audits, that sort of
thing. (P11)
The function of the work-team as it is involved in learning is described by P14:
So, I think it’s about learning about one another developing that interpersonal
respect for one another, even if you don't agree with one another. And, yeah, so
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that's how learning does need to first occur and then it’s about the face time
together and appreciating the stakes and you know, creating the environment
where it’s okay to make mistakes.
P14 also says that “team learning specifically with the executive committee I find is a
very difficult concept for us.” P11 suggests that it does exist, however, and it can be
understood as the free exchange of ideas, information, and explicit goals in a manner that
can be understood by work-team participants.
The education case provides several examples of work-team learning. P13 states
the following:
We create all our rubrics and things together. And we create common
assessments, portfolios and things like that; we've created like not only common
assessments for like summative assessments but we also create ones like for year
end things that we hand on to the next teacher, and reporting periods.
This notion of innovation and creativity is supported by P10 who remarks that it is a
value of the organization:
It's valued I think we try to be innovative in what we bring to the staff as far as
new initiatives or directions that we want to head, and I think teachers have a fair
bit of autonomy here, to be creative and innovative and they know if they start
something that we’ll support them.
This demonstrates the continuous pursuit of growth and collective excellence that
pervades this case setting (Field Notes, Education Case). P5 says that “we're always
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learning as a team. I know who, again I think it goes back to capitalizing on individual
strength and recognizing in others what their strengths are.” Moreover, in defining what
team learning is, P13 describes an active exchange:
I would hope the many voices are heard in the team that is not just one person I
hope that there's a lot of questions and then maybe those answers aren't
necessarily known and that kind of drives you towards what's coming next, so
how do you do that, I don't know but let's figure it out let's try this, and for that to
be accepted and be in the realization that you're not going to know everything and
that's the whole point of continuing to learn as a team.
When asked what work looks like P5 suggests that it is “the school improvement
plan, the data, the outcomes, and seeing student engagement.” P2 relates work-team
learning to a collective effort: “I don’t learn myself. I am a team learner” and this is
supported by P5 who suggests that collaboration is one the work-team’s greatest
strengths. Task assignment is generally completed on a voluntary basis, and a
collaborative method is used to distribute tasks, “We try to make it distributed, we try to
make it kind of fair amongst everybody so that one person is not bombarded” (P2).
However as collaborative and fair as the process of task assignment appears, there are
also set expectations and norms that surround the work-team, “We are expected to meet
and as the first of the year we come up with norms and everybody kind of has to abide by
those norms” (P2). And, “we learn together, we come together every week to figure out
which strategies we’re teaching” (P2).
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The description of what work looks like in the government case work-team is
described by P4 as being “established in their annual work plans, action plans. And again,
it would filter down from our organization plans.” This is supported by P8 who describes
the process of task assignment through Key Performance Indicators (KPIs):
From that three-year plan into work plans and we do a lot of KPIs, any service we
offer has Key Performance Indicators assigned. So, the actual employee work
plan is driven to support that and actually performance management is based on
achieving those KPIs.
These structured descriptions that cite work plans, action plans, and KPIs, for example, as
being constituent parts of work are contrasted by questions about the existence of workteam learning. P8 refers to it as nothing formal, and P1 describes work-team learning as
an interactive process of thought:
I would say when people get up and start drawing on the board. You know and
the others, go, ah, I get it, and they get up and go on the board. And then we leave
the room and then we go and, that's our best moment. That's really our best
learning moments, right. When we share our experiences around the table; when
we do the round table I get a sense that people learn from other’s successes or
mistakes, because we're very candid around that table.
One example of what work-team learning sessions produce are “the EA manual
… I think that is probably the shining example of team learning” (P7). In another
example P3 refers to giving individuals “an opportunity to participate in formal training”
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as the result of work-team learning. How these items are created in this work-team is
through collaboration, and creativity and innovation. P7 states that:
We just go in there and draw pictures and we all... again it’s not one guy standing
up on the podium saying this is how it’s going to be. Sometimes we'll get right up
and take the marker out of the guy’s hand and, think you got to add this piece, so
it’s a very flowing kind of work back and forth and eventually all of those
different perspectives kind of boil down into something, and usually there's a
leader of the project.
While P1 suggests that creativity and innovation are the very things that make this workteam unique and productive:
I think it’s the lynch pin. It’s been what we've been about. We've come out from
the left field. People really have not seen us coming. We've rethought the way we
architect the business, architect the solutions; bring people to plan together across
the entire government. So, we've had to challenge ourselves to innovate.
This innovative and collaborative approach is described by P7 as the essence of workteam learning where, “we have elevated everybody's knowledge on a subject by each of
us adding our own perspective, but somehow the end result being more. So, we've all
taken away a grander knowledge from the thing” (P7). The work-team at the government
case setting is described in terms of the role that each person plays and the understanding
that is required to act as a cohesive team:
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And then to get that cohesiveness, I like that word a lot, takes coaching, it takes
people to understand the goals of the team and the fact that everyone has a role to
play and people have to understand that their contribution is valued and it may not
ultimately be the way it happens, but it will be valued and taken into the work.
(P7)
Critical Realist Perspective
A presentation of the findings through a critical realist perspective is the third
section of this chapter, and uses the responses to nine interview questions specifically
designed to query a multi-stratified critical realist understanding of the work-team
learning as a data set within the process of knowledge conversion. This data set is used to
note and reference the answers provided by work-team participants as well as the
similarities and differences in findings between cases.
The nine critical realist questions that were posed in semi-structured interview can
be grouped according to the four levels of reality described previously: material, ideal,
artefactual, and social (Byers, 2013, Fleetwood, 2005; Tsoukas, 1994). Below, each mode
is presented along with the questions that were asked to query that mode, and the
inductively coded answers from each case study site. Comparisons and contrasts are
noted between cases.
Material
The material mode of reality is understood as observable, tangible evidence of
learning occurring within the work-team. Two questions were used to query this mode of
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reality: “What are the explicit processes or directions your team has for learning
together?” and “Could you provide examples of things that are created as a result of team
learning?”
In Table 6, it is demonstrated that amongst the cases there is complete agreement
that although work-team learning is purported to be valuable, not one of the cases was
able to demonstrate any explicit process or direction for creating the conditions for or
utilizing work-team learning.
Table 6. Explicit processes or directions

In Table 7 the examples of work-team learning are demonstrated as being
different between the for-profit case and the other three. In the for-profit case, the
example for work-team learning is a conceptual entity – a learning community that has
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been established as the result a team initiative. In each of the other three cases, physical
artifacts are referenced as examples, as is noted below.
Table 7. Examples of work-team learning

Ideal
The mode of reality understood as ideal is concerned with individual
interpretations of work-team learning and what learning participants perceive to exist in
their work-teams. The questions that were used to investigate this mode were: “How do
you define learning within a team; what does it look like, sound like etc.?” and, “How
does team learning, exist in your work team? Describe.”
In Table 8 various aspects of the relational orientation are consistently described
as defining team learning. In the for-profit, communication and sharing factor highly. In
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the non-profit, creating and maintaining a respectful environment is provided. The
education work-team views being inclusive and accepting as being indicative of workteam learning; and, the government case presents the ability to represent ideas and act
candidly as defining and describing work-team learning.
Table 8. Define and describe work-team learning

Table 9 provides insight into participants’ description of their work-team’s
learning, and each is highly relational. In the for-profit case activity and demonstrating
the trust to share and engage are offered. The non-profit case vacillates between the free
exchange of ideas and a difficulty in defining the existence of work-team learning.
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Learning together and the recognition of one another’s strengths are provided, while the
government case suggests that candid sharing describes the existence of work-team
learning in their case.
Table 9. Existence of work-team learning

Artefactual
The artefactual mode of reality is understood as participants’ interpretations as to
whether work-team learning is legitimate or oppressive. This mode of reality was
investigated by asking the following questions: “How is the process of work-team
learning helpful or hurtful?”, “Do you feel liberated or oppressed by it?”, and “Why do
you see it this way?”
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Table 10 provides evidence that in the perceptions of participants, each case
demonstrates unanimous support of work-team learning. It is seen as being helpful, and
even energizing.
Table 10. Helpful or hurtful

The understanding that work-team learning is liberating is clearly expressed in
each case. This is evidenced through Table 11. However, only one participant at the
education case offers a reason for this view of work-team learning being liberating. That
is from P2 who suggests that the reason work-team learning is liberating is because of
past experience on athletic teams.
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Table 11. Liberated or oppressed and why

Social
The mode of reality understood as social as the underlying mechanisms such as
value systems, cultural context, value systems, ideologies, class, race, for example, that
exist alongside similarities and differences in the levels of reality that participants share,
and that give rise to the existence or absence of work-team learning. This question was
asked to query this reality mode: “What factors do you think influence your
interpretations of team learning as expressed in the previous two questions?”
As shown in Table 12, the singular item that participants’ think most influences
interpretations of their work-team learning are the values that each participant holds,
whether these are background, world-view, organizational culture, or personal
philosophy.
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Table 12. Factors that influence
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Chapter Five: Discussion
As established in Chapter 1, due to the lack of comprehensive research in the area,
there is a critical need to better understand the knowledge conversion process and the
factors that enable and constrain it. This required both an analysis and synthesis of
theory, and a practical investigation of active work-teams. Thus, the purpose of this
research was to analyze and synthesize scholarly literature concerning the knowledge
conversion process and to investigate the processes that exist in work-teams in each of
the for-profit, non-profit, education, and government settings. The investigation of the
experiences of members of work-teams involved the collection of data using semistructured interviews, document analysis, and field notes. In the previous chapter, the
findings resulting from this investigation were reported through the section headings
concepts, themes, and, critical realism.
This discussion chapter provides an opportunity to interpret and understand the
findings through the lenses of the conceptual framework and critical realism.
Consequently, the discussion describes what has been learned about the knowledge
conversion process, and the relationship of parts within the conceptual model. It further
posits how and why active work-teams are enabled and constrained to effectively engage
in the knowledge conversion process.
Four themes emerged in the findings: (i) perspectives and interpretations, (ii)
functional processes, (iii) affective and interpersonal, and (iv) defining and describing.
Appendix P provides a visual aid and shows how each of the four themes related to each
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of the cases. These four themes are central to this discussion and they are interpreted and
discussed in various ways throughout this chapter. First, three of the orientations of the
conceptual framework (relational, ends, process) are used as section headings to direct
the discussion of the themes through these three orientations. Second, the discussion
continues with the fourth orientation (learning), and it is used to discuss the data from all
four cases and all four themes simultaneously through this orientation. This focus on the
learning orientation is in keeping with its pivotal role in the conceptual framework as was
established in the literature review. The third section involves the use of knowledge
creation theory to discuss the data from all four cases and all four themes simultaneously.
Following that, critical realism is used to interpret and discuss the data from all four cases
and all four themes simultaneously, and refers to possible explanations of causality.
The Relational Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
The relational orientation encompasses several aspects of deliberate
communication. This orientation acknowledges that work-teams must communicate
effectively in order to function effectively. Some of the elements of this orientation
include the use of a common vocabulary and the clear establishment of group norms
around emotion, problem solving, talking and listening, valuing, and involving group
members in dialogue. Further contributing to the conceptualization of the relational
orientation of effective work-teams are conflict and difficult work environments. The
discussion below explains how each theme from the findings is related to the relational
orientation.
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Theme 1: Perspective and Interpretations
Evidence of an intersection between the relational orientation and Theme 1 is
found in the fact that, without exception, all of the 20 participants interviewed reported
that they hold a belief and understanding that work-team learning is both enabling and
liberating. By cross-referencing, a confluent pattern emerges where the beliefs and
understandings of the enabling and liberating qualities of work-teams are associated with
fundamental aspects of the relational orientation.
Part of the relational orientation is concerned with talking and listening (Brown,
2002; Leithwood, 1992), valuing (Sergiovanni, 1991), and involving group members in
dialogue (Bennis & Nanus, 1985). This is reinforced by Brown (2002), who suggests that
networks of conversation are in fact fundamental to our human capacity. P17, for
example, elucidates the belief and understanding that work-team learning is both enabling
and liberating, terms used in semi-structured interviews, when reporting that work-team
learning is energizing, and P20 feels supported and reports enjoying work-team
collaboration. However, P20 cautions that, though work-teams are liberating, they can get
too large and experience diminishing returns; this is a sentiment reflected by scholars
who agree that smaller work teams provide greater effectiveness, innovation, and safety
(Curral et al., 2001; Hirst et al., 2005; Petokorpi & Hasu, 2014).
There is further evidence that in all four cases the knowledge conversion process
is supported by a relational orientation. This is found in the following examples. First, the
business ethics guide for the for-profit case supports the notion of the relational
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orientation by reinforcing the need to do the right thing, together, in order to provide
value to stakeholders. And, a tolerance for mistakes and an attitude of confident
vulnerability is remarked upon by P13 as being conducive to knowledge conversion.
Druskat and Wolff (2001) support the sentiment of the for-profit case, and confirm that
work-teams require the relational resource of fostering an affirmative environment in
order to work well together. Second, the governance principles of the non-profit also
support and reinforce a need for the relational activity of having serious and respectful
exchange between members. Third, in the education case, P2 reports that it is natural to
work with and trust other people, and P10 maintains that to work well with others, a level
of respect is required. Fourth, although the government case provides a cautionary note
about the baggage people can bring to a work-team (P3), there exists a sentiment in this
case that work-teams are helpful and liberating aspects of the organizational work
environment.
This provides an understanding, both academically and practically, that the
knowledge conversion process is squarely dependent upon liberating relational aspects of
work-team existence. This alludes to causality. The explanation posited is that the
relational orientation is required to have an effective work-team, and only an effective
work-team is able to learn, create, and convert knowledge effectively. Therefore, the
relational orientation is implicated in the emergence of work-team powers that promote
knowledge conversion. Furthermore, the opposite condition is also true, and a poor
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relational environment or condition will constrain the work-team knowledge conversion
process.
Theme 2: Functional Processes
Although participants in each of the four cases demonstrated a belief in the
usefulness of work-team learning to be enabling and liberating, this is contrasted by an
almost complete lack of relational aspects, such as deliberate or formal communication,
common vocabulary, or group norms associated with descriptions of explicit processes
for work-team learning. Each of participants (e.g., P20, P18, P19, P16, P17, P14, P15,
P11, P9, P6, and P4) from each of the four cases directly state that there is no formal or
explicit process for work-team learning in their setting. This is contrary to an
understanding of work-team learning as a relational, social meaning making process
where knowledge is purposefully created and converted to enrich the team and the
organization (Bandura, 1977; Chou & Wang, 2003; Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982; Kasl
et al., 1997; Kolb, 1984; Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka et al., 1996; Nonaka et al., 2006;
Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger 1998). The inference can be made, however, particularly in
light of the fact that work-team learning is valued by all participants and is reported to
occur, that informal relational processes do support its occurrence.
The condition of support and evidence of work-team learning occurring in
contrast to there being no formal methods or structures to support it provides an
enigmatic problem that has both academic and practical ramifications. First, there is the
potential that this contradiction may represent an important area for further study, to
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discover why this is enigma exists and if it can be addressed through research. Second,
this may be a practical leverage point to attaining greater work-team effectiveness by
providing or establishing deliberate methods and structures for the knowledge conversion
process to occur. Causally, a belief in the power of the knowledge conversion process and
its enabling and liberating qualities explains the, albeit informal, enactment of relational
processes that support it. An opposite condition of belief, therefore, would constrain the
knowledge creation process.
Theme 3: Affective and Interpersonal
This theme is concerned with participants’ values, feelings, and emotions
associated with the knowledge conversion process and the norms that surround it.
Therefore, evidence or indications of the relational orientation being present within this
theme includes explicit and inferred communication around concepts of trust, conflict,
emotion, valuing, and motivation.
Trust is valued for its role in enabling innovation and creativity, suggests P9 and
P7. This is in keeping with Brown’s (2002) statement that conversations are used to
shape places and spaces where connections are built and shared, and Bushe (2009), who
indicates trust is predicated on a relational clarity. P6 feels that trust is related to the
interdependency that is part of an effective work-team, and P1 says that it is a necessary
condition to being open with one another. Further, a climate of safety and trust is noted
by both P17 and P20 as being important to work-team effectiveness. There is a collective,
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positive response to the notion of trust, and there were no dissenters within the four cases
who disagree with the importance of trust.
Emotions are dealt with through informal face-to face meetings (P18) in the forprofit case, while in the non-profit case P14 contends that such matters are related “over a
beer” and P15 states that there is definitely nothing documented or formal for the sharing
of emotions. This is in contrast to the suggestion of Druskat and Wolff (2001) that workteams ardently require the establishment of relational means to work with emotions.
Further, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) suggest work-teams require a focus on times and
places where sharing occurs, called Ba, and through this sharing conditions are
established for the work-team knowledge conversion process to occur. Open sharing is
apparently good for the work-team, because if members are defensive or unhappy,
suggests P15, openness is affected and this impinges upon real dialogue and learning.
In the education case, emotions are able to be expressed in weekly meetings (P5),
while in the government case there are no formal mechanisms in place, though P7
remains mindful that there is a responsibility to treat others well. Further, P2 feels being
respectful is akin to dealing with emotions. Therefore, in all four cases dealing with
emotions is informal at best, and this is in contrast with literature that suggests there is a
need for formal relational structures to assist work-teams to deal with emotions. This is
another contrast that is worth notice in both academic and practical settings.
Conflict is formally recognized through the Harassment-Free Workplace Policy in
the for-profit case, as something that can begin as, or turn into, bullying and harassment,
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and so is addressed directly through policy. Further, in the Performance Agreements that
all for-profit interviewees complete and sign, there is a conflict resolution section (P17)
where each person agrees to work through conflict proactively. Deutsch (2006) agrees
with the intention of these performance agreements when stating that conflicted parties
require constructive processes to solve conflict.
Further, Coser (1998) and Mitchell and Sackney (2011) maintain that conflict can
be dysfunctional if there is no social structure to deal with it, and it should be seen as an
opportunity to learn. The for-profit case is an anomaly in contrast to the other cases,
however. Thus, the relational aspects of conflict are nuanced. P15 states that there is
definitely nothing formal in the non-profit case to deal with conflict, and P9 supports this
statement. In the government case this is also true, as there is nothing formal or informal
to deal with conflict (P4); however informal norms for dealing with conflict were
mentioned in the education case (P5 and P6) and a positive attitude is noted as required to
enable work-team learning (P13). The two formal documents (Harassment-Free
Workplace Policy and, Performance Agreements) concerning conflict are an anomaly in
their formalization of process when viewing all four cases together. It has been shown,
however, that in each case conflict is dealt with through multiple means.
Overt recognition of the accomplishments of the team is valuable relational
communication according to P18, and the ethics document in the for-profit case openly
states that dignity and respect are important to the work culture. The performance
agreements of the for-profit case also speak directly to collaboration, support, and helping
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one another. P5 notes that there are norms created by their work-team that clearly
recognize the value of working out issues collaboratively, and P5 reiterates the need for
safety and safe spaces where people can share openly with one another.
Encouragement is referred to as being important to creating a learning
environment where everyone partakes, and P4 states that this has to be modelled from
upper management on down. This is echoed by P18 who suggests that a way of
constraining work-team learning is to show no interest or value in others. Therefore,
providing recognition to workers and showing them value is taken seriously, and this is in
keeping with research. Sergiovanni (1991) provides agreement on this point by stating
that good leaders value people; and, this is also reflected in statements made by Fullan
(1992) and Bennis and Nanus (1985), who suggest that good leaders promote
collaboration by valuing culture and empowering others.
Therefore, participants’ values, feelings, and emotions associated with the
knowledge conversion process and the norms that surround it, is enabling if positive and
constraining if negative. Evidence and indications of the relational orientation being
present within this theme includes explicit and inferred communication around concepts
of trust, conflict, emotion, valuing, and motivation. Consequently, these are posited as
positive relational enablers of the knowledge conversion process.
Theme 4: Defining and Describing
There is evidence of the relational orientation being present within this theme.
This includes both explicit and inferred definitions and descriptions that demonstrate the
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relational orientation is an important enabler of the knowledge conversion process. This
evidence is presented through the use of field notes and several participant responses.
The performance agreements and the management systems manual in the forprofit case describe continuous growth and management’s role in minimizing obstacles to
the work-team reaching goals and objectives. It is also suggested that being a good
listener is important to being a good team member (Field Notes, For-Profit Case).
Participants further suggested that many voices being heard increases work-team
effectiveness and the transmission of decisions throughout the organization that are
critical to the work-team’s success; and, that “face time together” creates a collective
learning environment (P2, P5, P14). The most enjoyable moments of work-team
membership are described as those that are highly relational and focussed on teamlearning, where contribution is valued and everyone has a role to play (P1 and P7). This
theme is supported by research that says we are social beings that need to be and learn
together (Glasser, 2000; Maslow, 1970; Wenger, 1998) and that groups of people
working together to interact and learn is natural and everywhere, and given a chance we
are good at it (Wenger, 1998; Wenger et al., 2002).
Consequently, the relational orientation is secured as a vital aspect of effective
work-teams, as positive definitions and descriptions of it support and enable all aspects of
the knowledge conversion process.
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The Ends Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
Explicitly stating the outcomes and objectives of the work-team, sharing the
common purpose of realizing those objectives, and complementing the work of others
through the alignment of effort towards the achievement of those ends are all part of the
ends orientation. The ends orientation is clearly present in Themes 2 and 4, but not in
Themes 1 or 3; therefore, only Themes 2 and 4 are discussed in this section.
Theme 2: Functional Processes
The ends orientation involves explicitly stating outcomes and objectives, sharing
common vision and purpose, and aligning of work to achieve ends. Therefore, evidence
of the existence of ends being present in this theme includes descriptions of processes
that are associated with attaining ends. These are the processes of embedding knowledge
in the organizational knowledge system, and alignment of work towards stated outcomes
or goals.
Two cases use processes for embedding knowledge in the organizational
knowledge system to reach ends, and two do not. In the for-profit case, there are “roll up
reports,” “score cards,” and other measures; however, both P18 and P17 report that the
embedding of knowledge in the organizational knowledge systems (e.g., manuals,
reports, and data on hard drives) is not done. The education case does ensure that
knowledge is stored at an organizational level through binders and a T drive that all staff
can access, and the administration are considered the enablers of this ends-oriented
process (P2 and P10). P11, from the non-profit case, reports that there are some types of
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knowledge embedded in the organization, such as safety and admission procedures;
however, in terms of embedding knowledge in the organizational system being a stated
end or used to achieve ends, P11 reports that “a lot of the information just isn’t shared.”
Conversely, the government case routinely captures and shares knowledge with
the work-team and larger government staff (P1, P3, and P8) through the use of various
manuals, data bases, and other sharepoint technology. Therefore, the education and
government case align with researchers Bautista-Frias et al. (2012), Nonaka et al. (1996),
and Nonaka and Kunno (1998), for example, and their assessment that knowledge created
by the work-team must be shared by the team and stored for use by the larger
organization to have knowledge conversion occur. The for-profit and non-profit cases do
not act in accordance with research on this point.
Mitchell and Sackney (2011) have found that collaborative work is poorly
organized. Senge (1990) states that teams often work in opposition to one another, while
Johnson and Johnson (1991) state that “group goals must be set, work patterns structured
and practiced” (p. 435) for a work-team to be successful. The alignment of work towards
stated outcomes or goals is documented and provided by the government business plan,
and all work is created and aligned using this plan (P1). This is similar to the guiding
document used in the education case, the school improvement plan, which provides
direction to the work-team for the alignment of work (P10). And, P5 notes that the end
they want to achieve together is to be the best at what they do, which is teaching students.
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Bohm (2004) agrees with alignment of work towards ends by stating that people must be
able to create something in common in order to work well together and make meaning.
Conversely, while according to P14 there is formal alignment of roles on the
executive committee of the non-profit case, there is however not an alignment of the
work required to run the event. P15 suggests that the driver and aligner of work in the
non-profit case is the yearly post-mortem event where volunteers and the executive
committee meet socially to talk about what worked and what did not, and begin planning
of the next event. Finally, from the for-profit case, work is based on a performance
management (P20) system that aligns work to end goals, and P16 says that in weekly
meetings, the work-team communicates and updates progress towards the achievement of
ends. This reflects the work of Mitchell and Sackney (2011) who suggest that a structured
understanding of what is desired by the group [ends] is required to accomplish work-team
objectives. In summation of this theme, three of the four cases act in accordance with
academic research, and the non-profit case does not.
This presents an understanding of ends being an enabler to the functional
processes of the work-team knowledge conversion process. The embedding of
knowledge, and the alignment of work-team roles and processes to reach ends is not
consistently displayed in the cases investigated. Therefore, it can be stated that in
academic research these are seen as causal enablers to the knowledge conversion process,
while in practice, there is a contradiction. However, taken with all of the other indicators
and data gathered, this research posits, nonetheless, that embedding knowledge,
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collaboration, and work-team alignment are all functional processes that enable the
knowledge conversion process. Work-teams that do not enact the positive of these
processes are in some ways constrained, and could look to these aspects of the knowledge
conversion process as potential leverage points.
Theme 4: Defining and Describing
This theme is concerned with participants’ definitions and descriptions of the
work-team and work-team learning, and with examples of items that are created as a
result of work-team learning. Therefore, evidence of the ends orientation being present
within this theme includes ends-related concepts being part of explicit and inferred
definitions and descriptions of work-team learning. These include statements regarding
goals, outcomes, sharing a common purpose, and complementing one another’s efforts in
work.
Once again, there is not agreement when all four cases are taken together; three
cases do align and agree with previous research, but the non-profit case does not. In the
non-profit case, it is proposed that ends are what is used to measure the work of the workteam, and are not a predetermined goal that is worked towards. For example, it is
suggested that there exists a natural, ad hoc assignment of work towards ends, and that by
measuring what ends are accomplished, one can define the work of the team (P11, P15,
P9, P14). This is contrary to the research on this subject. Dyer (1987) suggests that
setting goals is the first thing that a work-team needs do in order to be effective. In the
non-profit case, participants suggested that the running of the event is a description of
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ends, and they use it to define the work of the work-team. In other words, they do not
predetermine ends, but only note them upon arrival. This is contrary to the work of
scholars who suggest that work-team learning and knowledge creation that is geared to
the accomplishment of ends is akin to competitive advantage (Chou & Wang, 2002;
Gubbins et al., 2012). Notably, and apparently ignored by participants, there is within the
governance policies and procedures manual at the non-profit case reference to an annual
plan that is supposed to be used by management to plan and evaluate the organization’s
performance.
Contrary to the non-profit case, the education case defines the work of the workteam as a sharing of purpose. They create rubrics and common assessments (ends
documents) together, and learn as a team (P13, P2, and P5). The government case
members describe and define their work as established by their work plans, action plans,
and key performance indicators (P4) and formal training towards understanding the goals
of the team (P3 and P7). This is similar to the for-profit case who also use performance
agreements and management systems manuals to produce products and processes. P16,
P17, P18, and P20 all define and describe the work of their team in terms of ends.
Therefore, evidence of this orientation being present in the defining and
describing theme support it being part of an effective work-team, and thereby part of an
effective knowledge conversion process. There is, however, some discrepancy amongst
cases, and without defining and describing their ends, the non-profit does apparently
accomplish its objectives each year with a successful cultural event being the result. This
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is assumed to be due to the fact that the cultural event of the non-profit is absolutely
implicit in all of the activities of the work-team, as its undertaking is a monumental
achievement each year. Therefore, although the definitions and descriptions of an ends
orientation may not be overtly stated, an understanding and attainment of ends appears to
be causally related to an effective work-team and resulting knowledge conversion
process.
The Process Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
Working together collaboratively, with a shared set of assumptions of what good
work looks like, how to work, what to work on, and what to think about while working in
order to effectively accomplish tasks are elements that define the process orientation.
This orientation suggests that an effective work-team can overcome institutionalized
impersonality through collaborative processes that develop the capacity to innovate
together and achieve mutual benefit.
Theme 1: Perspectives and Interpretations
It was previously established that in all cases participants believe and understand
that work-team learning is both helpful and liberating. Therefore, evidence of the process
orientation existing within this theme is found in the complete agreement that all
participants in all cases have regarding their beliefs and understandings concerning
processes that describe what good work looks like, what to work on, and what to think
about while working.
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The performance agreements of the for-profit case reinforce peer mentoring and
support, and this helps how their team works together. Further, showing trust and creating
a work environment where everyone feels safe enough to share mental models and
provide input is part of the work process when creating tools and templates at the forprofit case (P17, P18, and P 20). In the non-profit case work processes are described as
times when you trust and put yourself “out there” and include others by being open and
not defensive (P9, P15).
In the education case, work, in part, looks like meeting weekly and coming up
with research-backed ideas to constantly change and improve (P2, P5, P6, P13). Further,
at the government case work is understood as sharing and collaborating, and encouraging
team members (P1, P3, P4). And, work takes place in brainstorming sessions, for
example, where mistakes are welcomed, the environment is open, and everyone is
listened to without judgement (P1, P4, P7).
Therefore, all the cases are in agreement, as each case defines positive, pro-social,
collaborative processes as being representative of what good work looks like, what to
work on, and what to think about while working. This position is supported by the
research of Friedman (2013), Sawyer (2007), and Sullivan (1998). These researchers
collectively suggest that solving problems creatively in work-teams generates
breakthrough innovation where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts and
impersonality is diminished. Positive perspectives and interpretations of trust, safety,
openness, ideas to improve, collaboration, sharing, listening, and welcoming mistakes,
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therefore, are all causally related to an effective knowledge conversion process. The
opposite is consequently seen as constraining.
Theme 2: Functional Processes
The process orientation is concerned with shared assumptions about work;
therefore, this theme and its relationship to the process orientation will include
descriptions of explicit processes for work-team learning.
Each case has processes for the work-team working and learning together.
Therefore, all four work-teams are in agreement with researchers who support explicit
collaboration between work-team members to create effective work-teams (Farrell, 2001;
Sawyer, 2007; Sullivan, 1998). P1 from the government case states that their work-team
captures knowledge in models and images, and P8 references a planning process that
converts individual subject matter to material that can be, like the models and images,
shared widely. At this case, they also use online tools, round-table sessions, and
electronic communication to complete their work (P1, P8) and the management systems
manual refers to “linked procedures” that convert inputs (resources) into outputs (e.g.,
systems, processes, and architecture).
In the education case, explicit processes of work-team learning are described
generally as face-to-face meetings, held weekly or more frequently if needed where gaps
are examined and work is determined (P2, P5, and P10). This is similar to the
encouragement to meet face-to-face in the for-profit site, though it is not stated formally
how their work processes should look (P16, P18, and P19). The non-profit case
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participants describe their work-processes as informal (P12, P14 and P15), with the
primary sources of communication being electronic, and, this stands to reason as this is a
volunteer group working “off the side of the desk” of their full-time jobs.
Each of the cases agrees with research which claims that functional processes that
use models, images, and manuals, online tools, electronic communication, and linked
procedures, for example, are enabling of the knowledge conversion process (Chou &
Wang, 2003; Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka et al. 1996; Nonaka et al, 2006). The causal
link between these items being used and an effective knowledge conversion process is
explained in this research as existing, enabling, and enacting in the positive, and
constraining in the negative.
Theme 3: Affective and Interpersonal
Participants’ stated values, feelings, and emotions that surround processes of
work-team learning and associated norms are evidence and indication of the process
orientation existing within this theme. Processes related to trust, conflict and emotions,
valuing and motivation are also evidence or indication of the process orientation existing
within this theme.
Though trust is valued in all cases, as is valuing and motivating others, working
with emotions and dealing with conflict, there are no formal processes established by the
work-teams through which these are accomplished. Druskat and Wolff (2001) suggest
that, contrary to all four of these cases, there should be formally established processes to
foster an affirmative environment, work with emotions, and problem-solve conflict and
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other challenges. Fullan (1992) and Leithwood (1992) concur and suggest that such
cultures need to be built and nurtured by leaders.
Consequently, the positive causality of affective and interpersonal relations,
established and developed through processes related to trust, conflict and emotions,
valuing, and motivation are clear in academic research, but not in the cases investigated.
This condition suggests that affective interpersonal processes is an area for further
investigation, and also an area where each of the cases could look for leverage for
improvement of their knowledge conversion processes.
Theme 4: Defining and Describing
In this theme, the process orientation is evidenced or indicated by the participants’
definitions and descriptions of work-team processes for knowledge conversion.
Although the key themes and goals document in the for-profit case entreats the
work-team to maximize performance and continually grow skills and abilities, this case,
like all of the others, does not have a formal process for work-team learning. It was
previously established that each of the following participants – P20, P18, P19, P16, P17,
P14, P15, P11, P9, P6, and P4 – directly state that there is no formal or explicit process
for team learning in their setting. This is contrary to research that suggests that in
effective work-teams there should be explicit processes named for collaborative workteam learning and knowledge creation (Bandura, 1977; Chou & Wang, 2003;
Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982; Kasl et al., 1997; Kolb, 1984; Nonaka et al., 2015;
Nonaka et al., 1996; Nonaka et al., 2006; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger 1998).
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Therefore, although the causal link between work-team learning and knowledge
conversion is positive, the participants at each of the cases could view the development of
formal and explicit processes for the knowledge conversion process as an area for
leverage towards improvement. Furthermore, this is an area for further research, to
determine if the formalization of explicit processes for the knowledge conversion process
will improve overall work-team effectiveness.
The Learning Orientation of Effective Work-Teams
The learning orientation is concerned with engaging conversation and dialogue
during social meaning-making processes directed towards the attainment of ends through
work processes. In this orientation, change is the central focus, as something new is
created. This may be tangible or intangible products, processes, or outcomes and will
include changes in skills, values, and attitudes. It is the result of the human condition, and
the instinctive need to work together. The conditions that support this orientation are the
establishment of trusting, open relationships; a focus on the ends that are required to be
met; a focus on the work processes that provide work-team movement towards the
achievement of ends; and a social, learning-oriented focus on supporting work-team
learning, knowledge creation, and conversion. Each of the research-based perspectives
that were used to describe the learning orientation is now used to discuss the themes and
cases together, holistically.
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Contextual
The contextual perspective suggests that the knowledge conversion process is a
social meaning making process taken up by adult workers (Bandura, 1977; Kolb, 1984;
Vygotsky, 1978, Wenger, 1998). This points to the use of the relational orientation to
support knowledge conversion. From that research-based perspective there is full
agreement in all four cases concerning participants’ beliefs and understandings that workteam learning as helpful and liberating (P1-20). However, although participants speak
highly of it, there is nothing noted in any of the cases that suggests the existence of
formal processes or structures used to deliberately establish and conduct work-team
learning. This is confirmed by P19 and P20 from the for-profit, P15 from the non-profit,
P6 and P10 from the education setting, and P4 and P1 from government. This is in
contrast with the intention of deliberately engaging in learning to bring about changes in
skills, values, attitudes, and knowledge (Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982; Kasl et al.,
1997). Adaptation to and for change is the result of work-team knowledge conversion, so
this is an important part of an organizational culture to leave informal, at best, or
unrecognized, as seems to be the case in all four case study settings.
Finally, within the contextual perspective, the function of the work-team to
produce new knowledge and embed it within the organizational knowledge system is split
evenly between the four cases; therefore, two cases are losing out on the benefit of this
ends orientation (Chou & Wang, 2003; Nonaka et al., 2015; Nonaka et al., 1996; Nonaka
et al., 2006) where the organization continuously improves by providing itself
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knowledge. Managers at all of the settings, and particularly in the for-profit (P18) and the
non-profit (P9, P11) could benefit by focusing attention upon the production and
embedding of work-team knowledge in an organizational knowledge system.
What is Not Known
This perspective is supported in all the cases, as participants report they do not
know how to constitute a work-team to learn and engage in the knowledge conversion
process (P1, P4, P6, P10, P16, and P20). This state of the work-teams agrees with
researchers who suggest that much is not known about how to constitute work-teams so
that they learn (Cohen & Bailey, 1997) and what their designs, practices, and processes
should be like (Hirst et al., 2005), or what directly influences learning behaviour
(Edmondson, 1999). So, it can be concluded that the organizations in which each of the
work-teams exist are operating with a superficial level of understanding concerning the
power of structured work-team learning and knowledge creation (Lloaria & MorenoLuzon, 2014). Further each of the work-teams could capitalize upon the power of the
knowledge conversion process through deliberate development in this area. This is an
area of great potential in each of the cases.
Conditional
The modern work-team is facing ever-increasing rates of change and the
consequent need to adapt (Chirot, 2012), and modern society’s four broad and
interrelated categories (Brym et al., 2010; Chirot, 2012; Hagedorn, 1983; Lidz, 2013)
include effective work-teams as constituent parts which provide support to society
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through their efficacy within high-performance organizations (Hall & Ferguson, 1998;
Katsenback & Smith, 1993; Roberts, 2012).Therefore, everything that can be done to
create highly effective work-teams, it is suggested, must be done.
All four cases, when viewed through the first three orientations, do well in
understanding the helpful and liberating qualities of the knowledge conversion process,
but do not have formal processes for several important aspects that support it. These
helpful and liberating qualities are: means of establishing and conducting work-team
learning; means for dealing with emotions, positive recognition and valuing of workers,
embedding knowledge in the organization’s knowledge systems, alignment of work;
description of ends; and processes to foster affirmative work environments to work with
emotions and to solve conflict.
The concern that managers at each of the case study settings might have, and
which arises in all four cases, is that modern organizations are increasingly dependent on
knowledge workers and on capturing the benefits of teamwork that are the result of the
knowledge conversion process (Blacker, 1995; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Edmondson et
al., 2001; Gardner et al., 2001; Katzenback & Smith, 2003; Lencioni, 2005). Therefore,
everything that can be done to create high-performance should be done. For example, the
for-profit case could benefit from formal rules about communication (P18, P16); the nonprofit from vision and purpose (P14); education from sharing mental models (P2, P13);
and the government case could benefit from formal processes for dealing with conflict
and emotion (P1, P4).
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Needs
It can be inferred that the work-teams in each of the cases provide for the human
need to be with others (Glasser, 2000; Maslow, 1970; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 1998).
The evidence for this is the positive view each participant provided with regards to their
beliefs and understandings that work-team learning is both helpful and liberating, and
statements made about valuing members (P18, P9, P6, P3). This condition of positive
support for work-team knowledge conversion is in agreement with Kim (1997), who
asserts that human communities have always organized around the maximal production,
transmittal, and application of knowledge. Mitchell and Sackney (2011) also comment on
the positive aspects of learning communities, and Wenger et al. (2002) describe learning
communities as natural human constructs.
Knowledge Creation Theory
The work-team knowledge conversion process is widely accepted as a source of
competitive advantage (Chou & Wang, 2002; Gubbins et al., 2012), and there has been in
recent decades an increased valuation of the work-team (Bohm, 2004; Brown, 2002;
Chou & Wang, 2003; Luft, 1984; Nonaka et al., 1996; Nonaka et al., 2006; Scott, 2003;
Senge, 1990; Wenger, 1998; Wren, 2005). However, work-team knowledge conversion is
not well-understood (Tsoukas & Vladimirou, 2001).
Here, central elements of knowledge creation theory are used to discuss all four
cases: information processing, embedding, innovation, epistemology and ontology, tacit
and explicit knowledge, Ba, and conversion. Nonaka (2007) suggests that organizations
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traditionally process information and solve problems with formal, systematic,
quantifiable data being the only valued metrics for measuring performance. The workteam knowledge conversion process belies this traditional belief, and provides for the
creation or elucidation of other data, such as tacit knowledge, for example, that are
valued in knowledge creation theory. Each of the cases in this research demonstrates a
belief and understanding of the usefulness of work-teams and work-team learning, though
they do not understand how to consistently set up the conditions for it to occur. However,
although several metrics were noted as being means of measuring work, good work is
also defined as being positive, pro-social and collaborative, which is in alignment with
tenets of knowledge creation theory.
Nonaka et al. (2006) suggested that knowledge creation is the process of
amplification and making available knowledge created by individuals within work-teams
and connecting it to the organization’s knowledge system. This was demonstrated to
occur in only half of the cases, as the for-profit and the non-profit cases do not have
processes for embedding knowledge. This is an area of potential leverage, particularly for
those cases that do not have specific, deliberate processes.
It is theorized that organizations have the ability to adapt and innovate through the
conversion of knowledge (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 2000). In all four
cases, innovation it is a key function that is valued for the success it creates for the workteam and the items that are productively created as a result (P1, P7, P9, P10, P13, and
P14). Therefore, it is recognized that knowledge creation theory answers challenges
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through innovation (Nonaka et al., 2015) and each of the cases is benefiting from
innovation.
The difference between the Eastern and Western epistemology, according to
Nonaka (1996), is that the former includes physical skills and embodied knowledge, and
therefore the flow of information in a work-team is anchored on the commitments and
beliefs of the worker (Nonaka, 1994). In this research, the epistemology of the
participants was queried when asking what work looks like. The responses in the
aggregate suggested that it has pro-social and collaborative tendencies, but not physical
skills or embodied knowledge. Therefore, the epistemological understandings of
knowledge creation theory are not upheld in the findings of this research in these cases.
The ontological dimension is represented by the organizational amplification of
knowledge (Nonaka, 1994) that takes place through organic interactions which amplify
the knowledge creating process (Bautista-Frias et al., 2012; Nonaka et al., 2000). This
process was shown to occur in only half of the cases, and is therefore an area of potential
leverage, particularly for those cases that do not have a process.
Tacit knowledge is concerned with beliefs, ideals, values, schemata and mental
models held by participants (Nonaka & Konno, 1998). It has a personal quality and is
deeply rooted in action, commitment, and involvement (Nonaka, 1994). Mental models
are mentioned throughout the four cases with inconsistent results. In the non-profit, there
are both participants that say they do use mental models (P11) and those that say they do
not (P9). In the government case, this dichotomy is also present with P1 both saying they
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do not use them and then later in the interview mentioning their use. In the for-profit case
P17 says they are used, and in education they are not (P13, P2). The reason for this
inconsistency is perhaps due to the lack of understanding concerning what mental models
are – though they were explained as being personally-held representations of reality when
interview participants asked – or how they are useful in creating new knowledge.
Explicit knowledge is apparent in all cases, as there is a demonstrated use of
words and numbers, shared in the codified forms of data, manuals, formulas,
specifications, and other like materials. However, as has been established in this
discussion, new knowledge created by work-teams are not institutionalized in half of the
cases, as research would suggest should occur (Bautista-Frias et al., 2012).
The spaces of Ba are places where work-team members meet to share emotions,
feelings, experiences, and mental models (Nonaka et al., 2006). The use of these face-toface and virtual spaces to learn together and create knowledge together is part of the
formalized process of converting knowledge in the theory of knowledge creation
(Nonaka et al., 2006). A formalized understanding of how to go about learning and
creating knowledge as a work-team has been noted as non-existent, and this, perhaps,
speaks to the relative obscurity of knowledge creation theory in Western culture.
The four modes of knowledge conversion (socialization, externalization,
internalization, and combination) have very little evidence or indication of their overt
occurrence. Socialization was mentioned, as the work teams do talk with one another
formally and informally to share and experience together (P20, P15, P5, and P7);
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however, there is nothing that states this aspect of knowledge creation theory is
deliberately utilized for the purpose of undertaking team learning and knowledge creation
and amplifying or crystalizing work-team knowledge.
Critical Realism
The four modes of reality queried in this research have provided findings that
highlight areas not widely considered in academic research, which tends to focus on the
surface, material, mode of reality (Byers, 2013; Fleetwood, 2005; Tsoukas, 1994). The
modes of reality provide a framework for looking at the phenomenon of work-team
learning and knowledge creation with depth. That is to say that what is observable in the
material level has antecedents in deeper levels that may or may not enact causally.
Four Modes
The critical realist review of the literature revealed that in typical academic
research, the material mode of reality is well expressed, and the ideal less so. Observable
and tangible evidence of factors that both enable and constrain the knowledge conversion
process were described in the research reviewed for this dissertation. This focus on the
practical application will continue in this section where a practical managerial
perspective is taken at the end of and in response to the discussion in each subsection. In
this discussion, the deepest level of reality is examined first.
Social. The clear indication that came from interview respondents is that at their
deepest level of reality the reason that they unanimously feel enabled and liberated by
work-team learning and believe in its power is due to personal values (P18, P12, P10, and
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P7). The values of culture, world view, and religious values systems, for example, are
equally enduring and relatively permanent fixtures within an individual’s life. They
develop over time, and they rarely change dramatically or quickly. Therefore, the
enduring values of participants in this research is positively and causally inclined towards
the work-team knowledge conversion process which causes work-team learning to be
enacted to occur and be enjoyed by participants in each of the cases. Literature reviewed
in this dissertation supports this interpretation.
In relation to the research question, the values of participants definitely enabled
the knowledge conversion process at each site and did not constrain it. This then is an
important understanding, for the opposite may also be true: not valuing work-team
knowledge conversion could be constraining. The central point to be gained from this is
the understanding that the values people hold are important enablers or constrainers when
related to the knowledge conversion process.
Therefore, if one is a manager and values the knowledge conversion process for
the benefits it provides to individuals, the team, and the organization, then knowledge of
how to promote and positively influence it is useful. This stance is informed by the fifth
of the major assumptions of critical realism, which is that social structures enable and
constrain rather than determine outcomes (Byers, 2013; Easton, 2010; Fleetwood, 2005;
Maxwell, 2012; Miles & Huberman, 1984; Philips, 1987; Tsoukas, 1994). In this
research, it is suggested that the social level of reality does causally enact the positive
emergence of the work-team knowledge conversion process. Therefore, the social
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structures that create, promote, and maintain pro-team values can be engaged to support
rather than constrain, and this is therefore a point of managerial leverage.
Artefactual. In each of the cases that took part in this research, it has been
established that the values of participants supported the knowledge conversion process.
At the artefactual level, participants also unanimously support and feel that work-team
learning and knowledge creation is helpful, energizing, and liberating. It stands to reason
that one causal factor that influences this stance begins at the social realm with
participants’ values being enabling mechanisms and conditions. This is not to say that
there are not other influences that could affect participant perceptions, for it is likely there
are. However, it is to say that the pre-condition of having a set of values in support does
influence, or enable seeing the work-team knowledge conversion process as helpful and
liberating.
This means that if one was a manager, the values of participants is, of course
important and these, if positive, should manifest an artefactual positive response that
promotes judgements of the knowledge conversion process as helpful and liberating.
Further, one should in such a role be aware of the processes of work-team learning, and
ensure they are in fact helpful and liberating. However, this does not mean that there may
not be other influences. Of the six critical realism assumptions, the third speaks directly
to this proviso: objects and structures have causal powers which may or not be enacted
(Byers, 2013; Easton, 2010; Fleetwood, 2005; Maxwell, 2012; Miles & Huberman, 1984;
Philips, 1987; Tsoukas, 1994).
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Ideal. In this mode of reality, participants provide their perceptions and
interpretations of existing in their team and working with them to learn and convert
knowledge in relational terms; further, they also use relational terms to describe teamlearning as an object or an action. These are nuanced differences between existence in a
team and describing it, but what is not nuanced is the responses of participants. All used
some form of relational language with terms such as respect, candid, inclusive, and
sharing, for example. Interestingly ends, process, learning and knowledge creation terms
and language were not used to describe and define team learning.
A manager would be well-advised to recognize the clear causal power of all
things relational. This is not lost in the literature reviewed either, as many examples were
provided to demonstrate the enabling aspects of a positive relational orientation (Bennis
& Nanus, 1984; Brown, 2002; Curral et al., 2001; Hirst et al., 2005; Leithwood, 1992;
Petokorpi & Hasu, 2014; Sergiovanni, 1991). In the converse, a lack of attention to
respect, inclusion, and sharing, for example, would causally negate a positive ideal
response to existing in and defining the knowledge conversion process.
Material. There is a remarkable fact that is evenly shared by all four cases and all
20 of the participants. Although: (i) they were able to refer to the conceptual and physical
artifacts of team learning (material); (ii) their perceptions of team learning are relationally
positive (ideal); (iii) their interpretations are that team learning is enabling and liberating
(artefactual), and (iv) they clearly have supportive sets of values (social), there is
complete agreement that there are no explicit process or direction for creating the
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conditions for, or utilizing, the knowledge conversion process. This is remarkable
because in all of the modes of reality each supports the next from the deepest to the
surface, material level. Yet, with all of this support, and even though there are physical
and conceptual artifacts to confirm its existence, knowledge conversion is not formalized.
The reason for this cannot be traced to deeper modes of reality, but must exist in the
material mode. The suggestion here is that the reason that there are no explicit processes
or directions for work-team knowledge conversion, is because they do not formally exist.
This was echoed in the literature reviewed where many sources say that work-team
learning is valuable, but other than knowledge creation theory – the theoretical
framework of this research – it is not addressed in a substantive way.
This is a monumental understanding. As a manager, one could potentially affect
an acceleration of the work-team knowledge conversion process by focusing on it and
developing explicit processes and directions for it. Knowledge creation theory is an
excellent starting point for this process. This mode of thinking and acting is in line with
the third, fourth, and fifth major assumptions where: objects and structures have causal
powers, there is causal interaction between social structures, and social structures can
enable outcomes (Byers, 2013; Easton, 2010; Fleetwood, 2005; Maxwell, 2012; Miles &
Huberman, 1984; Philips, 1987; Tsoukas, 1994).
Transferability
It stands to reason that there is high transferability of the elements that make up
the knowledge conversion process. This claim is made due to similarities in findings in
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four quite different cases, in four different categories of society. The first evidence of this
is in the values that all participants report that they hold at the deepest, social level. All
participants reported during interviews that they implicitly hold values that support
working in teams and engaging in the knowledge conversion process. They may or may
not be cognitively aware of applying the knowledge conversion process or completely
able to judge their own social reality; nonetheless, their indications are consistent. While
one cannot generalize beyond the cases, it would be safe to say that if participants hold
positive or negative values towards team-work, these will be enacted in higher levels of
reality: social influencing artefactual which influences the ideal and finally, the material.
Further, it has been suggested that a manager could have a causal influence on each of the
artefactual, ideal, and material levels of reality. Therefore, what is effective in one setting
such as a highly relational work-team and manager, for example, should provide similar
results in other settings.
Therefore, while the truth of the statement is provable only through research
directly designed to query transferability, this research provides evidence and
understanding that the work-team knowledge conversion process can be causally
influenced in both positive and negative ways. This means that the power of causality is
in the hands of those who affect the work-team, including the work-team itself, leaders
and managers, and the culture of the organization.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion, Contributions, Limitations, and Future
Research
The introduction to this research identified that a central challenge to this
dissertation is the lack of literature within any one discipline that fully and accurately
describes the full scope of the knowledge conversion process. Furthermore, there are
frequent gaps and contradictions between bodies of literature that describe aspects of it.
This was summarized by Salas et al. (2005), who contend that the study of teamwork has
been fragmented to such a degree over the years to render it impractical for use.
To summarize, there is in the literature a premium placed on (i) collective
learning and understanding in modern organizations (Blacker, 1995; Davenport &
Prusak, 1998; Edmondson et al., 2001; Katzenback & Smith, 2003; Nonaka et al., 2015;
Tsoukas, 1993), (ii) the power of teamwork (Lencioni, 2005), (iii) the potential teams
have to solve intractable problems (Csikszentmihalyi et al., 2001), and (iv) using the
work-team knowledge conversion process to overcome organizational challenges and
creatively innovate (Nonaka et al., 2015). Katsenback and Smith (1993) contend that
team performance has a positive track-record that speaks for itself. In opposition to the
academic perspectives above, there is a purported lack of clarity defining the ways and
means to establish and maintain effective work-teams (Cohen & Bailey, 1997;
Edmondson, 1999; Hackman, 2002; Hirst et al., 2005), and there is a need to understand
the factors that enable team learning in active teams in real organizations (Edmondson,
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1999). Consequently, this research was designed to investigate the knowledge conversion
process with active work-teams in real organizations.
Therefore, the problem of this research arose in response to the need to better
understand the factors that enable and constrain it. Consequently, the purpose of this
research was to analyze and synthesise scholarly literature concerning the knowledge
conversion process, and investigate the processes as it exists in four work-teams in each
of the for-profit, non-profit, education, and government settings.
Throughout this dissertation, the knowledge conversion process was examined in
a variety of ways. It was first understood academically, through a review of the literature
as it relates to the four orientations of effective teams (relational, ends, process, and
learning). Based on these orientations, effective-team and team-learning literature can be
understood through four interrelated orientations that have the potential to both enable
and constrain work-team effectiveness.
Secondly, the work-team knowledge conversion process was understood in this
research through an analysis of work-team learning. Both the exterior and interior
workings of the learning orientation were explored in detail and knowledge creation
theory was shown to provide a framework for understanding the conditions that assist
with, and the structures that support work-team learning, knowledge creation, conversion,
and resultant knowledge amplification. Third, the literature used in the review was
analyzed through the critical realist methodology which revealed an academic focus upon
the material level of reality, with the relational and process orientations exhibiting some
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qualities of the ideal level of reality. And, finally, the knowledge conversion process was
then understood through the experiences and contexts of active work-team members, as
reported through interviews, document review, and field notes. These various
examinations addressed the central research question: how and why are active workteams enabled and constrained to effectively engage in the knowledge conversion
process? Based on this research question, there were eight conclusions that can be drawn.
The conclusions are first described, and then comment is made on the relationship
each has towards enabling and constraining the knowledge conversion process in
effective work-teams. The eight conclusions are as follows:
1. The inductively coded four orientations of effective work-teams exist both
academically and in the practical experiences of the participants in each of the four
case-study settings. This understanding suggests that the four orientations are a useful
means of understanding work-team effectiveness and work-team learning. The
orientations were found to be formalized in some instances, and informal in other
instances within the four cases. In general, the existence of the four orientations was
demonstrated through the cases as follows: (i) a positive relational orientation
supported each of the other orientations, as elements of deliberate communication
such as valuing one another, creating norms for meeting, and working through
conflict, for example causally provide positive pro-social ways and means for
participants to interact; (ii) the ends orientation provides outcome objectives and
creates a feeling of shared purpose, and it causally provides ways to understand and
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measure work, and it helps the work-team determine who should do what work and
when, to achieve maximum team effectiveness; (iii) the collaborative nature of the
process orientation causally assists each of the work-teams to overcome impersonality
and allows them to innovate; and, (iv) the learning orientation was agreed in all cases
to be helpful and liberating to the team, and therefore causally provides a social
meaning-making process that is the result of the human condition.
2. The four orientations of effective work-teams can, therefore, be used as a framework
for investigating active work-teams and interpreting the findings of such research.
This was discussed throughout the Chapter Five, where it was shown that findings
can be viewed through this framework to provide insight into the work-teams in each
case.
3. The four orientations of effective work-teams can be deliberately used as a
framework for work-team formation, support, and development. Each of the
orientations represents an area where it is possible to strategically invested time and
energy to influence and produce desirable causality and emergent work-team
effectiveness, and together the orientations demonstrate the interrelated and
interdependent nature of work-team effectiveness and learning.
4. The opposite conditions, or a lack of understanding or deliberate use of the four
orientations of effective teams, can be understood to potentially causally constrain
work-team effectiveness, and work-team learning. To use a negative example, a team
that does not talk to one another (relational), or know where it is going (ends), and
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has no idea what work is or looks like (process) is not going to be able to learn
effectively. This was upheld by responses provided by this study’s participants, and in
the research literature. Essentially, it is understood through this research that the
negative aspect of each of the orientations does causally inhibit work-team
effectiveness and learning.
5. The theoretical framework, knowledge creation theory, can be used as a means of
understanding each of the four orientations. Knowledge creation theory and its
knowledge conversion processes and the use of Ba provides a lens through which to
view each of the four orientations. For example, the relational orientation is important
to enabling conversation processes and each level of Ba. The ends orientation enables
knowledge conversion, and the process orientation is essentially similar to both
emerging and socializing Ba, as mental models and work-processes are shared in
these places. Finally, knowledge creation theory explains the inner workings of the
learning orientation so that it can be seen and acted upon to provide numerous causal
benefits which have been examined throughout this dissertation.
6. The theoretical framework of knowledge creation theory unifies the findings and the
four orientations of effective teams conceptually, and provides a model for the
analysis of the four orientations of effective teams within organizations. This is
referred to as the work-team knowledge conversion model, and it assists in
demonstrating causal interdependence in work-teams. For example, by using the four
modes of knowledge conversion and the three phases of Ba as a lens to analyse work206

team effectiveness, each of the four orientations are invoked. Further, each mode of
conversion includes the four orientations as there is a relational, ends, process, and
learning component to each. Finally, the phases of Ba also require and rely upon the
four orientations for their existence. In summary, the work-team knowledge
conversion model is an informative tool that can be utilized to understand causality
and emergence and to find leverage points for continuous work-team and
organizational improvement.
7. The establishment and maintenance of each of the orientations that constitute the
conceptual framework of this research, if made a formal, structured component of
work-team existence, has the potential to enable the work-team knowledge
conversion process in organizations. The proof of this conclusion exists in the workteams interviewed for this research. Each team was able to comment on the relational,
ends, and process activities and structures that assist them with knowledge
conversion, and the elements of the knowledge conversion process have been shown
to exist in each case.
8. The four modes of reality and six major assumptions of critical realism provide an
instructive and informative means of understanding work-teams, causality, and
emergence. Critical realism is a powerful tool for analysing the work-team knowledge
conversion process, and for providing feedback to work-teams through the four
modes of reality. Critical realism provides a way and means of seeing the supports for
observable roles and actions, and thus provides a tool useful to analysing conditions
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and providing tailored feedback that is specific to one or all of the four modes of
reality.
Contributions
This research contributes to an understanding of the entire scope of the knowledge
conversion process through the synthesis and analysis of academic literature, and through
the data collected and analyzed through interviews, document review, and field notes.
This research expands academic research on the topic of work-team knowledge
conversion and provides both academic and practical knowledge about those factors that
both enable and constrain it. The synthesis of literature to derive the four orientations of
effective teams, the implication of knowledge creation theory, and the use of critical
realism in this research are represented in the following model in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The Knowledge Conversion Process
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Specifically, this dissertation research makes five significant contributions:
1. The existence of the four orientations of effective work-teams can assist both the
consumer of academic research, and academic researchers. To illustrate, the four
orientations assist in revealing four significant areas of the effective work-team that
can be used to understand and analyse existing and future research. The four
orientations also demonstrate that the effective work-team exists as an interrelation of
the four orientations, where not one element is more important than another. This has
implications that allow the academic to treat specific aspects of the work-team as part
of a larger, dynamic whole, and understand that whatever the academic focus, there is
a larger relationship to which that focus belongs. The practical implications of the
four orientations exist by virtue of providing a way of understanding the enabling and
constraining nature of current practices and work-team functioning, while guiding the
application of effort in work-team development towards greater effectiveness and
continuous improvement.
2. The four orientations of effective work-teams, combined conceptually with
knowledge creation theory as a conceptual framework, can be used to understand
work-teams, and to examine active work-teams to find leverage areas for continuous
improvement. In this way, the knowledge conversion process model (the conceptual
framework of this dissertation) can be used as a means of deliberately assessing and
developing a work-team knowledge conversion process.
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3. The humanistic investigation of the experiences of work-team members in their active
contexts is significant because research of this type has not been undertaken
previously. Secondly, there are academics who have called for an understanding of
this type, and so this research fulfills that academic call.
4. Further, the use of the conceptual framework and model with critical realism to
understand work-team contexts provides a powerful multi-faceted lens for future
research or for understanding existing research. The practical implications are
existent in the guidance this research gives to the practitioner assisting them with
where to look for continuous improvement, and providing actionable means of
creating effectiveness.
5. The use of critical realism in this research has revealed that there are three levels of
reality (ideal, artefactual, social) that are not typically dealt with in academic
literature on active work-teams. This opens up opportunities for understanding
existing research and for also conducting future research which investigates the
deeper levels that support our material reality. The practical benefit of this
understanding exists in a manager or work-team members comprehending the deeper
levels of reality that can potentially be accessed and affected to produce greater workteam effectiveness and influence the knowledge conversion process.
Limitations
This research was limited by several factors. The first is the number of cases and
participants involved. It was pursued with limited resources for travel, and with the
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limitations of time and effort that one graduate-student can dedicate to a PhD research
study. It was for these reasons that four case-study sites and data from twenty participant
interviews were used. The cases that did provide their positive participation also
represent a limitation, as there are many more work-teams that did not participate, and
which could have provided data that differs from that which was gathered at the four
participating settings. Further, the results presented here cannot be generalizable to all
work-teams in all organizations, as they do not represent all work-teams in all
organizations. Also, the strategies used for data collection and findings are limited by the
scope of the methods employed. And, the research question was limited to what enables
and constrains work-teams to learn and create knowledge, and is therefore limited in
scope. Finally, there is a larger base of literature on the topics of teams, teamwork, group
learning, and organizational effectiveness, for example that could have been used in the
literature review.

Future Research
In future research, several questions require answers. Some of these questions are
as follows: (i) Would a larger sample size see a change in the rate at which participants
ascribe value to work-team learning, knowledge creation, and knowledge conversion? (ii)
How does one influence a “value-culture” at the social mode of reality? (iii) How does
one develop processes that liberate at the artefactual mode of reality? (iv) How does one
provide experiences that are interpreted as legitimate and liberating and the ideal mode of
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reality? (v) How does one develop explicit processes and directions, activities and actions
that develop and enhance the work-team knowledge conversion process?
Furthermore, the occurrence of work-team learning at each of the cases without
formal methods or structures to support it presents an enigma that future research could
address. Future research could look closely at the contradiction and find cases that both
have and do not have explicit, formal processes for work-team learning and note
differences in effectiveness. Also, the process of work-team learning and its causal
effects on other aspects of team performance and improvement could lead to
understandings that might assist with the development of practically and academically
useful research.
Another area that could benefit from further research is the embedding of
knowledge within an organization and the collaboration and work alignment that support
or do not support this action. Embedding knowledge is one component of the final
conversion step in the knowledge conversion process, but it does not implicitly guarantee
uptake or knowledge use for continuous improvement. Therefore, this is an area where
potential leverage could be uncovered and elucidated.
Finally, the ontology and epistemological processes of work-teams and
organizations is an area of fascinating possibility for future research. How teams and
organizations structure and / or respond to their ‘reality’ or context, and how they come
to know and learn of their reality or context to benefit continuous improvement is an area
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that could provide statements of causality as yet unforeseen. Potentially, this is a
particularly powerful area of future research.
In conclusion, while the research undertaken for this dissertation has provided an
understanding of the knowledge conversion process of work-teams and a useful
conceptual model to describe this process, there is more yet to understand. This is a
fascinating area that demands more to be known about it, and demands a greater
synthesis of disparate bodies of research into a continuously improving understanding of
the academic and practical power of the knowledge conversion process.
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Appendix A: Initial Contact e mail
Hello, my name is Ross Leadbetter. I am a PhD Candidate at the University of
New Brunswick, and I am conducting research with the purpose of understanding what
enables or constrains work teams to learn. The benefits of participating in this study are
that you will be involved in the practical understanding of the elements that enable and
constrain work teams to learn. Also, this research will provide a foundation for
understanding the functioning of work teams in organizations, which can be a stepping
stone for future research in this research setting. This project has been reviewed by the
Research Ethics Board of the University of New Brunswick and is on file as REB 2015030.
As a member of an identified team within your organization, I would like to invite
you to become involved in this research by taking part in an interview of approximately
one hour in duration, and a brief, informal, follow-up conversation a week or two after
the interview. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please review the information
letter attached to this e mail for more detailed information.
Thank you,

Ross Leadbetter, PhD Candidate
University of New Brunswick
Phone: (506) 461-6128
ross.leadbetter@unb.ca
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Appendix B: Information Letter – Participant

Title of Study: “Understanding Team Learning”

Dear Potential Research Participant,

My name is Ross Leadbetter and I am an active PhD Candidate in the department
of Interdisciplinary Studies at the University of New Brunswick. The purpose of my
research study is to examine how it is that work teams are enabled or constrained in their
abilities to learn, and it will draw from participant experiences and other data sources in
an attempt to gain understanding. This project has been reviewed by the Research Ethics
Board of the University of New Brunswick and is on file as REB 2015-030.
Your employer is providing support for this research, and you and your workteam have been suggested by your employer as potential participants. Based on your
involvement in this organization and with the work-team that is being researched, I would
like to invite you to take part in this research, and I would like to draw on your
experiences to better understand the process of learning in work-teams. The study is
voluntary and you will only be included if you grant permission.
I would like to invite you to take part in a one-on-one interview which will take
place face to face, over the phone, or on Skype. Interviews will last approximately 40 to
60 minutes. Prior to the start of the interview I will review this information letter and the
consent form and you will also be asked to provide verbal consent to participate in the
study. The interview will be audio recorded and transcribed. At any time throughout the
study you will have access to your transcript. You are free to withdraw at any time up
until the analysis of the data begins and you can request that the tape recorder be shut off
at any time during the interview without any consequence.
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All transcribed data will remain confidential and secured in a locked facility, and
stored on password protected computers. Only yourself and the project researcher will
have access to the information you provide – no other parties will be granted access, and
data will not be shared in any way until all it has been cleared of all identifying
information. All the names of interviewees and organizations will be removed and
pseudonyms will be used in the written report and within the transcribed data so that your
identity is kept private. Data will be stored for a period of five years post-publication.
The benefits of participating in this study are that you will be involved in the
practical understanding of elements that enable and constrain learning in work teams.
Also, this research will provide a foundation for understanding the functioning of workteams in organizations, which can be a stepping stone for future research in this research
setting.
If you have concerns about this study, you can contact is Dr. Linda Eyre of the
Faculty of Education, the University of New Brunswick, at 506-453-5161 or by email at
leyre@unb.ca. Dr. Eyre has no direct involvement with this project. If you have any
questions about the study, please free to contact me using the contact information
included below.

Sincerely,

Ross Leadbetter, PhD Candidate
University of New Brunswick
Phone: (506) 461-6128
ross.leadbetter@unb.ca

*Please note, while the details of the information discussed during interviews will
absolutely remain confidential, I cannot guarantee that your participation (or nonparticipation) in this research will remain anonymous to other employees, management,
or your employer.
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Appendix C: Information Letter – Management / Leadership

Title of Study: “Understanding Team Learning”

Dear Potential Research Participant,

My name is Ross Leadbetter and I am an active PhD Candidate in the department
of Interdisciplinary Studies at the University of New Brunswick. The purpose of my
research study is to examine how it is that work teams are enabled or constrained in their
abilities to learn, and it will draw from participant experiences and other data sources in
an attempt to gain understanding. This project has been reviewed by the Research Ethics
Board of the University of New Brunswick and is on file as REB 2015-030.
Your employer is providing support for this research, and as a manager / leader in
your organization, you have been suggested by your employer as a potential participant.
Based on your involvement in this organization and with the work-team that is being
researched, I would like to invite you to take part in this research, and I would like to
draw on your experiences to better understand the process of learning in work-teams. The
study is voluntary and you will only be included if you grant permission.
I would like to invite you to take part in a one-on-one interview which will take
place face to face, over the phone, or on Skype. Interviews will last approximately 40 to
60 minutes. Prior to the start of the interview I will review this information letter and the
consent form and you will also be asked to provide verbal consent to participate in the
study. The interview will be audio recorded and transcribed. At any time throughout the
study you will have access to your transcript. You are free to withdraw at any time up
until the analysis of the data begins and you can request that the tape recorder be shut off
at any time during the interview without any consequence.
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All transcribed data will remain confidential and secured in a locked facility, and
stored on password protected computers. Only yourself and the project researcher will
have access to the information you provide – no other parties will be granted access, and
data will not be shared in any way until all it has been cleared of all identifying
information. All the names of interviewees and organizations will be removed and
pseudonyms will be used in the written report and within the transcribed data so that your
identity is kept private. Data will be stored for a period of five years post-publication.
The benefits of participating in this study are that you will be involved in the
practical understanding of elements that enable and constrain learning in work teams.
Also, this research will provide a foundation for understanding the functioning of work
teams in organizations, which can be a stepping stone for future research in this research
setting.
If you have concerns about this study, you can contact is Dr. Linda Eyre of the
Faculty of Education, the University of New Brunswick, at 506-453-5161 or by email at
leyre@unb.ca. Dr. Eyre has no direct involvement with this project. If you have any
questions about the study, please free to contact me using the contact information
included below.

Sincerely,

Ross Leadbetter, PhD Candidate
University of New Brunswick
Phone: (506) 461-6128
ross.leadbetter@unb.ca

*Please note, while the details of the information discussed during interviews will
absolutely remain confidential, I cannot guarantee that your participation (or nonparticipation) in this research will remain anonymous to other employees, other
management, or your employer.
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Appendix D: Interview Question Matrix
Concept – 4 Orientations of
Effective Teams
Relational Orientation

Definition

Questions
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Operational Definition /
Prompts
Is concerned with the
- In what ways does your team Operationalized, a relational
interdependent relationships of communicate with one another? orientation is presented through
a team, and involves deliberate
team interaction and related
and structured communication
- Are there written or unwritten documentation that reference
utilizing conversation,
rules or procedures followed
the following:
dialogue, and debate. Further, it when the team communicates? • Tone of communication
emphasizes the development of
• Quality of communication
norms and values to govern
- Has the team established any
• The use of various forms of
protocols concerning engaging norms around how conflict is
communication
emotions, dealing with conflict, dealt with or how emotions are
establishing an affirmative
dealt with, for example?
• Structured communication
environment, and encouraging
proactive problem solving.
- How are members shown they • Norms and values
are valued in team settings?
concerning
o
o
o
o
•
•

emotions,
conflict,
affirmation, and
proactive problem
solving.

Interdependence
Value

Ends Orientation

Is concerned with explicitly
stating the goals and outcomes
of the team, sharing a common
purpose and vision, and
complementing member efforts
through the alignment of work.

- How does your team
determine which outcomes or
goals to work on?
- Does your team share a
common vision or purpose?
How is this established or
maintained?
- Is the work of your team
deliberately aligned to
maximize efforts? How?

Operationalized, an ends
orientation is presented through
team interaction and related
documentation that reference
the following:
• A process for making ends
explicit.
• Explicit and clear goals and
outcomes
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•
•

A stated team vision
A statement of purpose

•

A process for the alignment
of effort

Concept – 4 Orientations of
Effective Teams
Process Orientation

Definition
Is concerned with working
together collaboratively,
sharing notions of what work
looks like, how to work, and
what to work on. It suggests a
capacity to innovate
collaboratively while
overcoming impersonality in
the work place.

Questions
- How does your team decide
or know what ‘work’ looks
like?
- How are tasks assigned?
- How does your team
collaborate?
- What role do creativity and
innovation play in your team?

Operational Definition /
Prompts
Operationalized, a process
orientation is presented through
team interaction and related
documentation that reference
the following:
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•

Work exemplars

•
•
•
•

A process for the
assignment / choosing of
tasks.
Collaborative relationships
Making meaning together
Overcoming impersonality

•
•

Team creativity
Team innovation

Concept – 4 Orientations of
Effective Teams
Learning

Definition
Is concerned with the
conditions of sharing
information, creating
knowledge, and deepening
team understanding. It is the
process of the team deliberately
learning together with efforts to
improve: the functioning of the
team: quality output; and,
competitive advantage.

Questions
- Does your team learn
together? How?
- What needs to be present or
needs to happen to enable team
learning?

Operational Definition /
Prompts
Operationalized, a learning
orientation is presented through
team interaction and related
documentation that reference
the following:
•

- What happens or is present
when team learning is
constrained?

•
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•
•
•

A process or goal of team
learning
The team use of
information to create
knowledge
Improving process
functioning
Increasing quality output
Competitive advantage

Concept – Knowledge
Creation Theory
Originating Ba

Definition
Is concerned with individuals
meeting face-to-face to share
emotions, feelings, experiences,
and mental models. This
represents a workplace
socialization of individuals
where tacit, implicit knowledge
is shared.

Questions
- How and where does your
team meet to share emotions,
feelings, and experiences?
- How and where does your
team meet to share mental
models concerning the work
you are doing together?

Operational Definition /
Prompts
Operationalized, originating ba
is presented through team
interaction and related
documentation that reference
the following:
Work related socialization
Sharing psychomotor,
affective, and cognitive,
knowledge

•

Spaces and time for sharing
tacit, implicit knowledge.
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•
•

Interacting Ba

Is concerned with the
externalization of knowledge
through work done with peers.
Here individual mental models
and skills are probed and
analyzed to be converted into
common terms and concepts.
Implicit knowledge is made
explicit in this process.

- Does your team analyze the
mental models or skills of
individuals or the group in
order to create common terms
and concepts?

Operationalized, interacting ba
is presented through team
interaction and related
documentation that reference
the following:

- How is the knowledge of
individuals made common
knowledge?

•
•
•

Probing and analyzing
thinking for group benefit
The creation and use of
common terms and
concepts
Converting knowledge
from the individual to the
group

•
Cyber Ba

Is concerned with the
embedding of knowledge in the
organization. It involves the
virtual rather than physical
world where new knowledge is
combined with existing in order
to systematize and generate
explicit knowledge throughout
the organization.

- How is knowledge generated
within your team shared with
the larger organization?
- How is knowledge generated
within your team embedded in
the documentation, data bases,
manuals etc. used by the larger
organization?

Processes for sharing
knowledge
Operationalized, cyber ba is
presented through team
interaction and related
documentation that reference
the following:
•

Systematizing knowledge
sharing

•

Embedding knowledge
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Concept – Critical Realism

Definition

Questions

Material

Observable, tangible evidence
of learning occurring within the
group.

What are the explicit processes
or directions your team has for
learning together?
Could you provide examples of
things that are created as a
result of team learning?
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Ideal

Individual interpretations of
team learning and what
learning they perceive to exist.

How do you define learning
within a team? What does it
look like, sound like etc.?
How does team learning, exist
in your work team? Describe.

Operational Definition /
Prompts
Operationalized, learning on
the material level is presented
through team interaction and
related documentation that
reference the following:
•

Explicit processes for team
learning

•

Tangible evidence of team
learning

Operationalized, learning on
the ideal level is presented
through individual
interpretations that reference
the following:
•
•

Experiences
Change of view over
time or in light of
circumstances

Artifactual

The interpretation of
individuals sampled in the
ideal, above, as to whether
team learning is legitimate or
oppressive to them.

How is the process of team
learning helpful or hurtful?
Do you feel liberated or
oppressed by it?
Why do you see it this way?

Operationalized, learning on
the artifactual level is presented
through individual
interpretations that reference
the following:
•
•
•
•

Social
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The underlying mechanisms
such as value systems, cultural
context, value systems,
ideologies, class, race, etc. that
exist alongside similarities and
differences in the levels of
reality that participants share
that give rise to the existence or
absence of team learning.

What factors do you think
influence your interpretations
of team learning as expressed
in the previous two questions?

Advantage / Disadvantage
Positive / Negative
Trust / Mistrust
Liberation / Oppression

Operationalized, learning on
the social level is presented
through individual
interpretations that reference
the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural context
Value systems
Ideologies
Class
Race etc.

Appendix E: Interview Questions – Participant
Question
1. In what ways does your team
communicate with one another?

2. Are there written or unwritten rules or

Associated Prompts
• Tone of communication
• Quality of communication
• The use of various forms of
communication
•

Structured communication

•

Norms and values concerning
o emotions,
o conflict,
o affirmation, and
proactive problem solving

•
•

Interdependence
Value

•
•

A process for making ends explicit.
Explicit and clear goals and outcomes

•
•

A stated team vision
A statement of purpose

•

A process for the alignment of effort

procedures followed when the team
communicates?

3. Has the team established any norms
around how conflict is dealt with or how
emotions are dealt with, for example?
4. How are members shown they are
valued in team settings?
5. How does your team determine which
outcomes or goals to work on?

6. Does your team share a common vision
or purpose? How is this established or
maintained?
7. Is the work of your team deliberately
aligned to maximize efforts? How?
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•

Work exemplars

9. How are tasks assigned?

•

10. How does your team collaborate, and

•
•
•

A process for the assignment / choosing
of tasks.
Collaborative relationships
Making meaning together
Overcoming impersonality

•
•

Team creativity
Team innovation

12. Does your team learn together? How?

•
•

A process or goal of team learning
The team use of information to create
knowledge

13. What needs to be present or needs to

•
•
•
•

Improving process functioning
Increasing quality output
Competitive advantage
Trust – the role of trust

•
•

Work related socialization
Sharing psychomotor, affective, and
cognitive, knowledge

16. How and where does your team meet

•

to share mental models concerning the

•

Spaces and time for sharing tacit,
implicit knowledge.
(Mental models: mental representations
of the work of the team, or the

8. How does your team decide or know
what ‘work’ looks like?

can you tell me what that looks like?

11. What role do creativity and innovation
play in your team?

happen to enable team learning?

14. What happens or is present when team
learning is constrained?

15. How and where does your team meet
to share emotions, feelings, and
experiences?
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work you are doing together?

knowledge of the individual).

17. Does your team analyze the mental

•

models or skills of individuals or the

•

Probing and analyzing thinking for
group benefit
The creation and use of common terms
and concepts

group in order to create common terms
and concepts?
18. How is the knowledge of individuals

•

made common knowledge?

•

Converting knowledge from the
individual to the group
Processes for sharing knowledge

19. How is knowledge generated within

•

Systematizing knowledge sharing

•

Embedding knowledge

•

Explicit processes for team learning

•

Tangible evidence of team learning

your team shared with the larger
organization?

20. How is knowledge generated within
your team embedded in the
documentation, data bases, manuals etc.
used by the larger organization?

21. What are the explicit processes or
directions your team has for learning
together?
22. Could you provide examples of things
that are created as a result of team
learning?
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23. How do you define learning within a

•
•

Experiences
Change of view over time or in light of
circumstances

•
•
•
•
•

Advantage / Disadvantage
Positive / Negative
Trust / Mistrust
Liberation / Oppression
Value teams?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural context
Value systems
Ideologies
Class
Race etc.
Philosophy
Respect

team? What does it look like, sound like
etc.?

24. How does team learning exist in your
work team? Describe.

25. How is the process of team learning
helpful or hurtful?

26. Do you feel liberated or oppressed by
teams?

27. Why do you see it this way?

28. What factors do you think influence
your interpretations of team learning as
expressed in the previous two questions?
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Appendix F: Interview Questions – Management
Question
1. In what ways does your organization

•
•
facilitate team communication both within •

Associated Prompts
Tone of communication
Quality of communication
The use of various forms of
communication

each team and with the larger
organization?
2. Are there written or unwritten rules or

•

Structured communication

•

Norms and values concerning
o emotions,
o conflict,
o affirmation, and
proactive problem solving

•
•

Interdependence
Value

•
•

A process for making ends explicit.
Explicit and clear goals and outcomes

•
•

A stated team vision
A statement of purpose

•

A process for the alignment of effort

procedures followed when your team
communicates?

3. Has the team established any norms
around how conflict is dealt with or how
emotions are dealt with, for example?
4. How are team members shown they are
valued in team settings?
5. How does your team determine which
outcomes or goals to work on?

6. Does your team share a common vision
or purpose? How is this established or
maintained?

7. Is the work of your team deliberately
aligned to maximize efforts? How?
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•

Work exemplars

9. How are tasks assigned?

•

10. How does your team collaborate, and

•
•
•

A process for the assignment / choosing
of tasks.
Collaborative relationships
Making meaning together
Overcoming impersonality

•
•

Team creativity
Team innovation

12. Does your team learn together? How?

•
•

A process or goal of team learning
The team use of information to create
knowledge

13. What needs to be present or needs to

•
•
•
•

Improving process functioning
Increasing quality output
Competitive advantage
Trust – the role of trust

•
•

Work related socialization
Sharing psychomotor, affective, and
cognitive, knowledge

8. How does your team decide or know
what ‘work’ looks like?

can you tell me what that looks like?

11. What role do creativity and innovation
play in your team?

happen to enable team learning?

14. What happens or is present when team
learning is constrained?

15. Are there times and places established
for your team meet to share emotions,
feelings, and experiences?
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16. How and where does your team meet

•

to share mental models concerning the

•

work they are doing together?

17. Does your team analyze the mental

•

models or skills of individuals or the

•

Spaces and time for sharing tacit,
implicit knowledge.
(Mental models: mental representations
of the work of the team, or of the
knowledge of the individual).

Probing and analyzing thinking for
group benefit
The creation and use of common terms
and concepts

group in order to create common terms
and concepts?
18. How is the knowledge of individuals

•

Converting knowledge from the
individual to the group
Processes for sharing knowledge

•

Systematizing knowledge sharing

•

Embedding knowledge

•

Explicit processes for team learning

•

Tangible evidence of team learning

made common knowledge?
19. How is knowledge generated within
your team shared with the larger
organization?

20. How is knowledge generated within
your team embedded in the
documentation, data bases, manuals etc.
used by the larger organization?

21. What are the explicit processes or
directions your team has for learning
together?
22. Could you provide examples of things
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that are created as a result of team
learning?
23. How do you define learning within a

•
•

Experiences
Change of view over time or in light of
circumstances

•
•
•
•

Advantage / Disadvantage
Positive / Negative
Trust / Mistrust
Liberation / Oppression

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural context
Value systems
Ideologies
Class
Race
Philosophy
Respect…
Politics
Social policy / values
Economics

team? What does it look like, sound like
etc?

24. How does team learning exist in your
work team? Describe.

25. How is the process of team learning
helpful or hurtful?

26. Do you feel liberated or oppressed by
teams?

27. Why do you see it this way?

28. What factors do you think influence
your interpretations of team learning as
expressed in the previous two questions?

29. What are some of the larger social or
political hurdles and challenges that exist
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in your industry / field?
30. What do you have to do to navigate
these hurdles and challenges?

31. How does the team exist within the
larger organizational context? Why?

32. Why do you value or believe in the
use of teams? When?

•
•
•
•

Strategy
Alignment
Protection / Natural Order
Design

•
•
•
•

Survive
Thrive
Coping
Design

•
•
•
•
•
•

Function
Design
Strategy
Advantage
Products
Refinements
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Appendix G: Informed Consent
Title of Project: Understanding Team Learning -- Interviews

Principal Investigator: Ross Leadbetter; University of New Brunswick, Faculty of Interdisciplinary
Studies; ross.leadbetter@unb.ca; 506-461-6128 (cell)

Do you understand that you have been asked to be in a research study?

Yes

No

Have you read and received a copy of the information letter?

Yes

No

Do you understand the benefits and risks involved in taking part in this study?

Yes

No

Do you understand that you are free to refuse to participate, or to withdraw from the study at any time
without consequence?
Yes
No

Do you understand that your name will remain confidential?

Yes

No

Has the issue of confidentiality been explained to you?

Yes

No

Do you understand that this interview will be audio recorded?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Do you understand who will have access to the information that you provide?

Do you understand that the information that is provided may be used for publication purposes?
Yes
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No

Do you understand that the researcher cannot guarantee that your participation (or non-participation) in
this research will remain anonymous to other employees or management?
Yes

No

I agree to take part in this study:

___________________________

____________

Signature of Research Participant

Date

____________________________
Printed Participant’s Name

______________________
Signature of the Researcher

Note: participation is voluntary and participants may withdraw at any time and without penalty.
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Appendix H: Concept Table – For-Profit
This appendix provides an overview of the 38 concepts that were inductively coded from semi-structured interview data in four casestudy settings. From the learning and communication team, the following participants P16, P17, P18, P19, and P20 are quoted.
Concept
Communication (type, style,
frequency)

S
5

R
5

2

Communication (rules &
procedures)

5

5

3

Conflict & emotions

5

5

4

Value of members

5

6

5

Outcome and goal
determination

5

5

1
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Quote
P19. Like one of our core values is collaboration. So, I know that there's a lot of
things you can get done by mail, or e mail or, but I think the culture here really
encourages meeting face to face and discussing things, and you know, coming up
with the best option.
P18. I would say there are no formal rules around that.
P16. I don't think there's anything in place unless it’s something that would be
like something out of our team.
P17. So, in everybody's performance agreement. For core employees, anyway,
part of their formalized performance agreement actually includes a section for
how we work together as a team. And that's the same content for everybody on
the team and it talks about peer support and mentoring, it talks about helping
each other work together towards our common goals. There's a collaboration
piece to it and there's also a conflict resolution piece to it.
P18. I think there's been a lot of team recognition, team accomplishment,
especially the accomplishments of the team as a whole over the month, over the
quarter, annually as well, so celebrating milestones, celebrating
accomplishments, over time, individual and team recognition, as well, and
projects, or activities that's been well done.
P20. We have a fairly formalized process for setting goals at [company name] -a performance management system where a number of goals are cascaded down
from the senior leadership to our manager [name] and then cascaded down to
each of the individuals and they're essentially given their task that's aligned to all
the goals.
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6

P19. Definitely I think there's a common vision or mission but it hasn't been
widely communicated.
P17. So, people at the leadership level have seen the new mission vision
statement and have had a lot of input and engagement in creating that. But the
rest of the team hasn't see that because we're still waiting for organizational
positions.
P16. I would say so. A lot of it would be communicate what we work on pretty
much weekly and then we don't realize that everybody is kind of collectively
working together, but. So, its communicated on what everybody does.
P17. In terms of specifics, I've put a lot of work in the last two years in terms of
really specifying exactly what deliverables are expected for certain types of
work, and we write that down in checklists, procedures, and processes, templates.
P18. Well, I think it’s anything that's going to keep us busy, right.
P16. I guess, tasks are aligned to whoever has or knows how to do it.
P16. I would say so. A lot of it would be communicate what we work on pretty
much weekly and then we don't realize that everybody is kind of collectively
working together, but. So, its communicated on what everybody does.
P20. We have a very collaborative environment at [company name] and it
sometimes to a fault because too many people are allowed to add their voice
different projects along the way, but it is the kind of thing where one of our key
values at [company name] is collaboration.
P19. So, its creativity is hugely creativity and innovation; figuring out things and
analyzing, coming up with solutions is definitely a really key function of what we
do, because things are often very unclear when they come to us.
P20. We sit down as part of the regular meetings to essentially talk about what's
going on, but there's more to it than that. There's the round table and there's
learning activities woven into our regular meetings. (*Transactional)
P17. there's a mix of things. Partly you need to have a climate where people feel
that it’s safe to admit they don't already know something. You don't want people
to feel like they have to pretend they already know everything, and so kind of
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14 Constraint

creating more of a safety zone. I think people need to feel supported by me as
their leaders. That if they do need something that I'll try and make something
happen for them if it means time or money. People have to have trust with each
other and comfort with each other to some extent that, again, people feel they can
ask for help, and that if they do ask for help, their teammates will respond
positively on a consistent basis. I think you also need some degree of stability
within the team. If people are constantly coming and leaving from your team, its
pretty hard to create that feeling that we are learning together.
P18. I think that people that might be closed off or people that might say they are
already aware of this or its not applicable to them or... you get that type of
constraint that you're saying to people that this might not be of interest to them or
value to them.
P20. So that's more done in our one on one meetings.
P18. a lot of its probably more personal. Probably those drive bys again, saying
[name of P18] do you have moment for a question, a concern, any feedback and
sometimes it’s mostly one on one, can I share this issue with you. That's probably
where the emotion aspect comes up.
P17. so, one of the biggest ways we do that is by creating tools and templates and
just the act of creating a specific tool - getting the input from everybody who's
involved in that tool brings those mental models to light.
P18. I don't think we do to anything bigger and broader.
P19. I don't know. No, not overtly. I wouldn't say that we overtly do that.
P20. You know, that's something that I don't think we are very good at. We just
kind of discover things. It comes up in the course of some of our regular
meetings.
P18. Well, we do roll up reporting, we do communications, we do score cards
and metrics and gets all rolled up to the higher level eventually over time, into
the organizational model.
P18. I don't know as much of that is been done.
P17. So, it will become actually part of the quality management system. But its
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not there yet.
P20. For learning together. I don't think we have explicit processes or procedures
for us learning together.
P18. I would say no. P19. No. Not explicit.
P20. One is a conversation about learning communities and one of the initiatives
that our group has put together is essentially to get together sort of an informal
community of people who are engaged in learning and training and those type of
activities at [company name].
P16. I think learning in a team is just that open communication and sharing of
skill sets and knowledge that people just pick up on a day to day basis.
P20. I would say that on the team it’s an active learning environment. I think that
people are, have enough trust that they are willing to share their issues and ask
for help and engage in kind of a team problem solving as we move big rocks and
support each other.
P17. I think its energizing in so many ways, so it, it helps immediate performance
because it helps just get the job done, but it also creates an environment that
people want to stay in for the longer term, and if people feel like they're learning
and growing and developing, that's a team they want to stay in, so your
performance is enhanced over the long term.
P20. I feel enabled with the team and I really enjoy collaboration, but there does
become a point where there are too many people on the team or too many people
contributing. That's when you sort of achieve that diminishing returns.
P18. Values, culture, background, even state of mind and I see that loud and clear
of how people communicate, learn, develop, all of that, I think that's a huge...
P19. I think definitely in terms of like there's a ton, in terms of like social
acceptance is a huge one in terms of like being the energy industry there's a lot of
public scrutiny, there's a lot of lack of trust.
P20. We are very much aligned with all of the corporate strategies and directions.
A lot of our projects are... well, we align with different departments and their
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32 Value – belief in the use of
teams

goals and objectives and there specific outcomes, we try to support them
wherever we can.
P17. Its more about meeting people's basic needs for connection and engagement
and feeling responsible and accountable to other people and feeling valued by
other people, and feeling like they're contributing to something bigger than
themselves.
P20. The right number is only about three to five. Ten people in a room for high
level strategies and directions, that's an effective use of time, and to be a
checkpoint or stage gate later on, to make sure that the work that was assigned is
completed and is still on the right track too.

P20. trust is key to a team working together and being successful and making
sure that when something does go wrong there's not a lot of finger pointing, just
focus on solutions.

Appendix I: Concept Table – Non-Profit
This appendix provides an overview of the 38 concepts that were inductively coded from semi-structured interview data in four casestudy settings. From the Education learning team, the following participants P9, P11, P12, P14, P15 are quoted.
Concept
Communication (type, style,
frequency)
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Vision & purpose
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Quote
P11. so, electronic communication in particular, e mail, and to some extent Skype
or telephone conferences is primarily the form of communication. But, we do
have regular in person meetings, you know, a couple times a week as well, where
orders of business are conducted and then in terms of official acts of business,
our company by-laws, we have board meetings and so forth as well.
P11. I would say the vast majority of our communications, like the day to day
administrative tasks or minor decision making or just brainstorming and ironing
out problems kind of thing, is very informal with no formal or documented rules
or, rules of order or anything like that.
P15. again, definitely not anything documented or formal. And, I think it is
driven by the personalities of the members of the team.
P9. not really, I wouldn't say so. We haven't, I mean there's certainly been some
conflict situations, and some heated emotional discussions that there's never been
any formalized things around those.
P9. I feel like just inclusion is a huge piece of it. So, asking for opinions, if
someone's a little quite, saying you haven't said anything yet, what are your
thoughts or, yeah, I think mostly inclusion and letting them at least voice their
opinions, kind of thing.
P12. so, there's combination of surveys, experience, feedback from patrons,
feedback from sponsors, feedback from musicians, there's just big feedback loops
and when we bring it all together.
P14. I don't know that we ever really really try to create a common vision for a
common purpose on our own because we do like to have that that difference in
opinion, that difference in activities, and difference in, just innovative ideas I
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guess.
P14. I would say, formally its aligned. I'm not sure that it actually works very
well, but it is formally aligned in terms of the positions on the executive
committee.
P14. so, the evidence of our work would be in our meetings once we've made a
decision in making sure that those decisions get translated throughout the,
transmitted throughout the organization to our staff and then actually seeing
those things get done at the ground level.
P11. there's no standard rule. Again, we divide ourselves into committees, so I
guess it would be like backloaded departments, so if it falls under the certain
department or committee's I guess mandate for service delivery then it would be
assigned to the naturally.
P15. mostly our team collaborates at the ideas level and the strategizing. So, it
collaborates in conversation, in pursuit of decisions. Occasionally we get, we
collaborate on more mechanical tasks, you know, a week from Saturday we will
come together. Largely in a supporting role.
P9. I think creatively working around challenges is how we do it, because it’s a
volunteer organization, because it’s a non-profit organization, creativity and
innovation have been responsible for some really good success.
P12. we learn together, so there's that. So, there's those past, balance new and
fresh; then there's also, we sort of, we actually say this from time to time in the
group. We screw up all the time, but let's not screw up the same thing two years
in a row.
P9. I think that openness to like being able to look at decisions and critically say
was this the right decision, why or why not, would we do the same thing in the
future, is a huge one. And also, that idea of like being able to be critical without
taking it personally is a huge thing.
P15. when it arises, its defensiveness that reduces openness of the, of that person
to real dialogue and to learning and you know the awareness of the group, that
somebody is defensive and unhappy that effects everybody's openness right.
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15 Emotions, feelings,
experiences

P14. over beer. There's not a... I'm not actually kidding. When... we don't actually
share emotions other than if you break down and... on a personal level with
someone else on the committee.
P9. like we've sat down and tried to map those things before and done some mind
map stuff. That's something that exists but I'm not sure how often people besides
the staff have gone back to look at it recently.
P11. I think that the organization itself, not just within our team, but the whole
organization has its own sort of terms and concepts that it uses that are pretty
standard too, to this sort of a business.
P14. I don't think that we're an organization that pulls the knowledge from
individuals into the common sphere of things. We sort of wait for other folks to
push that knowledge out to us, to the larger organization.
P11. with, in a lot of ways there will be like a central repository of information,
like procedure manuals or whatever maybe would be stored centrally, but a lot of
the information just isn't shared with the team because it doesn't serve, there's no
practical reason to do so.
P9. I don't think there's a lot of those documentation happening, for things that
are decided by this team. So, I think there is a lot of documentation around safety
procedures, admissions procedures, but more procedural than like the why we're
doing stuff.
P15. I would, I don't think we have any. And I say that with some embarrassment
as you know the leader of the organization, I don't think we have any explicit
promise to learn together other than this, the yearly cycle, it’s called post
mortem, post festival, get people together to talk about what worked and what
didn't.
P11. like well formal policies, so like liquor control policies, first aid policies,
you know, emergency planning, fire planning, that sort of thing, evacuation
plans, general safety issues, ticket line processing, financial control audits, that
sort of thing.
P14. so, I think its about learning about one another developing that interpersonal
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respect for one another, even if you don't agree with one another. And, yeah, so
that's how learning does need to first occur and then it’s about the face time
together and appreciating the stakes and you know, creating the environment
where it’s okay to make mistakes.
P14. again, its team learning specifically with the executive committee I find is a
very difficult concept for us.
P11. it exists through the free exchange of ideas and information and the explicit
goals of ensuring that people fully understand or at least sufficiently understand
those ideas or whatever information is being discussed.
P11. very strongly helpful as I can answer. No question.
P15. I think it’s one hundred percent helpful to whatever extent you can achieve
it, it’s helpful.
P15. I feel liberated. I'd used the word enabled more than liberated. But definitely
much more liberated than oppressed.
P12. I think it’s, it’s mainly your world view. A combination of your world view
and your philosophical, spiritual, religious view.
P15. they're never ironed out and there's challenges with government
organizations; I wouldn't describe them as political per se they're not about
partisan politics, but in the sense that you know we shut down six blocks of the
city. There are constant tension around that.

P15. they work for me. It is a truth, almost a truth with a capital T, that teams are
an effective way of achieving almost anything you want or need to achieve.
P11. yes, absolutely, it’s a group of individuals have been assigned a goal
whether they've, once they've accepted it and they haven't asked to terminate
their employment, it’s a team.
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P9. huge. I think its massive because I mean you're certainly, to be willing to go
back to some of the stuff you've talked about already, like creativity and
innovation, you have to trust the people you are working with to put yourself out
there and suggest things that are maybe outside of the norm, or go with
something completely different.
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Appendix J: Concept Table – Education
This appendix provides an overview of the 38 concepts that were inductively coded from semi-structured interview data in four casestudy settings. From the Education learning team, the following participants P2, P5, P6, P10, P13 are quoted.
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Quote
P2. We meet regularly every week. So, we have a scheduled time and whether its
Wednesday afternoons sometimes, but usually it is Tuesdays.
P5. At the first meeting we establish norms for our meetings. We make sure that
we are respectful of those and we don't book meetings during those times.
Everyone has a voice in how decisions are made, and all the important things that
make people feel part of the team.
P5. I guess, the norm was created that if there was an issue we would try to solve
it as a PLC first and then if we felt that it wasn't something that we were
comfortable addressing on our own, then it would become more of an issue.
P6. everybody getting a voice no matter what, even if there's a difference of
opinion; responding even it goes right into our norms and things, cover things
like placement of where we sit. We try not to sit scattered throughout the room;
we try to sit as a cohesive group within the room. To making sure that everybody
was in certain proximity to one another, that our, we talked about the idea of
body language.
P13. usually it's based on data and what we've been trying to do especially this
year is through data establish what it is that where is that were having gaps so we
need to be working on.
P10. primarily from our school improvement plan; so what direction our school
is heading in and what do teams need to head in that direction as well.
P6. our vision and purpose is connected all of us to our mission and vision for the
school.
P5. I think so. I mean everybody wants to be at their best, for sure. Its quite a
dedicated group of professionals who are passionate about what they do.
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P5. I think it all goes back to again the school improvement plan, the data, the
outcomes, and seeing student engagement.
P2. a lot of times its voluntary. Who wants to take over that task, but we try to
make it distributed, we try to make it kind of fair amongst everybody so that one
person is not bombarded. A lot of the times honestly in our teams we are so
effective that everybody volunteers and nobody has to be assigned.
P5. I think that's probably one of our biggest strengths; just the meeting weekly,
but not even that so much as we're meeting daily and just touching base with
people and...
P10. it's valued I think we try to be innovative in what we bring to the staff as far
as new initiatives or directions that we want to head, and I think teachers have a
fair bit of autonomy here, to be creative and innovative and they know if what
they start something that will support some.
P2. Oh, it always learning together. I don't learn myself. I am a team learner. I am
all of those teams.
P2. we learn together, we come together every week to figure out which
strategies we're teaching.
P13. I think you have to meet face-to-face; I think you have to have a
manageable group size; I think you have to have positive personalities, and
personalities positive attitudes.
P2. I think that's kind of where the respect comes in because you might not think
that you are disrespectful or you might not think you are doing something wrong
but when you make that decision without discussing with your team, it kind of
throws everybody else off. Because we do that together and its something that we
agreed as a team to follow.
P6. there always the space to safe if there's anything else we need to talk about.
P5. We meet weekly so I guess that's a chance to share and express; and I think
people feel comfortable doing that. I think just creating that space where it safe
and positive environment for people to feel like they can share.
P13. I don't know if we do a lot of mental modeling in terms of our thought
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processes.
P2. I think its not really like known, but I think it does happen because we
constantly are discussing our strategies and our ways of teaching.
P10. I don't know I don't know if we're there yet?
P6. we have lots of data.
P5. I think we are always given opportunities to share. You may try something
really neat and people notice and then they are like oh that was really neat, can
you tell me more? And, asking people and taking an interest.
P13. Staff meetings. So, if anything, if we wanted to bring up anything at a staff
meeting we would do that and that's as simple as approaching the administrator
and saying, we want to talk about, can we talk about this?
P10. So everyone gets minutes they're all printed so everyone gets them sent to
them electronically, they're all printed, the norms are printed the common
assessments are there, the guidelines for how the PLCs should function, what
should be in there, pre and post assessments.
P6. For learning together? Interesting. I don't know how explicit they are.
P10. It's not as intentional as ‘now let's learn together’ it's probably people
sharing things and then learning coming from the sharing.
P6. well we create all our rubrics and things together. And we create common
assessments, portfolios and things like that; we've created like not only common
assessments for like summative assessments but we also create ones like for year
end things that we hand on to the next teacher, and reporting periods.
P13. I would hope the many voices are heard in the team that is not just one
person I hope that there's a lot of questions and then maybe those answers aren't
necessarily known and that kind of drives you towards what's coming next, so
how do you do that, I don't know but let's figure it out let's try this, and for that to
be accepted and be in the realization that you're not going to know
everything and that's the whole point of continuing to learn as a team.
P5. I think we're always learning as a team. I know who, again I think it goes
back to capitalizing on individual strength and recognizing in others what their
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25 Help or hurt

c

strengths are.
P13. I would absolutely say it is more helpful.
P5. Well I think its definitely helpful.
P10. I think it's very helpful I would say eight or nine.
P13. oh, way more liberated.
P2. liberated. I think its because I have been... like my athletic background. I've
always been part of a team athletically, so its natural to me to work with other
people and trust other people.
P6. I think for me a lot of it is a value system. A lot of it, I think culturally in
terms of a school culture, not cultural in terms of a religious culture, but cultural
in terms of our school culture, definitely.
P10. things change in government and it always affects education but where we
want to head doesn't ever change so there might be some things, but I think they
realize that we're not going to stop doing particular things just because a
government changed or policies changed that we'll be heading whatever direction
it is that were saying kind of thing.
P10. I think they still need to have a direction, and I think that the department
needs to have a direction. And, I think that that's where people feel frustrated,
there's no direction but I think you feel more satisfied if your school has a
direction that if they don't.
P10. you can do so much more with more brain power more sometimes you think
you have a really great idea, or you think well it's okay, and you take it to the
team and the ideas just get better right and things come out of it that's 10 times
better than you can do on your own.
P2. We are expected to meet and as the first of the year we come up with norms
and everybody kind of has to abide by those norms.
P2. I feel like we are kind of growing as a team, because we're constantly
learning or constantly changing things.
P2. So we have it on the T drive at school and everybody puts their shared stuff
on there. So, we put on a pre-test, a post-test, we put on games, anything we are
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doing in our class that we find it effective teaching, we put it on there.
P6. You need trust for the interdependency part.
P13. I guess I think of trusting someone who comes to the table with an idea
that's backed up by research that that is trusting them that they're doing this for
the right reasons.
P10. I think people blur the line between collaboration and collegial so if you
don't like someone that much it might be harder to collaborate with them I think
people still feel like you have to like everybody in order to work well when you
really need to have a level of respect for them.
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Appendix K: Concept Table – Government
This appendix provides an overview of the 38 concepts that were inductively coded from semi-structured interview data in four casestudy settings. From the Government executive work-team the following participants P1, P3, P4, P7, and P8 are quoted.
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Quote
P1. so, what we would do is meet once a week preferably in person, but we also,
because we are distributed teams, we use some online tools like soft-link, and we
spend about two hours and a good part of that two hours is a round-table. And,
thereafter we use a lot of electronic communications from SMS to e mail, and
then phone, so that's our primary modes of communication and frequency is
rather high and as needed.
P8. and, as a part of that we have governance structure, with formal meetings,
and formal terms of reference. Formal agendas, formal vetting of minutes, so
there's that extreme. And, then there's ad hoc, IM communication as well, instant
messaging. So, we do the whole gambit where appropriate.
P4. I don't think there is anything formal or informal.
P1. I don't think explicitly, no. No, not explicitly in writing.
P3. I believe that there's formal and informal approaches; certainly on the annual
basis you'd go to the extreme and have the performance review, and there's
recognition there. In regards to you know, how the results are categorized,
exceeds, meets etcetera, but also very informal in the sense that, that was an
awesome document you just delivered.
P1. well, we have the, our business plan; our business plan sets objectives for, we
have about four major goals; we have about three objectives per goal, and for
each objective we define as a team, the key performance indicators, and we
measure against those indicators.
P3. yes. That's also documented in the business plan. And, three to four years ago
it was documented in a memo to executive council when we actually created the
office of the CIO.
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P3. the intention is to deliberately align to maximize efforts. In fact in some of
our documentation such as we have on [government department] management
system that we've developed to keep us on track.
P4. well, it was established in their annual work plans, action plans. And again, it
would filter down from our organization plans.
P8. from that three-year plan into work plans and we do a lot of KPIs, any service
we offer has Key Performance Indicators assigned. So, the actual employee work
plan is driven to support that and actually performance management is based on
achieving those KPIs.
P7. we just go in there and draw pictures and we all... again its not one guy
standing up on the podium saying this is how its going to be. Sometimes we'll get
right up and take the marker out of the guys hand and, think you got to add this
piece, so its a very flowing kind of work back and forth and eventually all of
those different perspectives kind of boil down into something, and usually there's
a leader of the project.
P1. I think its the lynch pin. Its been what we've been about. We've come out
from the left field. People really have not seen us coming. We've rethought the
way we architect the business, architect the solutions; bring people to plan
together across the entire government. So, we've had to challenge ourselves to
innovate.
P7. I certainly believe that that happens; that we have elevated everybody's
knowledge on a subject by each of us adding our own perspective, but somehow
the end result being more. So, we've all taken away a grander knowledge from
the thing.
P4. I think that the organization needs to encourage everybody that it is a
learning environment. That they are encouraged to ask questions, they're
encouraged to share; they're encouraged to collaborate with everybody else.
They're encouraged to debate, discuss, improve. And, I think they need to have
that feeling that they're important, they all contribute, and its more openness and
encouragement, so it has to come from senior management down and essentially
people have to feel comfortable that they can open up their minds; they can

4

6

15 Emotions, Feelings,
Experiences

5

6

16 Mental Models

4

4

17 Common Terms

4

4

18 Individual to Common
Knowledge

5

7

19 Team to Organizational
Knowledge

4

4

20 Embedding

4

4
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14 Constraint

provide advice and recommendations, and thoughts, and feelings without
recourse.
P7. if we have a very strict timeline we don't have as much time for exploring
issues, so sometimes in that case its whoever's loudest wins.
P7. I mean if people feel that they are going to get belittled or pointed at.
P1. (finances for training); P3. Clash of personalities; P4. Not being listened to.
P4. at the management level, we don't usually do that. And when I say the
management level, I'd be talking about [names of executives at management
level].
P1. well, I mean, the brainstorming sessions. Is where I see that happening
between me and the directors. Every time we do a round table every week, your
mental models come out because you're, its unscripted. We say to people, what's
on your mind. And so you can have a better sense of their mind.
P1. do we do that every day, not really. And between the directors and I, I don't
think we do that every day.
P4. again, its a, bear with me, its a little bit different angle, I haven't thought of
that before. Its the terminology. Concepts. I mean we talk about staff, we talk
about role, we talk about skill sets.
P8. so, we do a planning process which takes the individual's subject matter
knowledge and tries to put it in various forms that technologists can understand,
that senior leadership can understand.
P1. so we try to capture the knowledge in, often, models. We're big in this team
on models. And they end up becoming an image. An image that we usually store
for the group to be able to refer to.
P3. so, that's the first thing that comes to mind, so when each of the architects
and the folks working with the architects, develops a new policy, directive,
standard, strategy, you name it, its published in the repository and available for
all of [government] to access.
P1. now we have a repository to capture all of this information, and its a shared
repository. And, that's where all the processes are, but we also have a part of that,
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21 Explicit Processes for Team
Learning

5

6

22 Team Learning Examples

4

4

23 Define Team Learning

5

6

24 Team learning existence

3

3

25 Help or hurt

5

5

that is client facing. So we have a part that's internal facing and a part that's
outside, right.
P4. we don't have anything in this organization that says this here's our strategy
for learning.
P7. I don't think we have any explicit things written down that you know; we
have lots of, we've spent a lot of time in the past year working on the what we
call the OCIO management system which is the group of processes on how we do
our work. And then my team has a group of processes on how they do their
specific IAA security work. I'm not sure that we've ever written down anything
specifically to say this is how we're going to learn...
P7. I think the EA manual that I referenced earlier; I think that is probably the
shinning example of team learning.
P3. so, every half a dozen weeks or so they get together and they will actually
bring in lunch and learn presenters and also give the individuals an opportunity to
participate in formal training for example.
P1. I would say when people get up and start drawing on the board. You know
and the others, go, ah, I get it, and they get up and go on the board. And then we
leave the room and then we go and, that's our best moment. That's really our best
learning moments, right. When we share our experiences around the table; when
we do the round table I get a sense that people learn from others successes or
mistakes, because we're very candid around that table.
P8. again, nothing formal.
P1. when we share our experiences around the table; when we do the round table
I get a sense that people learn from others successes or mistakes, because we're
very candid around that table. Its only the directors and I … other than what I just
said, I don't think I can describe it any further than that, for the, it’s a very
practical answer.
P4. I would say its helpful. It wouldn't be hurtful. Probably because it is informal
its not as helpful as it could be.
P3. I think its always helpful to the enterprise because no learning is bad
learning, but in relationship to learning we're dealing with people, and people
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will bring their personalities and their baggage.
P7. or, if you get a team that's assembled but its really just assembled to say, oh
yeah, we had a team, but it was really always just a front for one person's agenda
or something, those things, that's oppressive, nobody likes to be a part of that,
then you're along for the ride, and you're being acted upon rather than acted with.
P4. it wouldn't be oppressive, no.
P4. I think everyone has potential and I think everyone is different. And my
personal philosophy has always been, its better to get opinions and views of
multiple people to contribute to a greater good, and I mean I've been on exercises
working with others etc. where you know, you can, you solve this problem.
P1. And, the complexity of the governance and the authorities in the public sector
causes a lot of angst and restarts, and false starts, and how the hell did we get
here? And that's very much the reality we're fighting every day to try to get
clarity and keep that clarity from ideation to solutioning.
P1. The more you have the ability to document, to show the progress, to show the
decision making, to show where you started, where you're going, the easier it is
to bring people back and say...
P1. because no one person can address any of the problems that we have. So, I
try to stay away from celebrating the individual.
P1. As team members we would try to celebrate each and everyone's successes
and underline them. We also have a person that I use to write up stories about our
folks; this year for example we chose a specific area, a few people, and we got a
few awards for it.
P7. And then to get that cohesiveness, I like that word a lot, takes coaching, it
takes people to understand the goals of the team and the fact that everyone has a
role to play and people have to understand that their contribution is valued and it
may not ultimately be the way it happens, but it will be valued and taken into the
work.
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1

P7. Trust, that ability or knowledge that you can just say any crazy thing that
comes into your mind and you're not going to get ridiculed for it or... we have a
fairly, its not that we don't correct each other if we make mistakes or whatever,
but we have a very fairly open ability to just say what about this crazy idea.
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P7. Just really centers around inner being involved and engaged with what you're
doing now.
P1. Whatever that may be, even if it is how do we get a session going for people
to be more mindful and less stressed. You know we can talk about that stuff.
P7. the biggest piece that I try to remember everyday is this responsibility; I
could screw with people's lives, and you know, these people depend on us for
their employment but for so much more. For their well-being, the well-being of
their families and all of those things, and you know sometimes you get hard
decisions you have to make, but grounding myself everyday in that kind of
thinking helps as far as I'm concerned in what it means to be part of the team.

Appendix L: Theme 1 – Perspectives and Interpretations
For-Profit – Theme 1
Perspectives and Interpretations
The beliefs and understandings that participants personally hold regarding the nature and impact of team learning. These include
concepts and viewpoints on the ability of team learning to help or hurt, to liberate or oppress, and belief in the use of teams.
Definition

Example

Help or hurt

An expressed belief in the
helpfulness or hurtfulness of
team learning.

Liberated or oppressed

An expressed belief in the
liberating or oppressing
influence of team learning.

Perspectives on team learning

A statement of the factors that
have influenced the
participant’s personal
perspectives on team learning.

P17. I think its energizing in so many ways, so it, it helps
immediate performance because it helps just get the job done,
but it also creates an environment that people want to stay in
for the longer term, and if people feel like they're learning
and growing and developing, that's a team they want to stay
in, so your performance is enhanced over the long term.
P20. I feel enabled with the team and I really enjoy
collaboration, but there does become a point where there are
too many people on the team or too many people
contributing. That's when you sort of achieve that
diminishing returns.
P18. Values, culture, background, even state of mind and I
see that loud and clear of how people communicate, learn,
develop, all of that, I think that's a huge.
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Concept

Inquiry into the hurdles to
utilizing team learning within
the broader systemic context in
which the work-team and the
organization exist, and
solutions to these challenges.

P19. I think definitely in terms of like there's a ton, in terms
of like social acceptance is a huge one in terms of like being
the energy industry there's a lot of public scrutiny, there's a
lot of lack of trust.

Existing within larger context

Inquiry into the ways in which
the work-team survives or
thrives in a larger
organizational context.

Value – belief in the use of
teams

Inquiry into the beliefs that
participants hold regarding the
usefulness of work-teams in
their organization.

P20. We are very much aligned with all of the corporate
strategies and directions. A lot of our projects are... well, we
align with different departments and their goals and
objectives and there specific outcomes, we try to support
them wherever we can.
P17. Its more about meeting people's basic needs for
connection and engagement and feeling responsible and
accountable to other people and feeling valued by other
people, and feeling like they're contributing to something
bigger than themselves.

Collaborative vs collegial

A statement on the nature of
the professional relationships
between work-team members
and which is most productive
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Hurdles to ‘area’ & navigation

Non-Profit – Theme 1
Perspectives and Interpretations
The beliefs and understandings that participants personally hold regarding the nature and impact of team learning. These include
concepts and viewpoints on the ability of team learning to help or hurt, to liberate or oppress, and belief in the use of teams.
Concept

Definition

Example

Help or hurt

An expressed belief in the
helpfulness or hurtfulness of
team learning.

P11. Very strongly helpful as I can answer. No question.
P15. I think its one hundred percent helpful to whatever
extent you can achieve it, its helpful.
P15. I feel liberated. I'd use the word enabled more than
liberated. But definitely much more liberated than oppressed.

An expressed belief in the
liberating or oppressing
influence of team learning.

Perspectives on team learning

A statement of the factors that
have influenced the
participant’s personal
perspectives on team learning.

P12. I think its, it’s mainly your world view. A combination
of your world view and your philosophical, spiritual,
religious view.

Hurdles to ‘area’ & navigation

Inquiry into the hurdles to
utilizing team learning within
the broader systemic context in
which the work-team and the
organization exist, and
solutions to these challenges.

P15. They're never ironed out and there's challenges with
government organizations; I wouldn't describe them as
political per se they're not about partisan politics, but in the
sense that you know we shut down six blocks of the city.
There are constant tensions around that.
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Liberated or oppressed

Existing within larger context

Inquiry into the ways in which
the work-team survives or
thrives in a larger
organizational context.

Value – belief in the use of
teams

Inquiry into the beliefs that
participants hold regarding the
usefulness of work-teams in
their organization.

Collaborative vs collegial

A statement on the nature of
the professional relationships
between work-team members
and which is most productive

P15. They work for me. It is a truth, almost a truth with a
capital T, that teams are an effective way of achieving almost
anything you want or need to achieve.
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Government – Theme 1
Perspectives and Interpretations
The beliefs and understandings that participants personally hold regarding the nature and impact of team learning. These include
concepts and viewpoints on the ability of team learning to help or hurt, to liberate or oppress, and belief in the use of teams.
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Concept
Help or hurt

Definition
An expressed belief in the
helpfulness or hurtfulness of
work-team learning.

Liberated or oppressed

An expressed belief in the
liberating or oppressing
influence of team learning.

Perspectives on team learning

A statement of the factors that
have influenced the
participant’s personal
perspectives on team learning.

Example
P4. I would say its helpful. It wouldn't be hurtful. Probably
because it is informal its not as helpful as it could be.
P3. I think its always helpful to the enterprise because no
learning is bad learning, but in relationship to learning we're
dealing with people, and people will bring their personalities
and their baggage.
P7. Or, if you get a team that's assembled but its really just
assembled to say, oh yeah, we had a team, but it was really
always just a front for one person's agenda or something,
those things, that's oppressive, nobody likes to be a part of
that, then you're along for the ride, and you're being acted
upon rather than acted with.
P4. it wouldn't be oppressive, no.
P4. I think everyone has potential and I think everyone is
different. And my personal philosophy has always been, its
better to get opinions and views of multiple people to
contribute to a greater good, and I mean I've been on
exercises working with others etc. where you know, you can,
you solve this problem.

Hurdles to ‘area’ & navigation

Existing within larger context

Value – belief in the use of
teams

Inquiry into the hurdles to
utilizing team learning within
the broader systemic context in
which the work-team and the
organization exist, and
solutions to these challenges.
Inquiry into the ways in which
the work-team survives or
thrives in a larger
organizational context.
Inquiry into the beliefs that
participants hold regarding the
usefulness of work-teams in
their organization.
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Collaborative vs collegial

A statement on the nature of
the professional relationships
between work-team members
and which is most productive

P1. And, the complexity of the governance and the
authorities in the public sector causes a lot of angst and
restarts, and false starts, and how the hell did we get here?
And that's very much the reality we're fighting every day to
try to get clarity and keep that clarity from ideation to
solutioning.
P1. The more you have the ability to document, to show the
progress, to show the decision making, to show where you
started, where you're going, the easier it is to bring people
back and say...
P1. because no one person can address any of the problems
that we have. So, I try to stay away from celebrating the
individual.
P1. As team members we would try to celebrate each and
everyone's successes and underline them. We also have a
person that I use to write up stories about our folks; this year
for example we chose a specific area, a few people, and we
got a few awards for it.

Education – Theme 1
Perspectives and Interpretations
The beliefs and understandings that participants personally hold regarding the nature and impact of team learning. These include
concepts and viewpoints on the ability of team learning to help or hurt, to liberate or oppress, and belief in the use of teams.
Concept
Help or hurt

Liberated or oppressed
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Perspectives on team learning

Hurdles to ‘area’ & navigation

Definition
An expressed belief in the
helpfulness or hurtfulness of
team learning.
An expressed belief in the
liberating or oppressing
influence of team learning.

Example
P13. I would absolutely say it is more helpful.
P5. Well I think its definitely helpful.
P10. I think it's very helpful I would say 8 or 9.
P13. Oh, way more liberated.
P2. liberated. I think its because I have been... like my
athletic background. I've always been part of a team
athletically, so its natural to me to work with other people
and trust other people.
A statement of the factors that P6. I think for me a lot of it is a value system. A lot of it, I
have influenced the
think culturally in terms of a school culture, not cultural in
participant’s personal
terms of a religious culture, but cultural in terms of our
perspectives on team learning. school culture, definitely.
Inquiry into the hurdles to
P10. things change in government and it always affects
utilizing team learning within
education, but where we want to head doesn't ever change so
the broader systemic context in there might be some things, but I think they realize that we're
which the work-team and the
not going to stop doing particular things just because a
organization exist, and
government changed or policies changed that we'll be
solutions to these challenges.
heading whatever direction it is that were saying kind of
thing.

Existing within larger context

Inquiry into the ways in which
the work-team survives or
thrives in a larger
organizational context.

Value – belief in the use of
teams

Inquiry into the beliefs that
participants hold regarding the
usefulness of work-teams in
their organization.

Collaborative vs collegial

A statement on the nature of
the professional relationships
between work-team members
and which is most productive
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P10. I think they still need to have a direction, and I think
that the department needs to have a direction. And, I think
that that's where people feel frustrated, there's no direction
but I think you feel more satisfied if your school has a
direction that if they don't.
P10. you can do so much more with more brain power more
sometimes you think you have a really great idea, or you
think well it's okay, and you take it to the team and the ideas
just get better right and things come out of it that's 10 times
better than you can do on your own.
P10. I think people blur the line between collaboration and
collegial so if you don't like someone that much it might be
harder to collaborate with them. I think people still feel like
you have to like everybody in order to work well when you
really need to have a level of respect for them.

Appendix M: Theme 2 – Functional Processes
For-Profit – Theme 2
Functional Processes
Descriptions of the design and design processes associated with team learning. These include the concepts of how knowledge is
embedded in the organizational culture, explicit processes for team learning, alignment of work, and outcome and goal determination.
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Concept
Communication (type, style,
frequency)

Definition
A reporting on the types and
styles and frequencies that
communication takes within
the work-team.

Communication (rules &
procedures)

A reporting on the formal or
informal rules or procedures
that are followed when the
work-team communicates.
Inquiry into the techniques or
processes used to determine
the goals or outcomes that the
work-team focuses upon.

Outcome and goal
determination

Example
P19. Like one of our core values is collaboration. So, I know
that there's a lot of things you can get done by mail, or e mail
or, but I think the culture here really encourages meeting face
to face and discussing things, and you know, coming up with
the best option.
P21. I would say there are no formal rules around that.
P16. I don't think there's anything in place unless its
something that would be like something out of our team.
P20. We have a fairly formalized process for setting goals at
[company name] -- a performance management system where
a number of goals are cascaded down from the senior
leadership to our manager [name] and then cascaded down to
each of the individuals and they're essentially given their task
that's aligned to all the goals.

Vision and purpose

How a common vision and
purpose of the work-team is
established or maintained.

Alignment

Inquiry into the purposeful,
deliberate alignment of work
within the work-team in order
to maximise the efforts of
everyone on the team.
Identifying how learning or
tacit knowledge held by each
individual on the work-team is
converted to a common team
knowledge.
Identifying how learning and
knowledge generated within
the work-team is shared with
the larger organization.
Identifying how learning and
knowledge generated within
the work-team is made
permanent within the
documentation, data bases, and
manuals within the
organization.

Individual to common
knowledge
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Team to organizational
knowledge

Embedding

P19. Definitely I think there's a common vision or mission
but it hasn't been widely communicated.
P17. So, people at the leadership level have seen the new
mission vision statement and have had a lot of input and
engagement in creating that. But the rest of the team hasn't
see that because we're still waiting for organizational
positions.
P16. I would say so. A lot of it would be communicate what
we work on pretty much weekly and then we don't realize
that everybody is kind of collectively working together, but.
So, its communicated on what everybody does.
P20. You know, that's something that I don't think we are
very good at. We just kind of discover things. It comes up in
the course of some of our regular meetings.

P18. Well, we do roll up reporting, we do communications,
we do score cards and metrics and gets all rolled up to the
higher level eventually over time, into the organizational
model.
P18. I don't know as much of that is been done.
P17. So, it will become actually part of the quality
management system. But its not there yet.

Explicit processes for team
learning

Sharing

Common terms

Inquiry into the use of any
explicit processes that the
work-team follows in order to
create or generate team
learning.
Comments on the processes
used to share information with
others.
Inquiry into the analysis of
mental models held within the
team, and the resulting use of
common terms, established by
the work-team, as standardized
form of communication.

P20. For learning together. I don't think we have explicit
processes or procedures for us learning together.
P18. I would say no. P19. No. Not explicit.

P18. I don't think we do to anything bigger and broader.
P19. I don't know. No, not overtly. I wouldn't say that we
overtly do that.
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Non-Profit – Theme 2
Functional Processes
Descriptions of the design and design processes associated with team learning. These include the concepts of how knowledge is
embedded in the organizational culture, explicit processes for team learning, alignment of work, and outcome and goal determination.
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Concept
Communication (type, style,
frequency)

Definition
A reporting on the types and
styles and frequencies that
communication takes within
the work-team.

Communication (rules &
procedures)

A reporting on the formal or
informal rules or procedures
that are followed when the
work-team communicates.

Outcome and goal
determination

Inquiry into the techniques or
processes used to determine
the goals or outcomes that the
work-team focuses upon.
How a common vision and
purpose of the work-team is
established or maintained.

Vision and purpose

Example
P11. So, electronic communication in particular, e mail, and
to some extent Skype or telephone conferences is primarily
the form of communication. But, we do have regular in
person meetings, you know, a couple times a week as well,
where orders of business are conducted and then in terms of
official acts of business, our company by-laws, we have
board meetings and so forth as well.
P11. I would say the vast majority of our communications,
like the day to day administrative tasks or minor decision
making or just brainstorming and ironing out problems kind
of thing, is very informal with no formal or documented rules
or, rules of order or anything like that.
P12. So, there's combination of surveys, experience, feedback
from patrons, feedback from sponsors, feedback from
musicians, there's just big feedback loops and when we bring
it all together.
P14. I don't know that we ever really really try to create a
common vision for a common purpose on our own because
we do like to have that that difference in opinion, that
difference in activities, and difference in, just innovative
ideas I guess.

Alignment

Individual to common
knowledge

Team to organizational
knowledge
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Embedding

Explicit processes for team
learning

Sharing

Inquiry into the purposeful,
deliberate alignment of work
within the work-team in order
to maximise the efforts of
everyone on the team.
Identifying how learning or
tacit knowledge held by each
individual on the work-team is
converted to a common team
knowledge.
Identifying how learning and
knowledge generated within
the work-team is shared with
the larger organization.

P14. I would say, formally its aligned. I'm not sure that it
actually works very well, but it is formally aligned in terms
of the positions on the executive committee.

P14. I don't think that we're an organization that pulls the
knowledge from individuals into the common sphere of
things. We sort of wait for other folks to push that knowledge
out to us, to the larger organization.

P11. with, in a lot of ways there will be like a central
repository of information, like procedure manuals or
whatever maybe would be stored centrally, but a lot of the
information just isn't shared with the team because it doesn't
serve, there's no practical reason to do so.
Identifying how learning and
P9. I don't think there's a lot of those documentation
knowledge generated within
happening, for things that are decided by this team. So, I
the work-team is made
think there is a lot of documentation around safety
permanent within the
procedures, admissions procedures, but more procedural than
documentation, data bases, and like the why we're doing stuff.
manuals within the
organization.
Inquiry into the use of any
P15. I would, I don't think we have any. And I say that with
explicit processes that the
some embarrassment as you know the leader of the
work-team follows in order to organization, I don't think we have any explicit promise to
create or generate team
learn together other than this, the yearly cycle, its called post
learning.
mortem, post festival, get people together to talk about what
worked and what didn't.
Comments on the processes
used to share information with
others.

Common terms

Inquiry into the analysis of
mental models held within the
team, and the resulting use of
common terms, established by
the work-team, as standardized
form of communication.

P11. I think that the organization itself, not just within our
team, but the whole organization has its own sort of terms
and concepts that it uses that are pretty standard too, to this
sort of a business.
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Government – Theme 2
Functional Processes of Team Learning
Descriptions of the design and design processes associated with team learning. These include the concepts of how knowledge is
embedded in the organizational culture, explicit processes for team learning, alignment of work, and outcome and goal determination.
Definition
A reporting on the types and
styles and frequencies that
communication takes within
the work-team.

Communication (rules &
procedures)

A reporting on the formal or
informal rules or procedures
that are followed when the
work-team communicates.

Outcome and goal
determination

Inquiry into the techniques or
processes used to determine
the goals or outcomes that the
work-team focuses upon.

Vision and purpose

How a common vision and
purpose of the work-team is
established or maintained.
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Concept
Communication (type, style,
frequency)

Example
P1. so, what we would do is meet once a week preferably in
person, but we also, because we are distributed teams, we use
some online tools like soft-link, and we spend about two
hours and a good part of that two hours is a round-table. And,
thereafter we use a lot of electronic communications from
SMS to e mail, and then phone, so that's our primary modes
of communication and frequency is rather high and as
needed.
P8. And, as a part of that we have governance structure, with
formal meetings, and formal terms of reference. Formal
agendas, formal vetting of minutes, so there's that extreme.
And, then there's ad hoc, IM communication as well, instant
messaging. So, we do the whole gambit where appropriate.
P1. Well, we have the, our business plan; our business plan
sets objectives for, we have about four major goals; we have
about three objectives per goal, and for each objective we
define as a team, the key performance indicators, and we
measure against those indicators.
P3. yes. That's also documented in the business plan. And,
three to four years ago it was documented in a memo to
executive council when we actually created the office of the
CIO.

Alignment

Individual to common
knowledge
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Team to organizational
knowledge

Embedding

Explicit processes for team
learning

Inquiry into the purposeful,
deliberate alignment of work
within the work-team in order
to maximise the efforts of
everyone on the team.
Identifying how learning or
tacit knowledge held by each
individual on the work-team is
converted to a common team
knowledge.

P3. the intention is to deliberately align to maximize efforts.
In fact, in some of our documentation such as we have on
[government department] management system that we've
developed to keep us on track.

P8. So, we do a planning process which takes the individual's
subject matter knowledge and tries to put it in various forms
that technologists can understand, that senior leadership can
understand.
P1. so we try to capture the knowledge in, often, models.
We're big in this team on models. And they end up becoming
an image. An image that we usually store for the group to be
able to refer to.
Identifying how learning and
P3. So, that's the first thing that comes to mind, so when each
knowledge generated within
of the architects and the folks working with the architects,
the work-team is shared with
develops a new policy, directive, standard, strategy, you
the larger organization.
name it, its published in the repository and available for all of
[government] to access.
Identifying how learning and
P1. Now we have a repository to capture all of this
knowledge generated within
information, and its a shared repository. And, that's where all
the work-team is made
the processes are, but we also have a part of that, that is client
permanent within the
facing. So we have a part that's internal facing and a part
documentation, data bases, and that's outside, right.
manuals within the
organization.
Inquiry into the use of any
P4. We don't have anything in this organization that says this
explicit processes that the
here's our strategy for learning.
work-team follows in order to
create or generate team
learning.

Sharing

Common terms

Comments on the processes
used to share information with
others.
Inquiry into the analysis of
mental models held within the
team, and the resulting use of
common terms, established by
the work-team, as standardized
form of communication.

P1. do we do that every day, not really. And between the
directors and I, I don't think we do that every day.
P4. Again, its a, bear with me, its a little bit different angle, I
haven't thought of that before. Its the terminology. Concepts.
I mean we talk about staff, we talk about role, we talk about
skill sets.
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Education – Theme 2
Functional Processes
Descriptions of the design and design processes associated with team learning. These include the concepts of how knowledge is
embedded in the organizational culture, explicit processes for team learning, alignment of work, and outcome and goal determination.
Concept
Communication (type, style,
frequency)
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Communication (rules &
procedures)

Definition
A reporting on the types and
styles and frequencies that
communication takes within
the work-team.
A reporting on the formal or
informal rules or procedures
that are followed when the
work-team communicates.

Outcome and goal
determination

Inquiry into the techniques or
processes used to determine
the goals or outcomes that the
work-team focuses upon.

Vision and purpose

How a common vision and
purpose of the work-team is
established or maintained.

Example
P2. We meet regularly every week. So, we have a scheduled
time and whether its Wednesday afternoons sometimes, but
usually it is Tuesdays.
P5. At the first meeting we establish norms for our meetings.
We make sure that we are respectful of those and we don't
book meetings during those times. Everyone has a voice in
how decisions are made, and all the important things that
make people feel part of the team.
P13. usually it's based on data and what we've been trying to
do especially this year is through data establish what it is that
where is that were having gaps so we need to be working on.
P10. primarily from our school improvement plan; so what
direction our school is heading in and what do teams need to
head in that direction as well.
P6. our vision and purpose is connected all of us to our
mission and vision for the school.

Alignment

Individual to common
knowledge

Team to organizational
knowledge
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Embedding

Explicit processes for team
learning

Sharing

Inquiry into the purposeful,
deliberate alignment of work
within the work-team in order
to maximise the efforts of
everyone on the team.
Identifying how learning or
tacit knowledge held by each
individual on the work-team is
converted to a common team
knowledge.
Identifying how learning and
knowledge generated within
the work-team is shared with
the larger organization.
Identifying how learning and
knowledge generated within
the work-team is made
permanent within the
documentation, data bases, and
manuals within the
organization.
Inquiry into the use of any
explicit processes that the
work-team follows in order to
create or generate team
learning.
Comments on the processes
used to share information with
others.

P5. I think so. I mean everybody wants to be at their best, for
sure. Its quite a dedicated group of professionals who are
passionate about what they do.

P5. I think we are always given opportunities to share. You
may try something really neat and people notice and then
they are like oh that was really neat, can you tell me more?
And, asking people and taking an interest.
P13. Staff meetings. So, if anything, if we wanted to bring up
anything at a staff meeting we would do that and that's as
simple as approaching the administrator and saying, we want
to talk about, can we talk about this?
P10. So everyone gets minutes they're all printed so everyone
gets them sent to them electronically, they're all printed, the
norms are printed the common assessments are there, the
guidelines for how the PLCs should function, what should be
in there, pre and post assessments.

P6. For learning together? Interesting. I don't know how
explicit they are.
P10. It's not as intentional as ‘now let's learn together’ it's
probably people sharing things and then learning coming
from the sharing.
P2. So we have it on the T drive at school and everybody
puts their shared stuff on there. So, we put on a pre-test, a
post-test, we put on games, anything we are doing in our
class that we find it effective teaching, we put it on there.

Common terms

Inquiry into the analysis of
mental models held within the
team, and the resulting use of
common terms, established by
the work-team, as standardized
form of communication.

P10. I don't know I don't know if we're there yet?
P6. we have lots of data.
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Appendix N: Theme 3 – Affective and Interpersonal
For-Profit – Theme 3
Affective and Interpersonal
Participants’ values, feelings, and emotions associated with work-team learning and the norms that surround it. These include the
concepts of trust, dealing with conflict and emotions, valuing, and motivation.
Definition
Inquiry into the use of norms,
or other means, to deal with
conflict and emotions within
the work-team.

Value of members

How members of the workteam are shown that they have
value and are valued.

Enables work-team learning

Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be enabled.
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Concept
Conflict and emotions

Example
P17. so, in everybody's performance agreement. For core
employees, anyway, part of their formalized performance
agreement actually includes a section for how we work
together as a team. And that's the same content for everybody
on the team and it talks about peer support and mentoring, it
talks about helping each other work together towards our
common goals. There's a collaboration piece to it and there's
also a conflict resolution piece to it.
P18. I think there's been a lot of team recognition, team
accomplishment, especially the accomplishments of the team
as a whole over the month, over the quarter, annually as well,
so celebrating milestones, celebrating accomplishments, over
time, individual and team recognition, as well, and projects,
or activities that's been well done.
P17. there's a mix of things. Partly you need to have a climate
where people feel that its safe to admit they don't already
know something. You don't want people to feel like they
have to pretend they already know everything, and so kind of
creating more of a safety zone. I think people need to feel
supported by me as their leader. That if they do need
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Constrains work-team learning

Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be constrained.

Emotions, feelings,
experiences

Inquiry into the how and
where emotions, feelings, and
experiences are shared on this
work-team.

Mental models

Determining if or how the
work-team shares mental
models of their work. (Mental
models are understood to be
representations of reality – like
an architect’s model of a
building or a physicist’s model
of particle interactions, or a
map).
The elements that cause or
support the positive growth of

Growth of a team (or
individual)

something that I'll try and make something happen for them
if it means time or money. People have to have trust with
each other and comfort with each other to some extent that,
again, people feel they can ask for help, and that if they do
ask for help, their teammates will respond positively on a
consistent basis. I think you also need some degree of
stability within the team. If people are constantly coming and
leaving from your team, its pretty hard to create that feeling
that we are learning together.
P18. I think that people that might be closed off or people
that might say they are already aware of this or its not
applicable to them or... you get that type of constraint that
you're saying to people that this might not be of interest to
them or value to them.
P20. so that's more done in our one on one meetings.
P18. a lot of its probably more personal. Probably those drive
bys again, saying [name of P18] do you have moment for a
question, a concern, any feedback; and sometimes its mostly
one on one, can I share this issue with you. That's probably
where the emotion aspect comes up.
P17. so, one of the biggest ways we do that is by creating
tools and templates and just the act of creating a specific tool
- getting the input from everybody who's involved in that tool
brings those mental models to light.

Trust

Motivation
Mindfulness

Responsibility to work-team

the team or individual.
The role that trust plays in the
work-team and organization.
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The role of motivation in the
work-team.
References to the use of
‘mindfulness’ practices in the
work-team. (Mindfulness is
understood to be a state of
active and open attention to the
present moment).
References to the notion of
individual or corporate
responsibility to the workteam.

P20. trust is key to a team working together and being
successful and making sure that when something does go
wrong there's not a lot of finger pointing, just focus on
solutions.

Non-Profit – Theme 3
Affective and Interpersonal
Participants’ values, feelings, and emotions associated with work-team learning and the norms that surround it. These include the
concepts of trust, dealing with conflict and emotions, valuing, and motivation.
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Concept
Conflict and emotions

Definition
Inquiry into the use of norms,
or other means, to deal with
conflict and emotions within
the work-team.

Value of members

How members of the workteam are shown that they have
value and are valued.

Enables work-team learning

Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be enabled.

Constrains work-team learning

Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be constrained.

Example
P15. again, definitely not anything documented or formal.
And, I think it is driven by the personalities of the members
of the team.
P9. not really, I wouldn't say so. We haven't, I mean there's
certainly been some conflict situations, and some heated
emotional discussions that there's never been any formalized
things around those.
P9. I feel like just inclusion is a huge piece of it. So, asking
for opinions, if someone's a little quite, saying you haven't
said anything yet, what are your thoughts or, yeah, I think
mostly inclusion and letting them at least voice their
opinions, kind of thing.
P9. I think that openness to like being able to look at
decisions and critically say was this the right decision, why
or why not, would we do the same thing in the future, is a
huge one. And also, that idea of like being able to be critical
without taking it personally is a huge thing.
P15. When it arises, its defensiveness that reduces openness
of the, of that person to real dialogue and to learning and you
know the awareness of the group, that somebody is defensive
and unhappy that effects everybody's openness right.

Emotions, feelings,
experiences

Mental models
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Growth of a team (or
individual)
Trust

Motivation
Mindfulness

Inquiry into the how and
where emotions, feelings, and
experiences are shared on this
work-team.
Determining if or how the
work-team shares mental
models of their work. (Mental
models are understood to be
small-scale representations of
reality – like an architect’s
model of a building or a
physicist’s model of particle
interactions, or a map).
The elements that cause or
support the positive growth of
the team or individual.
The role that trust plays in the
work-team and organization.

The role of motivation in the
work-team.
References to the use of
‘mindfulness’ practices in the
work-team. (Mindfulness is
understood to be a state of
active and open attention to the
present moment).

P14. over beer. There's not a... I'm not actually kidding.
When... we don't actually share emotions other than if you
break down and... on a personal level with someone else on
the committee.
P9. Like we've sat down and tried to map those things before
and done some mind map stuff. That's something that exists
but I'm not sure how often people besides the staff have gone
back to look at it recently.

P9. Huge. I think its massive because I mean you're certainly,
to be willing to go back to some of the stuff you've talked
about already, like creativity and innovation, you have to
trust the people you are working with to put yourself out
there and suggest things that are maybe outside of the norm,
or go with something completely different.

Responsibility to work-team

References to the notion of
individual or corporate
responsibility to the workteam.
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Government – Theme 3
Affective and Interpersonal
Participants’ values, feelings, and emotions associated with work-team learning and the norms that surround it. These include the
concepts of trust, dealing with conflict and emotions, valuing, and motivation.
Concept
Conflict and emotions
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Value of members

Enables work-team learning

Definition
Inquiry into the use of norms,
or other means, to deal with
conflict and emotions within
the work-team.
How members of the workteam are shown that they have
value and are valued.

Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be enabled.

Example
P4. I don't think there is anything formal or informal.
P1. I don't think explicitly, no. No, not explicitly in writing.

P3. I believe that there's formal and informal approaches;
certainly on the annual basis you'd go to the extreme and
have the performance review, and there's recognition there.
In regards to you know, how the results are categorized,
exceeds, meets etcetera, but also very informal in the sense
that, ‘that was an awesome document you just delivered’.
P4. I think that the organization needs to encourage
everybody that it is a learning environment. That they are
encouraged to ask questions, they're encouraged to share;
they're encouraged to collaborate with everybody else.
They're encouraged to debate, discuss, improve. And, I
think they need to have that feeling that they're important,
they all contribute, and its more openness and
encouragement, so it has to come from senior management
down and essentially people have to feel comfortable that
they can open up their minds; they can provide advice and
recommendations, and thoughts, and feelings without

Constrains work-team learning

Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be constrained.

Emotions, feelings,
experiences

Inquiry into the how and
where emotions, feelings, and
experiences are shared on this
work-team.
Determining if or how the
work-team shares mental
models of their work. (Mental
models are understood to be
small-scale representations of
reality – like an architect’s
model of a building or a
physicist’s model of particle
interactions, or a map).
The elements that cause or
support the positive growth of
the team or individual.
The role that trust plays in the
work-team and organization.

Mental models
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Growth of a team (or
individual)
Trust

recourse.
P7. If we have a very strict timeline we don't have as much
time for exploring issues, so sometimes in that case its
whoever's loudest wins.
P7. I mean if people feel that they are going to get belittled
or pointed at.
P1. (finances for training); P3. Clash of personalities; P4.
Not being listened to.
P4. at the management level, we don't usually do that. And
when I say the management level, I'd be talking about
[names of executives at management level].
P1. Well, I mean, the brainstorming sessions. Is where I see
that happening between me and the directors. Every time
we do a round table every week, your mental models come
out because you're, its unscripted. We say to people, what's
on your mind. And so you can have a better sense of their
mind.

P7. Trust, that ability or knowledge that you can just say
any crazy thing that comes into your mind and you're not
going to get ridiculed for it or... we have a fairly, its not that
we don't correct each other if we make mistakes or
whatever, but we have a very fairly open ability to just say
what about this crazy idea.

Motivation
Mindfulness

Responsibility to work-team

The role of motivation in the
work-team.
References to the use of
‘mindfulness’ practices in the
work-team. (Mindfulness is
understood to be a state of
active and open attention to the
present moment).
References to a notion of
individual or corporate
responsibility to the workteam.

P7. Just really centers around inner being involved and
engaged with what you're doing now.
P1. Whatever that may be, even if it is how do we get a
session going for people to be more mindful and less
stressed. You know we can talk about that stuff.
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P7. the biggest piece that I try to remember everyday is this
responsibility; I could screw with people's lives, and you
know, these people depend on us for their employment but
for so much more. For their well-being, the well-being of
their families and all of those things, and you know
sometimes you get hard decisions you have to make, but
grounding myself everyday in that kind of thinking helps as
far as I'm concerned in what it means to be part of the team.

Education – Theme 3
Affective and Interpersonal
Participants’ values, feelings, and emotions associated with work-team learning and the norms that surround it. These include the
concepts of trust, dealing with conflict and emotions, valuing, and motivation.
Concept
Conflict and emotions
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Value of members

Enables work-team learning

Constrains work-team learning

Definition
Inquiry into the use of norms,
or other means, to deal with
conflict and emotions within
the work-team.
How members of the workteam are shown that they have
value and are valued.

Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be enabled.
Inquiry into how or what is
needed for work-team learning
to be constrained.

Example
P5. I guess, the norm was created that if there was an issue
we would try to solve it as a PLC first and then if we felt that
it wasn't something that we were comfortable addressing on
our own, then it would become more of an issue.
P6. everybody getting a voice no matter what, even if there's
a difference of opinion; responding even it goes right into our
norms and things, cover things like placement of where we
sit. We try not to sit scattered throughout the room; we try to
sit as a cohesive group within the room. To making sure that
everybody was in certain proximity to one another, that our,
we talked about the idea of body language.
P13. I think you have to meet face-to-face; I think you have
to have a manageable group size; I think you have to have
positive personalities, and personalities positive attitudes.
P2. I think that's kind of where the respect comes in because
you might not think that you are disrespectful or you might
not think you are doing something wrong but when you make
that decision without discussing with your team, it kind of
throws everybody else off. Because we do that together and
its something that we agreed as a team to follow.
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Emotions, feelings,
experiences

Inquiry into the how and
where emotions, feelings, and
experiences are shared on this
work-team.

Mental models

Determining if or how the
work-team shares mental
models of their work. (Mental
models are understood to be
small-scale representations of
reality – like an architect’s
model of a building or a
physicist’s model of particle
interactions, or a map).
The elements that cause or
support the positive growth of
the team or individual.
The role that trust plays in the
work-team and organization.

Growth of a team (or
individual)
Trust

Motivation
Mindfulness

P6. There’s always the space to be safe if there's anything
else we need to talk about. P5. We meet weekly so I guess
that's a chance to share and express; and I think people feel
comfortable doing that. I think just creating that space where
it safe and positive environment for people to feel like they
can share.
P13. I don't know if we do a lot of mental modeling in terms
of our thought processes.
P2. I think its not really like known, but I think it does
happen because we constantly are discussing our strategies
and our ways of teaching.

P2. I feel like we are kind of growing as a team, because
we're constantly learning or constantly changing things.
P6. You need trust for the interdependency part.
P13. I guess I think of trusting someone who comes to the
table with an idea that's backed up by research that that is
trusting them that they're doing this for the right reasons.

The role of motivation in the
work-team.
References to the use of
*(In vision and mission statement; not mentioned in
‘mindfulness’ practices in the
interviews).
work-team. (Mindfulness is
understood to be a state of
active and open attention to the
present moment).

Responsibility to work-team

References to of individual or
corporate responsibility to the
work-team.
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Appendix O: Theme 4 – Defining and Describing
For-Profit – Theme 4
Defining and Describing
Concrete definitions and descriptions of work-team learning as it exists and is manifest in the participants' work-place. These include
the concepts of team descriptions, team learning examples, and the existence of team learning.
Definition
Inquiry into what would define
work in the case. What does it
look like? Sound like? Feel
like?

Task assignment

Determining how are tasks
delegated and assigned to
members of the work-team

Collaboration

Understanding what the team
does to collaborate, if it does,
and what this looks like.

Creativity and innovation

Asking what role creativity
and innovation play in this
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Concept
What work looks like

Example
P17. In terms of specifics, I've put a lot of work in the last
two years in terms of really specifying exactly what
deliverables are expected for certain types of work, and we
write that down in checklists, procedures, and processes,
templates.
P18. Well, I think its anything that's going to keep us busy,
right.
P16. I guess, tasks are aligned to whoever has or knows how
to do it.
P16. I would say so. A lot of it would be to communicate
what we work on pretty much weekly and then we don't
realize that everybody is kind of collectively working
together, but. So, its communicated on what everybody does.
P20. We have a very collaborative environment at [company
name] and its sometimes to a fault because too many people
are allowed to add their voice different projects along the
way, but it is the kind of thing where one of our key values at
[company name] is collaboration.
P19. So, its creativity is huge. Creativity and innovation;
figuring out things and analyzing, coming up with solutions

work-team.
Determining if and how the
work-team learns together.

Team description(s)

The provision of information
that describes the work-team.

Team learning examples

Understanding if there are
physical examples of the
work-team learning and
creating artifacts.

Define team learning

Asking respondents to define
team learning in terms of
sensory data.
Inquiry into the recognition of
the existence of team learning,
and if it is recognized, how it
exists.
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Work-team learning

Team learning existence

is definitely a really key function of what we do, because
things are often very unclear when they come to us.
P20. We sit down as part of the regular meetings to
essentially talk about what's going on, but there's more to it
than that. There's the round table and there's learning
activities woven into our regular meetings. (*Transactional)
P20. The right number is only about three to five. Ten people
in a room for high level strategies and directions, that's an
effective use of time, and to be a checkpoint or stage gate
later on, to make sure that the work that was assigned is
completed and is still on the right track too.
P20. One is a conversation about learning communities and
one of the initiatives that our group has put together is
essentially to get together sort of an informal community of
people who are engaged in learning and training and those
type of activities at [company name].
P16. I think learning in a team is just that open
communication and sharing of skill sets and knowledge that
people just pick up on a day to day basis.
P20. I would say that on the team its an active learning
environment. I think that people are, have enough trust that
they are willing to share their issues and ask for help and
engage in kind of a team problem solving as we move big
rocks and support each other.

Non-Profit – Theme 4
Defining and Describing
Concrete definitions and descriptions of work-team learning as it exists and is manifest in the participants' work-place. These include
the concepts of team descriptions, team learning examples, and the existence of team learning.
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Concept
What work looks like

Definition
Inquiry into what would define
work in the case. What does it
look like? Sound like? Feel
like?

Task assignment

Determining how are tasks
delegated and assigned to
members of the work-team

Collaboration

Understanding what the team
does to collaborate, if it does,
and what this looks like.

Creativity and innovation

Asking what role creativity
and innovation play in this
work-team.

Work-team learning

Determining if and how the

Example
P14. So, the evidence of our work would be in our meetings
once we've made a decision in making sure that those
decisions get translated throughout the, transmitted
throughout the organization to our staff and then actually
seeing those things get done at the ground level.
P11. there's no standard rule. Again, we divide ourselves into
committees, so I guess it would be like back-loaded
departments, so if it falls under the certain department or
committee's I guess mandate for service delivery then it
would be assigned to them naturally.
P15. mostly our team collaborates at the ideas level and the
strategizing. So, it collaborates in conversation, in pursuit of
decisions. Occasionally we get, we collaborate on more
mechanical tasks, you know, a week from Saturday we will
come together. Largely in a supporting role.
P9. I think creatively working around challenges is how we
do it, because its a volunteer organization, because its a nonprofit organization, creativity and innovation have been
responsible for some really good success.
P12. we learn together, so there's that. So, there's those past,

work-team learns together.

The provision of information
that describes the work-team.

Team learning examples

Understanding if there are
physical examples of the
work-team learning and
creating artifacts.

Define team learning

Asking respondents to define
team learning in terms of
sensory data.

Team learning existence

Inquiry into the recognition of
the existence of team learning,
and if it is recognized, how it
exists.
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Team description(s)

balance new and fresh; then there's also, we sort of, we
actually say this from time to time in the group. We screw up
all the time, but let's not screw up the same thing two years in
a row.
P11. yes, absolutely, its a group of individuals have been
assigned a goal whether they've, once they've accepted it and
they haven't asked to terminate their employment, its a team.
P11. like well formal policies, so like liquor control policies,
first aid policies, you know, emergency planning, fire
planning, that sort of thing, evacuation plans, general safety
issues, ticket line processing, financial control audits, that
sort of thing.
P14. so, I think its about learning about one another
developing that interpersonal respect for one another, even if
you don't agree with one another. And, ya, so that's how
learning does need to first occur and then its about the face
time together and appreciating the stakes and you know,
creating the environment where its okay to make mistakes.
P14. again, its team learning specifically with the executive
committee I find is a very difficult concept for us.
P11. it exists through the free exchange of ideas and
information and the explicit goals of ensuring that people
fully understand or at least sufficiently understand those
ideas or whatever information is being discussed.

Government – Theme 4
Defining and Describing
Concrete definitions and descriptions of work-team learning as it exists and is manifest in the participants' work-place. These include
the concepts of team descriptions, team learning examples, and the existence of team learning.
Concept
What work looks like

Task assignment
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Definition
Inquiry into what would define
work in the case. What does it
look like? Sound like? Feel
like?
Determining how are tasks
delegated and assigned to
members of the work-team

Collaboration

Understanding what the team
does to collaborate, if it does,
and what this looks like.

Creativity and innovation

Asking what role creativity
and innovation play in this
work-team.

Example
P4. well, it was established in their annual work plans, action
plans. And again, it would filter down from our organization
plans.
P8. from that three-year plan into work plans and we do a lot
of KPIs, any service we offer has Key Performance
Indicators assigned. So, the actual employee work plan is
driven to support that and actually performance management
is based on achieving those KPIs.
P7. we just go in there and draw pictures and we all... again
its not one guy standing up on the podium saying this is how
its going to be. Sometimes we'll get right up and take the
marker out of the guys hand and, think you got to add this
piece, so its a very flowing kind of work back and forth and
eventually all of those different perspectives kind of boil
down into something, and usually there's a leader of the
project.
P1. I think its the lynch pin. Its been what we've been about.
We've come out from the left field. People really have not
seen us coming. We've rethought the way we architect the
business, architect the solutions; bring people to plan together
across the entire government. So, we've had to challenge
ourselves to innovate.

Determining if and how the
work-team learns together

Team description(s)

The provision of information
that describes the work-team.

Team learning examples

Understanding if there are
physical examples of the
work-team learning and
creating artifacts.

Define team learning

Asking respondents to define
team learning in terms of
sensory data.

Team learning existence

Inquiry into the recognition of
the existence of team learning,
and if it is recognized, how it
exists.
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Work-team learning

P7. I certainly believe that that happens; that we have
elevated everybody's knowledge on a subject by each of us
adding our own perspective, but somehow the end result
being more. So, we've all taken away a grander knowledge
from the thing.
P7. And then to get that cohesiveness, I like that word a lot,
takes coaching, it takes people to understand the goals of the
team and the fact that everyone has a role to play and people
have to understand that their contribution is valued and it
may not ultimately be the way it happens, but it will be
valued and taken into the work.
P7. I think the EA manual that I referenced earlier; I think
that is probably the shinning example of team learning.
P3. So, every half a dozen weeks or so they get together and
they will actually bring in lunch and learn presenters and also
give the individuals an opportunity to participate in formal
training for example.
P1. I would say when people get up and start drawing on the
board. You know and the others, go, ah, I get it, and they get
up and go on the board. And then we leave the room and then
we go and, that's our best moment. That's really our best
learning moments, right. When we share our experiences
around the table; when we do the round table I get a sense
that people learn from others successes or mistakes, because
we're very candid around that table.
P8. again, nothing formal.
P1. when we share our experiences around the table; when
we do the round table I get a sense that people learn from
other’s successes or mistakes, because we're very candid
around that table. It’s only the directors and I … other than
what I just said, I don't think I can describe it any further.

Education – Theme 4
Defining and Describing
Concrete definitions and descriptions of work-team learning as it exists and is manifest in the participants' work-place. These include
the concepts of team descriptions, team learning examples, and the existence of team learning.
Concept
What work looks like
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Task assignment

Collaboration

Creativity and innovation

Work-team learning

Definition
Inquiry into what would define
work in the case. What does it
look like? Sound like? Feel
like?
Determining how are tasks
delegated and assigned to
members of the work-team

Understanding what the team
does to collaborate, if it does,
and what this looks like.
Asking what role creativity
and innovation play in this
work-team.

Determining if and how the
work-team learns together.

Example
P5. I think it all goes back to again the school improvement
plan, the data, the outcomes, and seeing student engagement.

P2. a lot of times its voluntary. Who wants to take over that
task, but we try to make it distributed, we try to make it kind
of fair amongst everybody so that one person is not
bombarded. A lot of the times honestly in our teams we are
so effective that everybody volunteers and nobody has to be
assigned.
P5. I think that's probably one of our biggest strengths; just
the meeting weekly, but not even that so much as we're
meeting daily and just touching base with people and...
P10. it's valued I think we try to be innovative in what we
bring to the staff as far as new initiatives or directions that we
want to head, and I think teachers have a fair bit of autonomy
here, to be creative and innovative and they know if what
they start something that we’ll support them.
P2. Oh, it always learning together. I don't learn myself. I am
a team learner. I am all of those teams.
P2. we learn together, we come together every week to figure

The provision of information
that describes the work-team.

Team learning examples

Understanding if there are
physical examples of the
work-team learning and
creating artifacts.

Define team learning

Asking respondents to define
team learning in terms of
sensory data.

Team learning existence

Inquiry into the recognition of
the existence of team learning,
and if it is recognized, how it
exists.
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Team description(s)

out which strategies we're teaching.
P2. We are expected to meet and as the first of the year we
come up with norms and everybody kind of has to abide by
those norms.
P6. well we create all our rubrics and things together. And we
create common assessments, portfolios and things like that;
we've created like not only common assessments for like
summative assessments but we also create ones like for year
end things that we hand on to the next teacher, and reporting
periods.
P13. I would hope the many voices are heard in the team that
is not just one person I hope that there's a lot of questions and
then maybe those answers aren't necessarily known and that
kind of drives you towards what's coming next, so how do
you do that, I don't know but let's figure it out let's try this,
and for that to be accepted and be in the realization that
you're not going to know everything and that's the whole
point of continuing to learn as a team.
P5. I think we're always learning as a team. I know who,
again I think it goes back to capitalizing on individual
strength and recognizing in others what their strengths are.

Appendix P: Relating Main Themes to Cases
Theme 1: Perspectives and Interpretations
For-Profit

•
•

Non-Profit

•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Government

Positive belief that work-team learning is enabling and liberating.
Work looks like: peer mentoring and support reinforce how the team works
together. Safety to share is also apparent.
Positive belief that work-team learning is enabling and liberating.
Work looks like: being out there; being open and not defensive.
Positive belief that work-team learning is enabling and liberating.
Work looks like: research-backed ideas to change and improve.
Positive belief that work-team learning is enabling and liberating.
Work looks like: welcoming brainstorming sessions.

Theme 2: Functional Processes
For-Profit

•
•
•

Non-Profit

•
•
•

Education

•
•
•

Government

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reported no deliberate or formal communication, common vocabulary, or group
norms associated with descriptions of, or explicit processes for work-team
learning.
Formal processes for embedding knowledge – roll up reports, score cards etc.
However, two members say this is not done.
Alignment / collaboration of work is done through performance management that
aligns work to goals.
Process: face to face – but not stated formally how work processes should look.
Reported no deliberate or formal communication, common vocabulary, or group
norms associated with descriptions of, or explicit processes for work-team
learning.
Safety and admissions procedures endure, but no formal process; however, a lot
of information is not shared.
Alignment / collaboration of work does not exist formally.
Process: informal with primary communication source being electronic.
Reported no deliberate or formal communication, common vocabulary, or group
norms associated with descriptions of, or explicit processes for work-team
learning.
Formal processes for embedding knowledge – T drive.
Alignment / collaboration of work is stated as teaching students to be their best.
Process: face to face meetings to examine gaps and determine work.
Reported no deliberate or formal communication, common vocabulary, or group
norms associated with descriptions of, or explicit processes for work-team
learning.
Formal processes exist: manuals, data bases, share-point…
Alignment / collaboration of work is completed through the business plan.
Process: capture WTL in models and images and share widely through online
tools, manuals, and linked procedures
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Theme 3: Affective and Interpersonal
For-Profit

•
•
•
•
•

Non-Profit

•
•
•
•
•

Education

•
•
•
•
•

Government

•
•
•
•
•

Trust is important. Safety too.
Emotions: informal, face to face.
Conflict: addressed in policy and performance agreements.
Valuing: overt recognition is valuable, and ethics document support this.
No formally established processes to foster affirmation, work with emotions,
problem-solve conflict.
Trust is important.
Emotions: over a beer / nothing documented / part of effective learning.
Conflict: nothing formal.
Valuing: inclusion is paramount to work-team learning.
No formally established processes to foster affirmation, work with emotions,
problem-solve conflict.
Trust is important.
Emotions: expressed in weekly meetings.
Conflict: nothing formal but there are informal norms and a positive attitude is
valued.
Valuing: people are valued.
No formally established processes to foster affirmation, work with emotions,
problem-solve conflict.
Trust is important.
Emotions: informal / nothing formal.
Conflict: nothing formal.
Valuing: encouragement creates a learning environment and this needs to be
modelled.
No formally established processes to foster affirmation, work with emotions,
problem-solve conflict.

Theme 4: Defining and Describing
For-Profit

•
•

Non-Profit

Education

Government

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formally relates continuous growth and removing obstacles to WT reaching
goals and objectives.
Ends are defined in performance agreements and management systems manuals
to produce products and processes.
No formal process for work-team learning.
Many voices heard and face time create a collective learning environment.
Ends are what are used to measure the work, not a predetermined goal.
No formal process for work-team learning.
Many voices heard and face time create a collective learning environment.
Ends are established through the work of the team, and the sharing of this
purpose is notable in common assessment, rubrics etc.
No formal process for work-team learning.
When everyone has a role to play contribution, and engagement is highly
relational, these are the most enjoyable work-team moments.
Ends define work. Work plans, action plans, KPIs, and formal training.
No formal process for work-team learning.
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